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First Quality Composite Materials
GUARANTEED 

Since 1957, Fibre Glast Developments has 
specialized in the distribution of fiberglass 
and composite supplies. We are proud to 
offer the largest and most comprehensive 
composite catalog available and are glad 
you have chosen to consider us for your 
fiberglass and composite needs.

Fibre Glast materials are suitable for the 
most demanding applications, like aerospace 
and racing. We only supply First Quality 
materials and that is one reason why we are 
The Professionals’ Choice.

3K, 2X2 Twill Weave Carbon Fiber 
5.7 oz/sq yd, 50” Wide, .012” Thick, 3K, 2x2 Twill Weave

Prepreg 3K, 2X2 Twill Weave Carbon
50” Wide. Our most popular carbon in prepreg form 

This 2x2 twill weave fabric offers the cosmetic appearance so desirable on modern 
composite parts. But don’t just use it for looks, this fabric is highly formable and slightly 
stronger than the plain weave.

Identical to part# 1069, this prepreg offers the advantages of pre-impregnation of 
an epoxy resin system. The material can be stored, shipped and handled at room 
temperatures and is cured using ramp up schedule requiring at most 310°F. Resin 
content 37.00% +/- 2%.

#3101-A 1 yd roll $175.95
#3101-B 3 yd roll $439.95
#3101-C 5 yd roll $654.45

#3101 10+ yds $118.75/yd
 25+ yds $113.25/yd
 50+ yds $107.75/yd
 75+ yds $102.25/yd
 100+ yds $  96.75/yd

ISO
9001
INTERNATIONAL
CERTIFICATION

#1069-A 1 yd roll $  59.95
#1069-B 3 yd roll $169.95
#1069-C 5 yd roll $249.95

#1069 10+ yds $44.95/yd
 25+ yds $42.95/yd
 50+ yds $40.95/yd
                  100+ yds $38.95/yd 
 

Send us your Pictures! 
Fibre Glast wants to share photos of your composite projects.  

Throughout this catalog and on our website we love to promote 
the skills and talents of our customers.

To send us your picture, go to our website:
http://www.FibreGlast.com/product/submit

If you would like to be informed of future ‘Send us Your Picture’ campaigns,
be sure to visit our website and join our email list.  While you are there,

feel free to check out more of our customer pictures in the photo galleries.

Send us your Pictures! 
Fibre Glast wants to share photos of your composite projects.  

Throughout this catalog and on our website we love to promote 
the skills and talents of our customers.

To send us your picture, go to our website:
http://www.FibreGlast.com/product/submit

If you would like to be informed of future ‘Send us Your Picture’ campaigns,
be sure to visit our website and join our email list.  While you are there,

feel free to check out more of our customer pictures in the photo galleries.
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#3101 10+ yds $118.75/yd
 25+ yds $113.25/yd
 50+ yds $107.75/yd
 75+ yds $102.25/yd
 100+ yds $  96.75/yd

 Carbon Fiber FabricsFabrics
3K, Plain Weave Carbon Fiber 
5.7 oz/sq yd, 50” Wide, .012” Thick, 3K, 12.5x12.5 Plain Weave
 This plain weave carbon fiber is the 
most commonly used type for lightweight 
aerodynamic parts. Only three layers 
are typically necessary to produce non-
structural pieces. It wets out quickly and 
handles easily.   

#530-A 1 yd roll $  59.95
#530-B 3 yd roll $169.95
#530-C 5 yd roll $249.95

#530 10+ yds $44.95/yd
 25+ yds $42.95/yd
 50+ yds $40.95/yd 
 100+ yds $38.95/yd

Braided Carbon Biaxial Sleeve
No Seams, No Winding

These braided carbon biaxial sleeves have 
the cosmetically desirable appearance of 
a 2x2 Twill pattern but as a sleeve, they 
can be slid over a prepared mandrel or 
tube to create straight or  tapered tubing. 
The sleeves can be increased from their 
base diameter up to 30% and decreased 
up to 70%. This means that a 2” diameter 
can be used in a single application ranging 
from 2.6” diameter down to 0.6”. Laying 
up sleeves is predictable, repeatable and 
suitable for precise manufacture of 
composite parts.

#2608-A 1 yd roll $  29.95
#2608-B 3 yd roll $  74.95
#2608-C 5 yd roll $104.95

#2609-A 1 yd roll $  29.95
#2609-B 3 yd roll $  74.95
#2609-C 5 yd roll $104.95

#2622-A 1 yd roll $  59.95
#2622-B 3 yd roll $149.95
#2622-C 5 yd roll $214.95

#2635-A 1 yd roll $  79.95
#2635-B 3 yd roll $199.95
#2635-C 5 yd roll $284.95

1-1/2” Wide, 8.3 oz/sq. yd., 3K, .013” Thick

2” Wide, 7.5 oz/sq. yd., 3K, .03” Thick

4” Wide, 15.1 oz/sq. yd., 12K, .02” Thick

6” Wide, 14.5 oz/sq. yd., 12K, .021” Thick

#2608 10+ yds $14.95/yd
 25+ yds $12.95/yd 

#2609 10+ yds $14.95/yd
 25+ yds $12.95/yd 

#2622 10+ yds $29.95/yd
 25+ yds $27.95/yd 

#2635 10+ yds $39.95/yd
 25+ yds $37.95/yd 

#2293-A   50 yd roll $14.95
#2293-B 100 yd roll $24.95
#2293-C 250 yd roll $49.95

24K Carbon Tow 
24,000 Individual Carbon Filaments

Our high strength Carbon Tow is for 
selectively reinforcing fiberglass or 
carbon and for fabricating small, high 
strength, low weight structures. Use to 
filament wind tubes or add as a dense 
charge for compression molding.  

1K, Plain Weave Ultralight Carbon Fiber                                                                                       
3.5 oz/sq yd, 42” wide, .009” thick

This unique carbon fabric is used in the 
most demanding applications requiring 
carbon properties and stiffness at 
a minimum weight. Plain weave 
construction provides excellent stability 
and easy handling. 

#2363-A 1 yd roll $249.95
#2363-B 3 yd roll $629.95
#2363-C 5 yd roll $894.95
#2363 10+ yds $169.95/yd
 26+ yds $164.95/yd

Unidirectional Carbon
12K, 9.0 oz/sq yd, .014” thick & 4.3 oz/sq yd. IM, .006” thick  

This unidirectional is made without the 
typical hot melt process. Consequently, 
there is no crimping of the fibers and 
only minimal binder is used. This results 
in the highest property unidirectional dry 
reinforcement available. The 9 oz is 
used in many marine applications such 
as boat hulls, as well as hockey sticks 
and bicycles. The Intermediate Modulus 
4.3 oz Uni is used in aerospace and  
racing applications where maximum 
single directional properties are critical. 
12” wide.

#2596-A 1 yd roll $  39.95
#2596-B 3 yd roll $  99.95
#2596-C 5 yd roll $144.95

#2583-A 1 yd roll $  29.95
#2583-B 3 yd roll $  74.95
#2583-C 5 yd roll $104.95

4.3 oz/sq. yd., IM, 12K, .006” Thick, 12” Wide

9 oz/sq. yd., 12K, .014” Thick, 12” Wide

#2596 10+ yds $19.95/yd
 25+ yds $17.95/yd 
 50+ yds $15.95/yd 

#2583 10+ yds $14.95/yd
 25+ yds $12.95/yd 
 50+ yds $10.95/yd 

Carbon Fiber Veil
.2 oz, 35.5” Wide 
Graphite veils are frequently used in 
applications when corrosion resistant 
barriers are required. The nonwoven            
construction allows a resin-rich surface 
that increases chemical stability and       
reduces the risk of micro-cracks forming 
in the composite surface. Carbon 
veils can also be used for grounding 
a composite structure, minimizing the     
build-up of static electricity that could 
prove dangerous when in contact with 
explosive liquids and gases. 

#1064-A 1 yd roll $14.95
#1064-B 3 yd roll $39.95
#1064-C 5 yd roll $59.95

#1064 10+ yds $9.95/yd
 25+ yds $9.15/yd
 50+ yds $8.95/yd 
 125+ yds $8.45/yd 
 500+ yds $7.85/yd 

Taco Papica
District Tree Longboards
Philippines
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Carbon FiberFabricsFabrics
6K, 5HS Weave Carbon Fiber
10.9 oz/sq yd, 50” Wide, .024” Thick, 6K, 5HS Weave Construction
With twice the fiber density of the 3K 
types, this fabric is ideal for structural     
applications. Also, the 5HS weave allows 
it to work even with the most complex 
shapes. This material builds quickly to 
form lightweight structures with virtually 
no flex.  

#660-A 1 yd roll $  79.95
#660-B 3 yd roll $199.95
#660-C 5 yd roll $329.95

   #660 10+ yds $64.95/yd
 25+ yds $62.95/yd
 50+ yds $59.95/yd 
               100+ yds $57.95/yd 

Carbon Fiber Tape 
Plain weave, 3K, 5.7 oz/sq yd and .012” Thick

Graphite Tapes are ideal for selective 
reinforcement of graphite fabrications, 
sleeve winding, lap joining, and repairs of 
cracks on graphite surfaces. 

#597-A     1”, 10 yd roll     $  54.95
#597-B     1”, 50 yd roll     $229.95

Carbon Fiber Sample Pack
This convenient Sample Pack contains 
4”x6” swatches of all of our classic style 
carbon fabrics. It is ideal for determining 
which material you would like to try for 
your application. Plus, this Sample Pack 
includes a coupon for $25 off your next 
order of $100 or more when purchased 
within 60 days!

Individual 4” x 6” swatches available for 
$1.95 each.  

Grandmaster Carbon Fiber 
12K, 10X10, 19.2 Oz/Yd2, 50” Wide, .03” Thick

Its bold, plain weave construction creates a lustrous, 
glazed chessboard. Every thick yarn of carbon is like a 
glossy brushstroke. The high-contrast surface makes for 
brilliant highlights but also deep, dark shadows. Use this 
fabric on a car hood, a motorcycle fender, a snowboard 
or any project that needs something strong and bold.

#3221-A 1 yd roll $  79.95
#3221-B 3 yd roll $199.95
#3221-C 5 yd roll $329.95

#3221 10+ yds $64.95/yd
 25+ yds $62.95/yd
 50+ yds $59.95/yd
               100+ yds $57.95/yd

Labyrinth Carbon Fiber 
3K, 12X12, 5.7 Oz/Yd2, 50” Wide, .014” Thick

Laminating this carbon fabric really makes the pattern 
come alive. This pattern is like an optical illusion. In 
certain light, a maze of cubes zigzags the length of the 
fabric. The pattern seems to reach crookedly into the third 
dimension, fascinating anyone who looks upon it.

#3223-A 1 yd roll $  64.95
#3223-B 3 yd roll $184.95
#3223-C 5 yd roll $289.95

#3223 10+ yds $54.95/yd
 25+ yds $51.95/yd
 50+ yds $48.95/yd
               100+ yds $45.95/yd

Patterned Carbon Fiber Sample Pack
This convenient Sample Pack contains 
a 12”x 12” Swatch of every patterned 
carbon fiber. It is ideal for determining 
which fabric you would like to try for your 
next application. Plus, this Sample Pack 
includes a coupon for $25 off your next 
order of $100 or more when purchased 
within 60 days!  

Individual 12” x 12” swatches available for 
$2.95 each. 
#4006-A $19.95#4005-A $14.95

John Haley
John Haley MotorSports Inc
Apple Valley, MN

 4+   $223.95     10+   $219.95

 4+   $294.95    10+   $289.95

 4+   342.95      10+   $337.95

 4+   $494.95    10+   $489.95

 4+   $251.95     10+   $247.95

#596-A     2”, 10 yd roll     $  69.95
#596-B     2”, 50 yd roll     $259.95

#2402-A   3”, 10 yd roll     $  84.95
#2402-B   3”, 50 yd roll     $304.95

#598-A     4”, 10 yd roll     $  99.95
#598-B     4”, 50 yd roll     $349.95

 
#2415-A   6”, 10 yd roll     $129.95
#2415-B   6”, 50 yd roll     $504.95  
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Fabrics

Rook Carbon Fiber 
3K, 12X12, 5.7 Oz/Yd2, 50” Wide, .014” Thick

This pattern captures the sophisticated appeal of a 
chessboard and the excitement of a checkered flag. This 
fabric has multiple dimensions. At certain viewing angles, 
this pattern has a high-contrast chessboard look. At other 
viewing angles, each square turns into a subtle diamond. 
Use this carbon fiber to achieve an exceptionally unique 
part.

#3220-A 1 yd roll $  64.95
#3220-B 3 yd roll $184.95
#3220-C 5 yd roll $289.95

#3220 10+ yds $54.95/yd
 25+ yds $51.95/yd
 50+ yds $48.95/yd
               100+ yds $45.95/yd

Patterned Carbon Fiber Sample Pack

Wasp Carbon Fiber 
3K, 12X18, 7.3 Oz/Yd2, 50” Wide, .016” Thick

This hexagon covered pattern is like an intimidating, scaly 
predator. Each honeycomb is well-defined and would 
look great in any application. The polygonal shapes lock 
together to create a harmonious, symmetrical pattern. 
Lay up a car hood, a dashboard or a table. This fabric is 
just what you need to stand out.

#3222-A 1 yd roll $  79.95
#3222-B 3 yd roll $199.95
#3222-C 5 yd roll $329.95

#3222 10+ yds $64.95/yd
 25+ yds $62.95/yd
 50+ yds $59.95/yd
               100+ yds $57.95/yd

This first quality, hybrid fabric offers 3K Carbon in the warp and 1500 Denier     
KEVLAR® in the fill directions for maximum drapability and drop-dead good looks. 
Use as a single layer for cosmetics only or back with another layer in the cross 
direction for a maximum balance of properties. The KEVLAR® fibers are dyed red for 
eye-catching color. 

Red KEVLAR®/Carbon Hybrid
5.4 oz/sq yd, 50” Wide, .012” Thick, 2x2 Twill Weave

#1067-A     1 yd roll        $  69.95
#1067-B     3 yd roll     $199.95
#1067-C     5 yd roll     $299.95

10+ yds $54.95/yd
25+ yds $49.95/yd
50+ yds $44.95/yd 

This first quality, hybrid fabric offers 3K Carbon in the warp and 1500 Denier     
KEVLAR® in the fill directions for maximum drapability and drop-dead good looks. 
Use as a single layer for cosmetics only or back with another layer in the cross 
direction for a maximum balance of properties. The KEVLAR® fibers are dyed blue 
for eye-catching color. 

Blue KEVLAR®/Carbon Hybrid
5.4 oz/sq yd, 50” Wide, .012” Thick, 2x2 Twill Weave

#1066-A  1 yd roll       $  69.95 
#1066-B  3 yd roll $199.95
#1066-C  5 yd roll $299.95

10+ yds $54.95/yd
25+ yds $49.95/yd
50+ yds $44.95/yd 

This first quality, hybrid fabric offers 3K Carbon in the warp and 1420 Denier     
KEVLAR® in the fill directions for maximum drapability and drop-dead good looks. 
Use as a single layer for cosmetics only or back with another layer in the cross 
direction for a maximum balance of properties. The KEVLAR® fibers are dyed yellow 
for eye-catching color. 

Yellow KEVLAR®/Carbon Hybrid
5.4 oz/sq yd, 50” Wide, .012” Thick, 2x2 Twill Weave

#1065-A     1 yd roll    $  69.95
#1065-B     3 yd roll $199.95
#1065-C     5 yd roll $299.95

10+ yds $54.95/yd
25+ yds $49.95/yd
50+ yds $44.95/yd 

Kevlar® & Hybrid Sample Pack
This convenient Sample Pack 
contains 4”x6” swatches of all of our 
Kevlar® and Hybrid fabrics. It is ideal 
for determining which material you 
would like to try for your application. 
Plus, this Sample Pack includes a 
coupon for $25 off your next order of 
$100 or more when purchased within 
60 days!   

#4004-A $14.95

Individual 4” x 6” swatches available for 
$2.95 each.  

Fabrics Carbon Fiber / Hybrid Fabrics

KEVLAR® is a registered trademark of E.I. DuPont De Nemours & Co.

#1067 

#1066

#1065
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KEVLAR® Veil
.25 Oz/sq yd, 35.5” Wide

GINGHER® Serrated Scissor 
Best KEVLAR® Scissor Ever

This KEVLAR® fabric provides the improved 
cosmetics and drapability of a twill weave. 
Ideal for impact resistant applications 
requiring the lightweight, high strength 
properties of KEVLAR® where pattern      
show through is desirable. 

This sleeve offers all of the benefits of 
KEVLAR®. Impact and abrasion resistant, 
this sleeve will also conform to shapes 
with changing geometries. Great for use 
in prosthetics, hockey sticks and much 
more. It can be slid over a prepared   
mandrel or tube to create straight or 
tapered tubing. Biaxial sleeves can be 
increased from their base diameter up 
to 30% and decreased up to 70%. This 
means that a 2” diameter can be used 
in a single application ranging from 2.6” 
diameter down to 0.6”. Laying up sleeves 
is predictable, repeatable and suitable for 
precise manufacture of composite parts.

KEVLAR® veil is a lightweight, 
nonwoven material that helps block      
print-through while still offering abrasion 
and impact resistance. Though commonly 
used in KEVLAR® laminates, it can also 
be paired with carbon fiber or fiberglass 
to provide the benefits of KEVLAR® while     
adding minimal weight and thickness. 

KEVLAR® tape is ideal for selective               
reinforcement of KEVLAR®, fiberglass or 
carbon laminations and repairs. This plain 
weave style offers optimum stability and 
drapability for wrapping or laying in strips. 
Highly recommended in lieu of   cutting 
KEVLAR® into small strips.

KEVLAR® in plain weave form is the most 
popular KEVLAR® in composites. Although 
it is a little stiff for highly contoured 
molds, it offers uniform properties, 
maximum stability and simple surfacing                    
characteristics. Good stiffness, light weight 
and high abrasion resistance.

 
The serrated edge on these scissors     
allows you to cut KEVLAR® without pulling 
fibers along with the scissor. The serrated 
blade holds the fabric in place while the 
smooth blade cuts. Can be used for other 
fabrics but the same pair should not be 
used for KEVLAR® and any other fabric.  

#2443-A 1 yd roll $  54.95
#2443-B 3 yd roll $153.95
#2443-C 5 yd roll $241.95

#2469-A 1 yd roll $  54.95
#2469-B 3 yd roll $153.95
#2469-C 5 yd roll $241.95

#2443 10+ yds $43.95/yd
 25+ yds $41.75/yd
 50+ yds $39.55/yd 
                100+ yds $37.35/yd
                200+ yds $35.15/yd

#2469 10+ yds $43.95/yd
 25+ yds $41.75/yd
 50+ yds $39.55/yd 
                100+ yds $37.35/yd

#1731-A $34.95 5+ $32.95
10+ $29.95 
25+ $27.95

5

To View More Scisssors 
See Page 34

FabricsFabrics KEVLAR®

KEVLAR® Twill Weave 
5.0 oz/sq yd, 50” wide, 2x2 KEVLAR® Twill Fabric .011” Thick

KEVLAR® in 4HS is often preferred for 
maximum conformability. 4HS construction 
means that one filling thread (width) floats 
over 4 warp (length) threads resulting in a 
fabric that looks different on each side and 
a lot of flexibility in design.  

#549-A 1 yd roll $  54.95
#549-B 3 yd roll $153.95
#549-C 5 yd roll $241.95

#549 10+ yds $43.95/yd
 25+ yds $41.75/yd
 50+ yds $39.55/yd 
                200+ yds $37.35/yd

KEVLAR® Plain Weave 
5.0 oz/sq yd, 50” wide, KEVLAR® Plain Weave Fabric .011” Thick

KEVLAR® 4HS Weave 
5.0 oz/sq yd, 50” wide, .012” Thick, 17x17 4HS Weave

#1063-A 1 yd roll $16.45
#1063-B 3 yd roll $43.95
#1063-C 5 yd roll $65.95

#1063 10+ yds $10.95/yd
 25+ yds $10.05/yd
 50+ yds $  9.85/yd 
               125+ yds $  9.25/yd
               500+ yds $  8.65/yd

#2611-A 1 yd roll    $27.45
#2611-B 3 yd roll    $65.95
#2611-C 5 yd roll    $98.95

#2611 10+ yds $14.25/yd
 25+ yds $12.05/yd

KEVLAR® Tape 
5.0 oz/sq yd, .0100” Thick, 17x17 Plain Weave

 4+   $94.95         10+  $  92.95

 4+   $192.95       10+  $189.95

 4+   $230.45       10+  $225.95

 4+   $305.45       10+  $299.95

 4+   $155.95       10+  $152.95

#531-A 1”, 10 yd roll     $  27.45
#531-B 1”, 50 yd roll     $  98.95

#532-A 2”, 10 yd roll     $  43.95
#532-B 2”, 50 yd roll     $159.95

2” Braided KEVLAR® Biaxial Sleeve
2”, 9.9 Oz/Sqyd, 0.018” Thick

KEVLAR® is a registered trademark of E.I. DuPont De Nemours & Co.

#533-A 3”, 10 yd roll     $  54.95
#533-B 3”, 50 yd roll     $197.95

#2482-A 4”, 10 yd roll     $  65.95
#2482-B 4”, 50 yd roll     $236.45

#2495-A 6”, 10 yd roll     $  87.95
#2495-B 6”, 50 yd roll     $313.45

Need More Information?
Over 200 Product Spotlight Videos

 On Our Website!
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KEVLAR® is a registered trademark of
E.I. Dupont De Nemours & Co.

KEVLAR® Tape 
5.0 oz/sq yd, .0100” Thick, 17x17 Plain Weave

 4+   $94.95         10+  $  92.95

 4+   $192.95       10+  $189.95

 4+   $230.45       10+  $225.95

 4+   $305.45       10+  $299.95

 4+   $155.95       10+  $152.95

#531-A 1”, 10 yd roll     $  27.45
#531-B 1”, 50 yd roll     $  98.95

#532-A 2”, 10 yd roll     $  43.95
#532-B 2”, 50 yd roll     $159.95

Fiberglass FabricsFabrics

Style 120 E-Glass 
3 oz/sq yd, 38” Wide, .0035” Thick, 60 x 58, 4H Satin Weave

This fabric is extremely tightly woven and is commonly used in aerospace and high 
quality fabrications. Meets MIL-C-9084C, Type III.  

#573-A 1 yd roll $18.65
#573-B 3 yd roll $43.95
#573-C 5 yd roll $65.95

#573 10+ yds $11.45/yd
 25+ yds $11.15/yd
 50+ yds $10.85/yd 
                 125+ yds $10.55/yd
                 500+ yds $  9.45/yd

Style 6781 S2-Glass
9 oz/sq yd, 50” Wide, .009” thick, 57 x 57 construction, 8H Satin Weave

This Style 6781 S2-Glass is identical to the Style 7781 E-Glass (#543) except it is 
woven with superior S-2 fibers resulting in extraordinary strength with a superior look 
and finish. 

#1543-A 1 yd roll $  43.95
#1543-B 3 yd roll $104.45
#1543-C 5 yd roll $131.95

#1543 10+ yds $24.15/yd
 25+ yds $23.25/yd
 50+ yds $22.75/yd 
                  125+ yds $21.95/yd
                  600+ yds $19.75/yd

Style 7781 E-Glass
9 oz/sq yd, 38” Wide, .008” Thick, 57 x 54, 8H Satin Weave
Frequently specified in aerospace applications, this fabric offers excellent strength, 
formability, and surfacing characteristics. Meets MIL-C-9084C, Type VIII-B.

#543-A 1 yd roll $16.45
#543-B 3 yd roll $38.45
#543-C 5 yd roll $49.45

#543 10+ yds $9.25/yd
 25+ yds $8.95/yd
 50+ yds $8.75/yd 
                 125+ yds $8.35/yd
                 500+ yds $7.25/yd

Prepreg 7781 E-Glass 
50” Wide, 8H Satin Weave

This fabric is identical to part# 543, 7781 E-Glass but is pre-impregnated with an epoxy 
resin system. The material can be stored, shipped and handled at room 
temperatures and is cured using a ramp up schedule requiring at most 310°F. 
Resin content 27.0% - 33.0%

#3100-A 1 yd roll $  60.45
#3100-B 3 yd roll $164.95
#3100-C 5 yd roll $241.95

#3100   10+ yds $42.85/yd
   25+ yds $40.65/yd
   50+ yds $38.45/yd 
                    75+ yds $36.85/yd
                  100+ yds $35.15/yd

Style 7725, Bi-Directional E-Glass 
9 oz/sq yd, 38” Wide, .008” Thick, 2x2 Twill Weave

This high performance, loose weave, 2 x 2 twill fabric is both strong and formable. 
When cut off the roll on a 45 degree bias, it will drape over virtually any contour. 
It was developed for the light aircraft market, but it can be used anywhere high 
strength, fast wet-out, and drapability are desired.  

#1094-A 1 yd package $14.25
#1094-B 3 yd package $32.95
#1094-C 5 yd package $49.45

#1094   10+ yds $9.65/yd
   25+ yds $9.15/yd
   50+ yds $8.75/yd 
 125+ yds $8.35/yd
 500+ yds $7.25/yd

XCOR Aerospace 
Mojave, CA

KEVLAR® is a registered trademark of E.I. DuPont De Nemours & Co.

#533-A 3”, 10 yd roll     $  54.95
#533-B 3”, 50 yd roll     $197.95

#2482-A 4”, 10 yd roll     $  65.95
#2482-B 4”, 50 yd roll     $236.45

#2495-A 6”, 10 yd roll     $  87.95
#2495-B 6”, 50 yd roll     $313.45
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Commonly called “Boat Cloth”, or 7.0 oz this fabric is excellent for covering plywood, 
plug shapes, and moldless foam designs. 1-2 layers will waterproof and protect boat 
floors and roofs. 
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#243-F 1 yd package $10.95
#243-A 3 yd package $24.15
#243-B 5 yd package $36.25

#244-F 1 yd package $13.15
#244-A 3 yd package $30.75
#244-B 5 yd package $42.85

38” Wide

50” Wide

#243   10+ yds $6.55/yd
   25+ yds $6.35/yd
   50+ yds $6.15/yd 
 125+ yds $5.85/yd
 500+ yds $5.05/yd 

#244   10+ yds $8.35/yd
   25+ yds $7.95/yd
   50+ yds $7.35/yd 
 125+ yds $6.95/yd
 500+ yds $5.75/yd 

Style 7532, 7.5 Oz Fabric 
7.5 oz/sq yd 38” and 50” wide .011” thick, 16 x 14 Plain Weave

FiberglassFabricsFabrics

#245-A 1 yd package $15.35
#245-B 3 yd package $36.25
#245-C 5 yd package $49.45

#271-F 1 yd package $17.55
#271-A 3 yd package $48.35
#271-B 5 yd package $60.45

#247-F 1 yd package $20.25
#247-A 3 yd package $54.95
#247-B 5 yd package $71.45

38” Wide

50” Wide

60” Wide

 10+ yds $9.05/yd
 25+ yds $8.55/yd
 50+ yds $8.15/yd 
                125+ yds $7.85/yd 

#271   10+ yds $11.45/yd
   25+ yds $11.05/yd
   50+ yds $10.65/yd 
                  125+ yds $10.15/yd

#247   10+ yds $12.55/yd
   25+ yds $12.15/yd
   50+ yds $11.75/yd 
                  125+ yds $11.35/yd

Style 7500, 10 Oz Fabric 
10 oz/sq yd 38”, 50” and 60” Wide .014” Thick, 16 x 14 Plain Weave
Frequently used in mold building, sandwich core panels, and high strength lay-ups. 8 
plies of 10 oz fabric will produce a strong 1/8” laminate weighing 1 lb per sq ft. 
This Style 7500 fabric meets MIL-C-9084C, XII-A. 

STYLE 3733, 6 Oz Fabric 
6 oz/sq yd, 38” Wide, .007” Thick, 18 x 18 Plain Weave

2-3 Layers of this fabric is a popular lightweight molding schedule and repair 
sequence. A single layer also provides more protection to strip built canoes, and is 
still quite clear.

#259-F 1 yd package $  9.85
#259-A 3 yd package $21.95
#259-B 5 yd package $32.95

#259 10+ yds $6.25/yd
 25+ yds $5.95/yd
 50+ yds $5.75/yd 
               125+ yds $5.55/yd
               500+ yds $5.25/yd

Style 1522, 4 Oz Fabric 
4 oz/sq yd, 50” Wide, .006” Thick, 24 x 22 Plain Weave

The most frequently used surfacing fabric. This is commonly used to stop print 
through when backed by layers of heavier fabric in molded parts. Great for strip built 
canoes and final layering over moldless designs.  

#262-F 1 yd package $12.05
#262-B 3 yd package $27.45
#262-C 5 yd package $38.45

#262   10+ yds $7.65/yd
   25+ yds $7.25/yd
   50+ yds $6.65/yd 
 125+ yds $6.35/yd
 500+ yds $5.75/yd

Style 1610, 2 Oz Fabric 
2 oz/sq yd, 38” Wide, .004” Thick, 32 x 38 Plain Weave
This fabric is easy to handle and also provides an excellent finish. It is highly    
drapable and cures to a transparent protective barrier. Also perfect as a sanding 
veil over KEVLAR®. 

#241-F 1 yd package $  7.65
#241-A 3 yd package $18.65
#241-B 5 yd package $27.45

#241     10+ yds $4.05/yd
     25+ yds $3.75/yd
     50+ yds $3.55/yd 
                    500+ yds $3.25/yd
                  2000+ yds $3.05/yd

#245

Need More Information?
Over 200 Product Spotlight Videos

 On Our Website!
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#243   10+ yds $6.55/yd
   25+ yds $6.35/yd
   50+ yds $6.15/yd 
 125+ yds $5.85/yd
 500+ yds $5.05/yd 

#244   10+ yds $8.35/yd
   25+ yds $7.95/yd
   50+ yds $7.35/yd 
 125+ yds $6.95/yd
 500+ yds $5.75/yd 

Fiberglass FabricsFabrics

 10+ yds $9.05/yd
 25+ yds $8.55/yd
 50+ yds $8.15/yd 
                125+ yds $7.85/yd 

Chopped Strand Mat: 1.5 Oz 
1-1/2 oz/sq Ft. Mat, 38” & 50” Wide, .045” Thick

Mat can be used alone or in conjunction with fiberglass fabrics or woven roving in larger 
fabrications. Mat is commonly used for buildup such as plywood decking and between 
layers of fabric when molding. Our mats both meet MIL-M-43248C, Type 1, Class 2, 
Grade A. Chopped strand mat contains a binder which prevents proper bonding with 
any epoxy resins. Use our polyester or vinyl ester resins with chopped strand mat. 

38” typical full roll length is 80 yds
50” typical full roll length is 87 yds

#250-A 1 yd package $10.95
#250-B 3 yd package $27.45
#250-C 5 yd roll  $38.45

#1250-A 1 yd package $14.25
#1250-B 3 yd roll  $32.95
#1250-C 5 yd roll  $49.45

38” Wide

50” Wide

#250 10+ yds $6.55/yd
 25+ yds $6.15/yd
 50+ yds $5.75/yd 
 80+ yds $4.35/yd
                320+ yds $3.55/yd 

#1250 10+ yds $8.65/yd
 25+ yds $8.05/yd
 50+ yds $7.55/yd 
 80+ yds $5.75/yd
                320+ yds $4.65/yd 

Continuous Strand Mat 
1-1/2 Oz/Sq Ft. Mat, 50” Wide, .060” Thick
Continuous strand mats are frequently used when rapid build-up and high                 
conformability is required. When used for vacuum infusion, continuous strands will 
facilitate resin flow without the slowing effect frequently caused by chopped strand 
binders. 1.5 oz. Continuous Strand Mat can not be used with Epoxy.

#251-A 1 yd package $12.05
#251-B 3 yd package $27.45
#251-C 5 yd package $38.45

#251 10+ yds $7.65/yd
 25+ yds $7.25/yd
 50+ yds $6.65/yd 
               125+ yds $6.35/yd
               500+ yds $5.75/yd 

Typical full roll length is 140 yds

Mat Tape 
1-1/2 Oz/Sq Ft Mat, 4” Wide, .045” Thick 
Like the 1-1/2 Oz. Chopped Strand Mat 
described above, this mat tape is a 1-1/2 
oz/sq. ft. chopped strand material available 
in a 4” width for selective reinforcement of 
seams, corners or edges of large parts.

    #492-C         10 yd roll   $  7.65
    #492-D         86 yd roll   $54.95

Woven Roving 
18 oz/sq yd, 50” Wide, .025” Thick

20 Oz Tooling Fabric 
20 Oz/Sq Yd, 38” Wide, .026” Thick, Mock Leno Weave

Woven Roving is used in laminating large fiberglass parts such as boats and tanks 
where an inexpensive, high impact, high strength reinforcement is required. Woven  
roving should be used with mat whenever bonding to plywood or making repairs.

This fabric offers very high strength characteristics as well as rapid build-up. Apply to 
molds as a back-up shell once the finer surfacing layers are in place. 

#223-F 1 yd package $16.45
#223-A 3 yd package $43.95
#223-B 5 yd package $54.95

#254-F 1 yd package $30.15
#254-A 3 yd package $60.45
#254-B 5 yd package $90.65

#223 10+ yds $9.25/yd
 25+ yds $9.15/yd
 50+ yds $8.85/yd 
 120+ yds $7.65/yd
 480+ yds $6.55/yd

#254 10+ yds $16.85/yd
 25+ yds $16.55/yd
 50+ yds $16.15/yd 
 70+ yds $15.85/yd

This sleeve will conform to shapes with changing geometries. Great for use in          
prosthetics, hockey sticks and much more. It can be slid over a prepared mandrel 
or tube to create straight or tapered tubing. Biaxial sleeves can be increased from their 
base diameter up to 30% and decreased up to 70%. This means that a 2” diameter 
can be used in a single application ranging from 2.6” diameter down to 0.6”. Laying up 
sleeves is predictable, repeatable and suitable for precise manufacture of composite 
parts.

2” Braided Fiberglass Biaxial Sleeve 
2”, 10.4 oz/sqyd, 0.011” thick 

#2610-A 1 yd roll $10.95
#2610-B 3 yd roll $27.45
#2610-C 5 yd roll $43.95

#2610 10+ yds $6.55/yd
 25+ yds $5.45/yd
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FiberglassFabricsFabrics Fiberglass /  ThermaGlastTM

#1581-A 1 yd roll       $  4.95
#1581-B 3 yd roll        $13.95
#1581-C 5 yd roll  $19.95

Our #1581 Synthetic Surfacing Veil offers 
great protection for your laminate against 
corrosion, abrasion, and weathering. 
This white, formable, polyester veil offers 
fast wet-out, excellent appearance, and 
surface smoothness. Adding a polyester 
surface veil ensures superior impact 
strength while acting as an exceptional 
cosmetic print blocker.

#1581 10+    yds $3.90/yd   
 25+    yds $3.55/yd
                100+    yds $3.25/yd 
                300+    yds $2.95/yd 

Synthetic Surfacing Veil
1.2 oz./sq. yd. 47” Wide. 0.01” Thick

Continuous Strand Veil Surfacing Mat
38” Wide, .010” Thick

This lightweight mat is typically used as a 
surfacing layer on laminations to improve 
surface finish and to provide a resin rich 
area in corrosion resistant tank linings. 

#260-F 1 yd roll $6.55
#260-G 3 yd roll $17.55
#260-H 5 yd roll $21.95

#260  10+ yds $3.25/yd
  25+ yds $2.75/yd
  50+ yds $2.05/yd 
                  290+ yds $1.75/yd
               1160+ yds $1.15/yd

Scrim Fabric, White 
50” Wide, .005” Thick

Scrim cloth can be used in repair 
applications or for reinforcement of other 
types of materials including fiberglass,   
concrete and some plastics. When fully 
cured, the scrim cloth will add                
reinforcement and mimic the expansion 
and contraction of the surrounding  
substrate.

Typical full roll length is 450 yds

#246-A 1 yd package $  7.65
#246-B 3 yd package $18.65
#246-C 5 yd package $27.45

#246 10+   yds $4.05/yd
 25+   yds $3.75/yd
 50+   yds $3.55/yd 
 100+ yds $3.25/yd
 250+ yds $2.95/yd 

Woven Fiberglass Tape
Reinforcement for Edges, Avoid Fraying 
When Narrow Strips are Needed
These narrow widths of fiberglass find 
many applications in selectively reinforcing 
edges, seams of molding, laminations, 
and pipe winding applications. The fully 
seamed edges avoid the problems caused 
by cutting narrow strips from full 
width fabrics. These tapes saturate easily 
and in most respects are similar to a 10 oz 
fabric. Plain weave construction.

#217-B 4+ $  21.95
               10+ $  20.85

#220-B 4+ $  41.75
               10+ $  39.55

#221-B 4+ $  51.65
               10+ $  49.45

#222-B 4+ $  79.15
               10+ $  75.85

#219-B 4+ $  30.75
               10+ $  28.55

#217-A 1”, 10 yd roll $  8.75
#217-B 1”, 50 yd roll $24.15

#219-A 2”, 10 yd roll $12.05
#219-B 2”, 50 yd roll $32.95

#220-A 3”, 10 yd roll $16.45
#220-B 3”, 50 yd roll $43.95

#221-A 4”, 10 yd roll $21.95
#221-B 4”, 50 yd roll $54.95

#222-A 6”, 10 yd roll $32.95
#222-B 6”, 50 yd roll $82.45

#224-A 12”, 10 yd roll $  49.95
#224-B 12”, 50 yd roll $142.95

Gun Roving
Chops Cleanly and Wets Completely

Available in 40 lb rolls, this gun roving 
feeds through our #1171-A Air Chopper 
Gun and is designed for use in all polyester 
spray up systems, both filled and unfilled. 
This versatile roving chops cleanly, wets 
rapidly and completely. Yields 205 yards 
per pound.

#522-A     40 lb. roll             $   148.45
#522-B   Case (4 rolls)       $   534.55
#522-C          Skid (12 rolls)      $1,534.45

#224-B 4+ $131.95
               10+ $127.55

Chopper Gun
Quick Glass Build Up

A hand held, variable speed air powered 
chopper gun for coating molds or parts 
with glass reinforcement. Continuous 
glass roving is fed into the rear of the gun.
The gun then chops the roving into short 
pieces and deposits them onto the mold. 
The length of the fibers can be varied from 
4” down to 5/16”. This gun will deposit the 
equivalent of one layer of 1 oz mat onto 
a vertical  surface without fall-off before 
wet-out. Ideally suited to quick mold or part 
build-up once the first layer or two are in 
place. #1171-A $399.95

3

Fiberglass Sample Pack
This convenient Sample Pack contains   
4” x 6” swatches of all of our fiberglass 
fabrics and tapes. It is ideal for determining 
which material you would like to try for 
your application. Plus, this Sample Pack 
includes a coupon for $25 off your next 
order of $100 or more when purchased 
within 60 days!

Individual 4” x 6” swatches available for 
$1.95 each.  

Stitched Fiberglass Sample Pack
This convenient Sample Pack contains 
seven 4” x 6” swatches of stitched 
fiberglass. It is ideal for determining 
which fabric you would like to try for your 
next application. Plus, this Sample Pack 
includes a coupon for $25 off your next 
order of $100 or more when purchased 
within 60 days!  

Individual 4” x 6” swatches available for 
$1.95 each. 

#4007-A $14.95#4000-A $19.95
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Fiberglass /  ThermaGlastTM FabricsFabrics

#1581 10+    yds $3.90/yd   
 25+    yds $3.55/yd
                100+    yds $3.25/yd 
                300+    yds $2.95/yd 

#260  10+ yds $3.25/yd
  25+ yds $2.75/yd
  50+ yds $2.05/yd 
                  290+ yds $1.75/yd
               1160+ yds $1.15/yd

#246 10+   yds $4.05/yd
 25+   yds $3.75/yd
 50+   yds $3.55/yd 
 100+ yds $3.25/yd
 250+ yds $2.95/yd 

Saertex 955 g/m2 (28 Oz/Yd2) 
Stitched Unidirectional, 50”

Saertex 1300 g/m2 (40 Oz/yd2) 
Stched Unidirectional, 50”

Saertex 450 g/m2 (12.5 Oz/yd2) 
Stitched Biaxial (+/-45), 50”

Saertex 835 g/m2 (25 Oz/yd2) 
Stitched Biaxial (+/-45), 50”

Saertex 989 g/m2 (29 Oz/yd2) 
Stitched Biaxial (+/-45), 50”

Saertex 989 g/m2 (29 Oz/yd2) 
Stitched Biaxial (+/-45), 25”

Saertex 1200 g/m2 (36 Oz/yd2) 
Stitched Biaxial (+/-45), 50”

Saertex 1200 g/m2 (36 Oz/yd2) 
Stitched Triaxial, 50”

Saertex fabrics are a high strength stitched fiberglass.
These no-crimp fabrics are ideal for wet layup and infusion 
processes which require fast wet out and strength control. 
These easy handling fabrics can be used with polyester, 
vinyl ester or epoxy resin systems. 

#2903-A 1 yd roll $17.55
#2903-B 3 yd roll $47.25
#2903-C 5 yd roll $71.45

#2807-A 1 yd roll $19.95
#2807-B 3 yd roll $49.95
#2807-C 5 yd roll $69.95

#2805-A 1 yd roll $12.95
#2805-B 3 yd roll $29.95
#2805-C 5 yd roll $39.95

#2901-A 1 yd roll $16.45
#2901-B 3 yd roll $43.95
#2901-C 5 yd roll $65.95

#2902-A 1 yd roll $17.55
#2902-B 3 yd roll $47.25
#2902-C 5 yd roll $71.45

#2904-A 1 yd roll $  9.85
#2904-B 3 yd roll $26.35
#2904-C 5 yd roll $39.55

#2806-A 1 yd roll $19.95
#2806-B 3 yd roll $49.95
#2806-C 5 yd roll $69.95

#2808-A 1 yd roll $19.95
#2808-B 3 yd roll $49.95
#2808-C 5 yd roll $69.95

#2903   10+ yds $12.85/yd
   25+ yds $11.75/yd
   51+ yds $10.65/yd 
 101+ yds $  9.85/yd
 500+ yds $  9.25/yd

#2807   10+ yds $11.95/yd
   25+ yds $11.55/yd
   51+ yds $11.15/yd 
 101+ yds $10.65/yd
 500+ yds $10.15/yd

 10+ yds $6.95/yd
 25+ yds $6.45/yd
 51+ yds $5.95/yd 
                101+ yds $5.45/yd
                500+ yds $5.05/yd

#2901 10+ yds     $12.05/yd
 25+ yds     $10.95/yd
 51+ yds     $  9.85/yd 
                101+ yds      $   9.45/yd
                500+ yds     $   8.95/yd

#2902 10+ yds     $12.85/yd
 25+ yds      $11.75/yd
 51+ yds     $10.65/yd 
                101+ yds      $  9.85/yd
                500+ yds      $  9.25/yd

#2904        10+ yds        $7.05/yd
 25+ yds   $6.45/yd
 51+ yds    $5.85/yd 
                101+ yds   $5.45/yd
                500+ yds    $5.05/yd

 #2806 10+ yds $11.95/yd
 25+ yds $11.55/yd
 51+ yds $11.15/yd 
                101+ yds $10.65/yd
                500+ yds $10.15/yd

 #2808 10+ yds $11.95/yd
 25+ yds $11.55/yd
 51+ yds $11.15/yd 
                101+ yds $10.65/yd
                500+ yds $10.15/yd

Stitched Fiberglass

ThermaGlastTM Patch - White
.057” Thick

ThermaGlastTM Patches

ThermaGlastTM Patch - Carbon Look
.057” Thick

4+ $12.95
10+ $10.95

4+ $17.95
10+ $15.95

4+ $89.95
10+ $79.95

#1761-A 2” x 8” Patch - White     $14.95

#1760-A 4” x 6” Patch - White     $19.95

#1766-A 12” x 12” Patch - White  $99.95

4+ $12.95
10+ $10.95

4+ $17.95
10+ $15.95

4+ $89.95
10+ $79.95

4+ $22.95
10+ $19.95

#1765-A 2” x 8” Patch - Carbon Look       $14.95

#1762-A 4” x 6” Patch - Carbon Look       $19.95

#1767-A 12” x 12” Patch - Carbon Look   $99.95

#1764-A 3” x 10” Patch - Carbon Look     $24.95

ThermaGlast™ Patch is a revolutionary composite material that bonds to nearly any 
surface and when heated, is highly formable to tight radii. Each patch has a paper-
backed, permanent bond adhesive that can stick to surfaces including: composites, 
plastics, metals, and more. The structural composite repair patch can be applied 
in minutes. Simply heat the patch, peel off the adhesive paper, and apply to the 
damaged area. ThermaGlast™ Patch will provide a water-tight, structural repair that 
won’t degrade, crack or crumble. 

ThermaGlast™ Patch must be heated to approximately 194°F in order to soften and 
prepare the material. When heated, the patch becomes very pliable, which allows 
this material to conform to nearly any shape or contour and can be trimmed to size. 
As it cools, the patch becomes a strong reinforcement for repair, and with a high 
performance adhesive, ThermaGlast™ Patch holds tight against weather, water, 
and vibration.

FabricsFabrics

#2805

Need More Information?
Over 200 Product Spotlight Videos
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Epoxy Resin / TopcoatResin & AdditivesResin & Additives

#2000-A Quart (2 lbs) $  44.95
#2000-B Gallon (8 lbs) $104.95
#2000-C 5 Gallon Pail (40 lbs) $395.95 #2000-C 4+ $359.95

 10+ $349.95

2020 Epoxy Hardener 
20 Minute Pot Life

Our #2020 Hardener is intended to be 
used with System 2000 Epoxy Resin.  
The short 20 minute pot life is quite 
versatile. You can use this hardener for 
repairs, simple fabrications, or those parts 
requiring a quick de-mold time.#2020 will 
cure completely at room temperature, 
and does not require additional heat to 
acheive a full cure. It is intended for parts 
that will be exposed to lower service 
temperatures.

#2020-A 1/2 Pint (0.5 lb) $  21.95
#2020-B Quart (2 lbs) $  44.95
#2020-C Gallon (8 lbs) $129.95

#2020-C 4+ $127.95/Gallon
 10+ $124.95/Gallon

2060 Epoxy Hardener 
60 Minute Pot Life

2120 Epoxy Hardener 
120 Minute Pot Life

This medium pot life hardener is ideal for standard 
part fabrication. #2060 has a one hour working time 
which eases frantic lay-up schedules and improves 
quality of most parts. In sufficient mass, #2060 will 
cure completely at room temperature (77 degrees F 
or above). However, when constructing 2 or 3 ply, 
thin laminates and when overnight demolding and 
sandability is required, some heat should be applied 
to the 2060 system. Only moderate heat is required to 
gel hard, as low as 90 degrees F is usually sufficient.  
With higher cure temperatures, parts or molds will 
have a service temperature of over 200 degrees F.

This long pot life hardener extends working time on 
large-scale and complex projects. Suitable for vacuum 
bagging and laminating in hot climates. The 24-36 
hour de-mold time can be reduced by increasing the 
cure temperature. The post-cured service temperature 
exceeds 200 degrees F. In sufficient mass, #2120 
will cure completely at room temperature (77 degrees 
F or above). However, when constructing 2 or 3 ply, 
thin laminates and when overnight demolding and 
sandability is required, heat must be applied. #2120 
hardener should be given a cure of 12 to 14 hours at 
120 degrees F to 130 degrees F to insure a hard gel 
sufficient for demolding and sandability. With higher 
cure temperatures, parts or molds will have a service 
temperature of over 200 degrees F.

#2120-A 1/2 Pint (0.5 lb) $  21.95
#2120-B Quart (2 lbs) $  44.95
#2120-C Gallon (8 lbs) $129.95

#2060-A 1/2 Pint (0.5 lb) $  21.95
#2060-B Quart (2 lbs) $  44.95
#2060-C Gallon (8 lbs) $129.95

#2120-C 4+ $127.95/Gallon
 10+ $124.95/Gallon

#2060-C 4+ $127.95/Gallon
 10+ $124.95/Gallon

Pot Life: 120 Minutes
Mix Ratio By Weight: 100:27
Mix Ratio By Volume: 3:1

Pot Life: 20 Minutes
Mix Ratio By Weight: 100:23
Mix Ratio By Volume: 4:1

Pot Life: 60 Minutes
Mix Ratio By Weight: 100:27
Mix Ratio By Volume: 3:1

System 2000 Epoxy Resin is a medium viscosity, light amber laminating resin that 
is designed for fabricating parts and other demanding structural applications. Use 
this system to maximize the physical properties of carbon fiber, Kevlar®, and glass 
laminates! Test results have proven superiority over other room temperature epoxies. 
Its low viscosity and great handling characteristics make it a favorite in the shop too! 

Three high performance hardener systems are available for the System 2000 resin. 20 
minute, 60 minute and 120 minute pot life versions are all options. This added variety 
allows the fabricator to select the system best suited to the size, complexity, or time-
frame of the project. Simple parts which need to be demolded quickly should use the 20 
minute hardener. Larger and more complex parts can use either of the other hardeners. 

System 2000 Epoxy Resin
High Strength Epoxy Resin with Cure Options

Duratec® Sunshield Clear Top Coat is 
a specially formulated polyester topcoat 
that offers you excellent gloss levels and 
UV stability.  #1045 is compatible with 
epoxy, vinyl ester and polyester resins.  
It can be applied to epoxy laminates as 
an in-mold or post-mold coating. It offers 
a durable surface and has great scratch 
resistance. Sunshield offers excellent 
anti-yellowing, making it a perfect coating 
for epoxy or vinyl ester parts. It offers 
a fast build for a smooth and pit-free 
surface, reducing cycle time and labor.

Sunshield is not applied like traditional 
gel coat.  To apply, spray a light mist coat (or dust coat), that must set up for two 
minutes before further application. The dust coat should be a light fog, not a continuous 
film. Additional coats of 4-5 mils can be applied, again allowing a minimum of two 
minutes to out-gas. 12-15 mils will provide a nice finish with UV protection. Up to 22 mils 
can be applied if the part requires aggressive post sanding. When applying to laminates 
post-mold, sand the entire surface with 180 grit sandpaper, providing a mechanical 
tooth. With epoxy laminates, water washing with clean water and a Scotch-Brite pad is 
necessary before and after sanding. It is not necessary to water wash polyester or vinyl 
ester laminates.  After sanding, remove all dust and acetone-wipe the surface prior to 
application. For laminates with severe porosity, the first 2-3 mil pass can be worked with 
a squeegee to fill the holes. Additional coats can be applied after two minutes and while 
the surface is tacky. The final spray should be sanded with 400 grit and allowed to cure, 
for 8 hours prior to the final polishing.

After curing, wet sand with sandpaper grits from 400-1500. Because of the tough, 
scratch resistant nature of the Duratec Sunshield, regular automotive compounds 
may not be aggressive enough to remove sanding scratches. For final polishing we 
recommend our Step 1 & 2 Mold Polish.

Requires 2% MEKP.

Duratec Sunshield Clear Topcoat
High Gloss Clear Top Coat for Epoxy Parts

#1045/69-B Gallon w/ hardener  $164.95
#1045/69-C Case (4 Gallons w/ hardener) $554.95

#1045-B Gallon  $159.95
#1045-C Case (4 Gallons)  $545.95

Duratec Sunshield Clear Topcoat 

Duratec Sunshield Clear Topcoat Kit
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Resin & Additives

#2120-C 4+ $127.95/Gallon
 10+ $124.95/Gallon

High Temp Epoxy Surface Coat
Dissipate Heat and Improve Mold Life
To get the best performance in high 
temperature service applications, use 
High Temp Epoxy Surface Coat. Our 
#1096 High Temp Epoxy Surface Coat is a 
two-part, low viscosity thixotropic system. 
It is smooth and cremy, allowing it to be 
spread on complicated surfaces without 
losing detail or trapping air bubbles. 
This aluminum filled epoxy surface coat 
system is designed for demanding tooling 
applications with frequent intermediate/

high temperature exposure. It is well suited to resist cracking and surface crazing 
during these temperature fluctuations. Cure using a ramp up cure schedule requiring at 
most 300 degrees F. 

High Temp Epoxy Surface Coat will gel hard at room temperature. However, for 
applications requiring an elevated service temperature, an oven post-cure schedule is 
necessary. Before initiating an oven post-cure, allow this surface coat to gel at room 
temperature. 

#1096 High Temp Epoxy Surface Coat is formulated for use with our #3000/3045 High 
Temp Epoxy Resin. When used together, High Temp Epoxy Surface Coat and High 
Temp Epoxy Resin can create tough, heat resistant tools. Follow the oven post-cure 
schedule required by #3000/3045 High Temp Epoxy Resin.

#1096-A Quart Kit      $  69.95
#1096-B Case (6 Quart Kits) $349.95
#1096-C Gallon Kit    $229.95

Epoxy Surface Coat
Easy to Use Durable Surface Coat
Our #1098 Epoxy Surface Coat is an 
off-white, paste designed to form a tough, 
durable surface on patterns, fixtures, and 
epoxy molds. This smooth and creamy 
paste is easy to apply. It can be brushed 
or spread onto detailed surfaces without 
trapping air bubbles. It provides excellent 
surface gloss, resists chipping and 
cracking. Use #1098 Epoxy Surface Coat 
for demanding epoxy, room temperature 

industrial applications.At room temperature, #1098 Epoxy Surface Coat will completely 
cure with no heat added.  When applied in a thin film it will cure tack free (16 to 18 
hours at 77 degrees F). When fully cured, this surface coat system can be sanded.

#1098-A Quart Kit      $  59.95
#1098-B Case (6 Quart Kits) $309.95

 
High Viscocity Epoxy Surface Coat 
Thickened Surface Coat
Our #1099 High Viscocity Epoxy Surface 
Coat is a white, thickened epoxy material 
used to create the durable surface coat 
on room temperature epoxy molds. This 
surface coat can be brushed on as thick 
without developing runs or sags. It is 
specially formulated to provide strong 
interlaminar bonds with the reinforcing 
materials, even if it is left unsupported 
overnight. #1099 resists chipping and 
cracking, and retains its high gloss.
It is often chosen for broad, flat tooling 
surfaces where it can be applied fast.

#1099-A Quart Kit  $  59.95
#1099-B Case (6 Quart Kits) $309.95 #1099-B 4+ $284.95

High Temp Epoxy Resin 
Excellent for High Service Temp Parts & Tooling

For tooling and components that will operate in intermediate/high temperature 
service environments, use this High Temp Epoxy Resin. When post-cured, this 
unfilled, amber epoxy laminating resin system offers maximum stability in service 
applications involving frequent heating and cooling cycles. #3000/3045 High 
Temperature Epoxy Resin easily wets-out reinforcing fabric for quick, stable 
fabrications.

Cure using a ramp up cure schedule requiring at most 300 degrees F
For maximum stability in any application, an oven post-cure is strongly 
recommended. This epoxy laminating system will gel hard in 18 to 24 hours at 77 
degrees F, but for applications where continuous service temperature is over 250 
degrees F, a post-cure is mandatory. Allow the High Temperature Epoxy Resin to 
gel at room temperature before initiating an oven post-cure. 

#3000/3045 High Temp Epoxy Resin can be used with #1096 High Temp Epoxy 
Surface Coat. When used together, High Temp Epoxy Resin and High Temp Epoxy 
Surface Coat can create tough, durable, heat resistant tools.
#3000/3045-A Quart Kit                      $  74.95
#3000/3045-B Gallon Kit                   $174.95
#3000/3045-C 5 Gallon Kit    $579.95

Epoxy Resin / Surface Coat Resin & Additives

Use #4108 Epoxy Tooling Dough as a sandwich material between layers of 
fiberglass to quickly create a low temperature, durable, dimensionally stable tool. An 
ideal alternative to using multiple layers of fiberglass in tooling applications, this two-
part, lightweight, Epoxy Tooling Dough offers outstanding strength properties while 
saving time, materials, and labor. After proper mixing, this epoxy tooling putty can be 
applied at any thickness above 1/4” to the tool surface without excessive exotherm 
and will not crumble or crack. Tools made with #4108 Epoxy Tooling Dough can 
easily be machined or drilled.

Mix the blue resin and the yellow hardener 1:1 (by volume). Knead the two dough 
compounds together until a homogenous, light-green color is achieved. Mixing can 
easily be done by hand, but in larger applications, a bread mixer is recommended. 

Epoxy Tooling Dough 
Create Stable Tools Fast

#4108-A Quart Kit                  $  29.95
#4108-B Gallon Kit                   $199.95
#4108-C 5 Gallon Kit $499.95

Mark Beatty
Pacific, WA
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Vinyl Ester Resin 
Tough and Corrosion Resistant

This vinyl ester resin is formulated for maximum corrosion resistance to most fuels, 
vapors, and both acidic and basic chemicals. It is also heat resistant and blended for 
toughness. These qualities make it perfect for repairing tank linings, blistering boat 
hulls, as well as fabricating tough all-around parts. Shelf Life Limited to 3 months.

4+   $309.95   10+   $295.95

#1110/69-F Quart w/ hardener  $  41.95
#1110/69-A Gallon w/ hardener  $  94.95
#1110/69-AK Case (4 Gallons w/ hardener) $339.95

#1110-F Quart (2 lbs)             $  39.95
#1110-A Gallon (9 lbs)            $  89.95
#1110-B 5 Gallon Pail (40 lbs)$339.95

Resin Kit

Resin Only

MEKP Hardener 
Industry Standard Catalyst

#69 MEKP is required with all Polyester 
Resins, Gel Coats and Vinyl Ester Resin. 
It is required in different concentrations as 
defined for each resin product. Each resin 
product is available as a kit with the correct 
amount of hardener. However, hardener 
may be purchased individually as shown 
here.

Catalyst Concentration Chart
Volume of catalyst to be used with Resin & Gel Coat (MEKP) % by Weight.

#69-A 1 oz  $    2.95
#69-D Gallon  $  57.95
#69-E Case (4 Gallons) $179.95

1110/69-F kit contains (1) Quart Resin, (1) 69-A.
1110/69-A kit contains (1) Gal Resin, (2) 69-A.
1110/69-AK kit contains (4) Gal Resin, (8) 69-A. 

Isophthalic Polyester Resin 
Durable and Stable Resin

#90 Iso Polyester is perfect for making dimensionally stable polyester molds, 
corrosive service part fabrication, and as a durable repair material for tank linings. #90 
permits fast wet-out in spray or hand laminates. It’s 225 degree F service 
temperature also resists exotherm and post cure problems. Properly fabricated parts 
may be used in food contact applications. 
Formulated for 1.25% MEKP.

4+   $259.95   10+   $254.95

#90/69-F  Quart w/ hardener  $  36.95
#90/69-A  Gallon w/ hardener  $  74.95
#90/69-AK  Case (4 Gallons w/ hardener) $279.95

#90-F Quart (2 lbs) $  34.95
#90-A Gallon (9 lbs) $  69.95
#90-B 5 Gallon Pail (40 lbs) $289.95

Resin Kit

Resin Only

Polyester Molding Resin 
Wax Free, General Purpose Resin 
#77 Molding Resin is ideal for general purpose part fabrication and for building low cost 
molds. An internal thickening agent has been added to prevent drainage on vertical 
surfaces, yet it retains the low viscosity required for rapid wet out. This resin is wax free 
to reduce sanding between coats. Formulated for 1.25% MEKP. 

4+   $213.95   10+   $206.95

#77/69-F  Quart w/ hardener  $  31.95
#77/69-A  Gallon w/ hardener  $  63.95
#77/69-AK  Case (4 Gallons w/ hardener) $239.95

#77-F Quart (2 lbs) $  29.95
#77-A Gallon (9 lbs) $  59.95
#77-B 5 Gallon Pail (40 lbs) $219.95

Resin Kit

Resin Only

77/69-F kit contains (1) Quart Resin, (1) 69-A.
77/69-A kit contains (1) Gal Resin, (2) 69-A.
77/69-AK kit contains (4) Gal Resin, (8) 69-A.

90/69-F kit contains (1) Quart Resin, (1) 69-A.
90/69-A kit contains (1) Gal Resin, (2) 69-A.
90/69-AK kit contains (4) Gal Resin, (8) 69-A. 

(Hetron 922) Formulated for 1.25% 

Vinyl Ester / Polyester ResinResin & AdditivesResin & Additives Resin Additives / Fairing & Filling
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Styrene Thinner 
General Purpose

Styrene Wax 
Get a Complete Cure

 
#70 Styrene Monomer is the recommended 
and accepted thinner for polyester resins 
and gel coats. Most gel coats can be 
thinned 2-5% to make them suitable for 
heavy spray equipment or other special 
purposes.  

#71 Styrene Wax is a 5% solution of 
paraffin dissolved in styrene that may 
be added to non waxed polyester resins 
and gel coats to prevent the prolonged 
tackiness associated with thin sections of 
polyesters. If the resin contains paraffins, 
the wax will rise to the surface and protect 
the curing resin from the inhibiting action of 
the air. However, if the resin is allowed to 
fully cure, the paraffins on the surface will 
prevent adhesion of further coats of resin 
and must be sanded off prior to additional 
applications. We recommend adding #71 

at 5% for thin coatings. Use with #1040 Hi-Gloss Additive when performing repairs 
below the water line.

#70-A Quart (2 lbs) $19.95
#70-B Gallon (7.5 lbs) $39.95

#71-B Quart (2 lbs) $34.95
#71-C Gallon (7 lbs) $89.95

Polyester Fairing Compound is a fibrous 
filler for structural repairs, bonding, and 
part fabrication. This smooth, white 
thixotropic paste system is great for 
rebuilding broken, void, or damaged areas 
in composites and other materials. Unlike 
other body fillers, #4100 Polyester Fairing 
Compound exhibits low shrinkage, high 
impact strength, and excellent temperature 
and chemical resistance. It is easy to 
mix, has excellent adhesive qualities, low 
moisture absorption, and can be applied 
in varying degrees of thickness. Use this 

versatile Polyester Fairing Compound to permanently repair damage on a boat or to 
smooth and shape the external surface of a part. 

Using this fairing compound is simple. After prepping the surface and mixing #4100 with 
a BPO Hardener, the fiber-filled paste can be applied and smoothed with a squeegee or 
spreader. To achieve a smooth, cosmetic surface after using #4100 Polyester Fairing 
Compound, use #4116 Lightweight Polyester Cosmetic Filler. Compatible with Epoxy 
Resin, Polyester Resin, and Vinyl Ester Resin. 
Requires BPO Hardener - 100R:2H (parts by weight).

To get the best mechanical bond, it is recommended to use #4100 Polyester Fairing 
Compound on rough or fibrous surfaces. Bonding applications include: composite 
repair, marine fabrication, FRP composites to FRP, metal inserts to fiberglass, metal to 
concrete, detail blocks to FRP, wood to wood bonding, and metal to metal bonding.

Polyester Fairing Compound
Creamy Non-Sag Fairing Compound

Polyester Fairing Compound Kit
#4100/264-A Quart w/ White BPO hardener     $  39.95
#4100/264-B              Gallon w/ White BPO hardener     $139.95

#4100-A   Quart $  35.95
#4100-B   Gallon  $129.95

Polyester Fairing Compound Only

Lightweight Polyester Cosmetic 
Filler is a versatile, two-part, 
creamy paste designed to fill, seal, 
repair, and finish surface damage 
on composite materials. This filler 
demonstrates excellent physical and 
cosmetic properties. When applied, 
this thixotropic paste quickly forms 
an exceptionally rigid and strong 
surface which can easily be sanded 
to a feather edge. #4116 Lightweight 
Polyester Cosmetic Filler will not 
shrink, sag, or pin-hole after curing, 
and it can accept virtually any paint or 

finish without any special surface preparation. Requires BPO Hardener – 100R:2H 
(parts by weight).

#4116 Lightweight Polyester Cosmetic Filler works extremely well with #4100 
Polyester Fairing Compound. For applications that require a structural repair, use 
#4100 Polyester Fairing Compound, a fibrous filler, to rebuild broken, void, or 
damaged areas, then apply this #4116 Lightweight Polyester Cosmetic Filler over 
the repair to achieve a smooth, cosmetic surface.

Apply catalyzed #4116 Lightweight Polyester Cosmetic Filler with a spatula or 
putty knife. After 15-20 minutes, this filler may be sanded to a final finish. Typical 
applications of #4116 Lightweight Polyester Cosmetic Filler include: composites 
repairs, filling composite surface porosity, vacuum mold repair, urethane mold 
repair, crack, dent, and crevice repair, urethane part repair, renewing worn surfaces, 
and much more.

Lightweight Polyester Cosmetic Filler
High Quality No-Shrink Surface Filler

Lightweight Polyester Cosmetic Filler Kit

Carvable Low Density Polyester Filler Kit

Carvable Low Density Polyester Filler Only

#4116/264-A   Quart w/ White BPO hardener   $29.95
  

#4115/264-A          Quart w/ White BPO hardener     $29.95
  

#4115-A                 Quart                                        $27.95
  

Lightweight Polyester Cosmetic Filler Only
#4116-A          Quart                                        $27.95

Carvable Low Density Polyester Filler is 
a brown, creamy, non-sag paste used to 
fill or repair damaged areas in composite 
materials and wood. Its quick cure 
time and finishing schedule allows for 
incredibly fast repairs. 
Requires BPO Hardener – 100R:2H 
(parts by weight).
This paste mixes easily and when fully 
cured can be finished to a feather edge 

by sanding, carving, machining or scraping. Use Carvable Low Density Polyester Filler 
for engineering changes, fillets, tooling applications, and as a quick patch for all types 
of wood. 

Carvable Low Density Polyester Filler
Easy to Carve, Shape and Sand

Resin & AdditivesResin Additives / Fairing & Filling Resin & Additives

Ken McNeill
Minneapolis, MN
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#4111-A Quart Kit                  $  99.95
#4111-B Case (6 Quart Kits)  $549.95

#4112-A Quart Kit                  $  99.95
#4112-B Case (6 Quart Kits)  $549.95

#4111 Sandable Epoxy Fairing Adhesive 
is a white, thixotropic paste system for 
use in the production marine industry. Use 
this Sandable Epoxy Fairing Adhesive for 
bonding or to create durable and moisture 
resistant surfaces. Typical applications 
include: bonding, general repair, joint filler, 
keel to fiberglass hull adhesive, lead keels, 
fiberglass, and surface fairing. 

Sandable Epoxy Fairing Adhesive
Sandable Paste Adhesive

Use this liquid, 5 Minute Epoxy Adhesive 
for general repair and bonding. When 
mixed at an easy 1:1 ratio, this adhesive 
has a working time of 4-6 minutes and sets 
to handling strength in only 10-15 minutes.  
This adhesive kit provides a quick and 
easy repair for similar or dissimilar 
materials. #4112 5 Minute Epoxy Adhesive 
will even cure in temperatures as low as 0 
degrees F.

5 Minute Epoxy Adhesive
Fast Set General Bonding

BPO Hardener
White BPO, Red BPO, and Black BPO 
are cream hardeners for use with the 
following Fibre Glast polyester systems: 
#4100 Polyester Fairing Compound, #4115 
Carvable Low Density Polyester Filler, 
#4116 Lightweight Polyester Cosmetic 
Filler, #4105 Polyester Low Density Plank 
Filler, and #4106 Polyester Plank Patch 
Paste.

#264-A White BPO, 1 oz Tube $3.95
#264-B White BPO, 4 oz Tube  $9.95
#265-A Red BPO, 1 oz Tube                  $3.95
#265-B Red BPO, 4 oz Tube                   $9.95
#266-A Black BPO, 1 oz Tube $3.95
#266-B Black BPO, 4 oz Tube  $9.95

#4114 Marine Epoxy Fairing Compound is 
a smooth, creamy paste system for fairing 
large surface imperfections on fiberglass, 
wood, aluminum, and steel. This tough 
Marine Epoxy Fairing Compound is 
UV stable, weather resistant, and can 
be used above or below the waterline. 
This Marine Epoxy Fairing Compound is 
versatile and can be used for fairing or 
surface repair on wooden marine vessels, 
wood cabinets, fiberglass structures, and 

architectural items. It is even used for inishing surfaces in clean room applications.  
#4114 can be sanded to an excellent finish, meaning there is no need for a finish coat. 

When mixed at an easy 1:1 volumetric ratio, this creamy paste can be spread easily 
onto damaged or rough areas to create a smooth, cosmetic surface. This color coded 
kit (white resin/brown hardener) indicates when a complete mix has been achieved. 
Apply this compound up to 1” thick with very little shrinking or sagging during cure. 
When cured, Marine Epoxy Fairing Compound can easily be sanded and can accept 
most types of primers and paints. 

Marine Epoxy Fairing Compound
Smooth Almost Any Surface

#4114-B Gallon Kit  $249.95

Lightweight Epoxy Filler
Ultra Lightweight and Easy to Sand

Extremely lightweight epoxy filler used to 
smooth the surface of repaired parts, fill 
the weave on moldless or male molded 
parts, and shape fillets in corners and 
joints. This epoxy filler provides superior 
adhesion to most surfaces including SMC, 
foam, wood, fiberglass, many metals, and 
even common construction materials.  It 
exhibits no shrinkage, so you won’t need 
to keep re-applying. It spreads smoothly 
with few sags, even upside down! Final 
contours are easily sanded with standard 
shop tools.

 4+ $244.95

Epoxy Paste Bonding Adhesive
High Strength Bonding Paste

Our #1101 Epoxy Paste Bonding 
Adhesive is a high strength structural 
adhesive used to bond and assemble 
sub-components to form rigid final 
structures. The high viscosity provides 
excellent gap filling characteristics 
that strengthen loose fitting joints and 
panels. It forms tough durable bonds 
to composites, SMC, foam, wood,          
fiberglass, many metals, and even 
common construction materials. It is easy 

to use with its 1:1 mix ratio, and cures relatively quickly, developing sufficient “green 
strength” to allow bonded items to be removed from the holding fixtures and handled 
within a few hours.Cure time is 6-8 hours at 77 degrees F. The cured material has 
excellent strength, as well as, good resistance to weak acids, moisture and weather.

#1101-A Quart Kit  $104.95
#1101-B Case (6 Quart Kits) $549.95

 4+ $509.95

Duratec StyroShield Primer 
Spray Directly on Styrofoam
Duratec StyroShield Primer is a 
polyester primer that is meant to be 
applied directly to polystyrene foam 
(also known as Styrofoam). When 
cured, StyroShield forms a barrier 
that allows the use of conventional 
polyester laminating resins, gel coat, 
or other Duratec products. StyroShield 
contains microspheres that insulate 
and protect polystyrene foam from the 
chemicals in polyester-based resins 
and gel coat. With StyroShield, low-
cost polystyrene can be substituted 
for urethane foam in plug, mold, and 
pattern building applications.

#1042-A Gallon  $134.95
#1042-B Case (4 Gallons) $459.95

#1100-A Quart Kit  $  49.95
#1100-B Case (6 Quart Kits) $259.95

Fairing & Filling/ Adhesives/ DuratecResin & AdditivesResin & Additives

Need More Information?
Over 200 Product Spotlight Videos

 On Our Website!
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Duratec Clear Hi-Gloss Gel Coat Additive
Spray Gel Coat Like Paint

Clear Gel Coat 
Super High Gloss

Neutral Gel Coat
Pigmentable for Bold Colors

Tooling Gel Coat

Our #1039 and 1040 Duratec Clear 
High Gloss Additive can be mixed 
in a 1:1 ratio with regular gel coat to 
reduce viscosity and porosity while 
improving gloss level and permiting 
a complete open air cure. They can 
also be blended with a 15% ratio to 
tooling gel coats to upgrade mold 
surfaces, improve gloss retention, 
increased impact resistance and 
reduce heat distortion.
The reduction in viscosity allows gel 

coats to be sprayed controllably through siphon and HVLP equipment, reducing 
sanding and polishing time. When used for repairs, this product will result in a low 
porosity surface.

#180 Clear Gel Coat is a high 
performance, premium quality 
gel coat for both airless and air 
atomized spray applications. 
#180 offers UV light stability, 
excellent clarity, crack and 
chemical resistance. This deep, 
crystal-clear and non-yellowing 
gel coat is compatible with 

underwater and water contact marine applications as well as sanitaryware such 
as showers and tubs. It is recommended to be used as a protective clear coat 
over other colors or glitterflake. Blend with #1040 Duratec Hi-Gloss Additive 
when top coating. Formulated for 1.5% - 2.5% MEKP. 

This Neutral Gel Coat is a premium quality 
gel coat formulated specifically for use 
with pigment to obtain superior color 
consistency and opacity. Requires 1.5% 
MEKP.

Extend the Durability of Molds 
Tooling Gel Coat is an abrasion 
resistant gel coat for making molds 
where gloss retention, superior hardness, 
exceptional craze resistance and minimum 
distortion are paramount. The life of a 
good polyester mold may be extended 
considerably by the use of tooling gel coat. 
For best results, build the film thickness to 
20-25 mils. #1040 Hi-Gloss Additive can be 

added to further upgrade the gloss. Formulated for 1.5% - 2.5% MEKP. 

 4+   $309.95   10+   $295.95

 4+   $374.95    10+   $364.95

#180/69-A  Quart w/ hardener  $  42.95
#180/69-B  Gallon w/ hardener  $  94.95
#180/69-BK Case (4 Gallons w/ hardener) $349.95

#684/69-A  Quart w/ hardener  $  42.95
#684/69-B  Gallon w/ hardener  $  94.95
#684/69-BK Case (4 Gallons w/ hardener) $349.95

#186/69-A  Quart w/ hardener  $  51.95
#186/69-B  Gallon w/ hardener  $164.95
#186/69-BK Case (4 Gallons w/ hardener) $624.95

#188/69-A  Quart w/ hardener  $  51.95
#188/69-B  Gallon w/ hardener  $164.95
#188/69-BK Case (4 Gallons w/ hardener) $624.95

#180-A Quart (2 lbs) $  39.95
#180-B Gallon (9 lbs) $  89.95
#180-C 5 Gallon Pail (40 lbs) $339.95

#684-A Quart  $  39.95
#684-B Gallon  $  89.95
#684-C 5 Gallon Pail $339.95

#1039-A Quart  $  54.95
#1039-B Case (6 Quarts) $295.95

#1040-B Gallon  $134.95
#1040-C Case (4 Gallons) $459.95

#186-A Quart (2 lbs) $  49.95
#186-B Gallon (9 lbs) $159.95
#186-C 5 Gallon Pail (40 lbs) $599.95

#188-A Quart (2 lbs) $  49.95
#188-B Gallon (9 lbs) $159.95
#188-C 5 Gallon Pail (40 lbs) $599.95

Clear Gel Coat Kit

Neutral Gel Coat Kit

Black Tooling Gel Coat Kit

Orange Tooling Gel Coat Kit
Clear Gel Coat Only

Neutral Gel Coat Only

Black Tooling Gel Coat Only

Orange Tooling Gel Coat Only

#4111-A Quart Kit                  $  99.95
#4111-B Case (6 Quart Kits)  $549.95

#4112-A Quart Kit                  $  99.95
#4112-B Case (6 Quart Kits)  $549.95

Duratec Gray Surfacing Primer 
Perfect for Plug Finishing and Hiding Repairs
Duratec Surfacing Primer is the 
best choice for coating your plug or 
reconditioning your mold. It is suitable 
for use with wood, MDF, tooling board, 
composite plugs, patterns and models. 
The unique air-cure technology allows fast 
cure even with thin coats, it will even bond 
to epoxy laminates. This surface primer 
can be applied as heavily as 45 mils to fill 
fabric pores on plugs or over repairs. To 

reach your desired spracy viscosity, you can thin 5%-15% with #2306 Duratec Thinner 
if necessary. Duratec Surfacing Primer offers a high heat distortion temperature and 
minimal shrinkage. By minimizing shrinkage, repairs are easily hidden.  The gray primer 
sands easily and can be polished to a Class ‘A’ mirror finish.

 4+   $334.95   10+   $314.95

#1041-B Gallon  $129.95
#1041-C Case (4 Gallons) $424.95

White Gel Coat
Ultra White Gel Coat
This premium White Gel Coat is a 
highly durable ISO gel coat and is 
the industry production standard for 
molding applications. Requires 1.5% 
MEKP.

#682/69-A  Quart w/ hardener  $  42.95
#682/69-B  Gallon w/ hardener  $  94.95
#682/69-BK Case (4 Gallons w/ hardener) $349.95

#682-A Quart  $  39.95
#682-B Gallon  $  89.95
#682-C 5 Gallon Pail $339.95

White Gel Coat Kit

White Gel Coat Only

Duratec Thinner
Enhance Flow and Leveling Properties

#2306 Duratec Thinner can be added to 
any Duratec products to enhance the flow 
and leveling properties. This thinner also 
reduces orange peel and porosity while 
allowing for a smoother spray flow.
#2306-A Gallon  $  79.95
#2306-B Case (4 Gallons) $259.95

Fairing & Filling/ Adhesives/ Duratec Resin & AdditivesGel Coat/ Duratec Resin & Additives
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#700-A Quart  $54.95
#700-B Gallon  $114.95
#700-C  5 Gallon Pail $429.95

Our Custom Color Gel Coats feature either our #682 White or #684 Neutral Gel 
Coats as a base.  Both are Isophthalic Polyester Gel Coats and are compatible with 
a wide variety of projects, including underwater and marine applications.  
Requires 1.5% MEKP.  MEKP sold separately.

Custom Color Gel CoatCustom Color Gel Coat
Our Custom Colored Gel Coats are Now 
Available in Quart Sizes!

RAL - 5000

RAL - 5007

RAL - 5001

RAL - 5009

RAL - 5002

RAL - 5010

RAL - 5003

RAL - 5012RAL - 5005 RAL - 5013

Our super precise gel coat tinting machine produces over 900 colors! No more 
experimenting to get the color you need. Our high quality machine, software, base, 
and pigments are quite simply the best available. You’ll receive consistent, first 
quality, perfectly matched color every time.

*Select your desired color and we will mix your batch of premium color gel coat! 
Our color gel coats are UV resistant, blister resistant, weatherable, and have 
excellent application properties.

With only a handful of these high caliber machines installed in the world, we are 
proud to bring you this state of the art technology. No more hand pouring, mixing, 
and hoping for the best. Simply choose your color and the automated dispensing 
machine formulates your color gel coat. In fact, it’s so efficient, our same day 
shipping guidelines apply to color gel coat.

RAL - 2011

RAL - 1000

RAL - 3004

RAL - 1011

RAL - 3015

RAL - 3022

RAL - 1037

RAL - 2004

RAL - 2012

RAL - 1002

RAL - 3007

RAL - 1012

RAL - 1020

RAL - 3027

RAL - 4006

RAL - 2000

RAL - 2008

RAL - 3000

RAL - 1003

RAL - 3012

RAL - 1015

RAL - 3017

RAL - 1023

RAL - 4007

RAL - 2001 RAL - 2009

RAL - 3001

RAL - 1004

RAL - 3013

RAL - 1016

RAL - 3018

RAL - 1024

RAL - 4001

RAL - 2002

RAL - 2010 RAL - 3002

RAL - 1006

RAL - 3014

RAL - 1017

RAL - 3020

RAL - 1007

RAL - 4003

RAL - 4010

RAL - 1019

RAL - 1028

RAL - 2003

RAL - 3004

RAL - 3015

RAL - 3022

RAL - 2011RAL - 2011

RAL - 3004

RAL - 3015

RAL - 3015RAL - 3015RAL - 3015RAL - 3015

RAL - 3016

RAL - 3022

RAL - 3022RAL - 3022RAL - 3022RAL - 3022

RAL - 3031 RAL - 4005RAL - 4005RAL - RAL - 4005RAL - 4005RAL - 4005RAL - 4005RAL - 4005RAL - 4005

RAL - 4009

Custom Color Gel Coat 
Premium Gel Coat with over 900 Color Options

 Gel CoatResin & AdditivesResin & Additives
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          We offer two Color Standards Books to ensure your Custom Color Gel Coat provides  
          you with a perfect match. You can rent either book for 30-days or purchase the color  
          book of your choice to keep on-hand for future projects.  

          Color Book Rentals are only available within the contiguous 48 states.  Rented color  
          books must ship regular ground.  Every $5 color book rental will include a prepaid  
return shipping label.  Color books must be returned within 30 days from the date of purchase.  If the rented Color Book is not returned within 30 days, the balance of a purchase 
fee will be added to the order.  If the rented Color Book is returned after the 30 day rental period, the purchase fee will be refunded but a restocking fee will be incurred. 
Color Book rental orders must be placed over the phone. 

RAL - 7000

RAL - 6016

RAL - 5014 RAL - 5020

RAL - 6000

RAL - 7031

RAL - 6009

RAL - 8000

RAL - 8023

RAL - 6017

RAL - 6027

RAL - 5015

RAL - 7002

RAL - 5021

RAL - 7011

RAL - 6001

RAL - 7032

RAL - 6010

RAL - 8001

RAL - 9001

RAL - 6018

RAL - 6028

RAL - 5017

RAL - 7004

RAL - 5022

RAL - 7015

RAL - 6002

RAL - 7035

RAL - 6011

RAL - 8004

RAL - 9002

RAL - 6020

RAL - 6033

RAL - 5018

RAL - 7006

RAL - 5023

RAL - 7023

RAL - 6005

RAL - 7038

RAL - 6013

RAL - 8011

RAL - 9017

RAL - 6024 RAL - 6034

RAL - 5019

RAL - 7008

RAL - 5024

RAL - 7026

RAL - 6007

RAL - 7040

RAL - 6014

RAL - 8015

RAL - 9018

*RAL is an internationally recognized 
color matching system used for paints and coatings. 
The RAL colors displayed in this catalog have been printed with a four color process 
and may not reflect the exact color distinguished by RAL Standards.

All RAL Colors are Available Online!

Visit www.FibreGlast.com

#4009-A  $49.95
#4009-RENTAL $  5.00

#4008-A  $19.95
#4008-RENTAL $  5.00

RAL - 6016RAL - 6016

RAL - 6016

RAL - 6026

RAL - 7000 RAL - 7010

RAL - 8024 RAL - 8028RAL - 8019

RAL - 9003 RAL - 9004

RAL Color Book 
International Color System of 188 Colors

Instint® Color Book 
Huge Selection of 720 Colors 

Ashland’s Instint Color Service offers you the widest variety of color options.  With 
over 700 colors to choose from, there is bound to be a color that is perfect for your 
next project. Rent or purchase a color book and give us a call to place your order.

Color Gel Coat BooksColor Gel Coat Books
Resin & AdditivesGel Coat Resin & Additives
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Gel Coat Cup Gun
Gel Coat Won’t Catalyze Inside The Gun

Preval Sprayer

Cups For Spray Guns

Cup Gun Brush 
Perfect for Fluid Nozzles.

1/4 Pint (4 Oz) Touch-Up Spray Gun 
Efficient, accurate, and versatile

.6 Liter (20 Oz) Touch Up Spray Gun
Professional Grade

An inexpensive gel coat gun for spraying 
small to medium size molds. Avoids the 
high cost of catalyst injector systems and 
at the same time avoids the pitfalls of a 
regular spray gun. The resin and catalyst 
are mixed in the disposable paper cups, 
the lid and nozzle assembly are pressed 
on, and the cup is then placed on the gun. 
With the paper cup in a level position, 
depress the trigger and the air stream 
picks up the gel coat and provides a      
uniform, high velocity spray pattern. To 
clean up, merely remove the cup from the 
gun, and just clean the lid and nozzle. 

Cup capacity is one quart. Ships with a 
3/16” ID nozzle, others sold separately. 

Spare Parts Available
Pressure required – 60 - 100 psi
Air consumption – 5.8 CFM at 80 psi 
Compressor required – 5 HP 
Air connection – 1/4” TPR 
Dry weight – 2.0 lbs

This portable sprayer is perfect for 
misting coats of PVA Release Film over 
waxed mold surfaces. Use this versatile 
applicator for all kinds of liquids. Great 
economical alternative to other air-
powered spray guns. 

*Power Unit, Glass Reservoir and Caps 
are SOLD SEPARATELY.
 
Ready to spray in seconds with no 
batteries or hoses. Simple for small 
projects and touch-ups. Comparable 
performance to other professional airless 

sprayers. Consistent spray flow for single pass coverage.

#121, 1 Quart Reusable Plastic Tubs. 
Graduated for Easy Measuring. These 
plastic tubs will permit resin to stand 
without breaking down and permit 
acetone clean up. Ideal for cup gun 
applications where one cup after another 
is to be used. #887, 1 Quart Disposable 
Paper Tubs. These disposable cups fit 
snugly on the  #120-A gel coat cup gun 
and save messy clean up.

This simple tool will keep your gun spraying like new for years to come. It fits 
easily into the fluid nozzle to clean out any remaining gel coat. Speeds cleaning 
and color changes. 

 
This portable touch-up gun offers a highly 
controlled spray pattern for pinpoint 
accuracy, reducing wasted gel coat and 
harmful emissions. Its small size, minimal air 
consumption, and easy clean-up makes it the 
perfect choice for on-site repairs. This gun 
comes fitted with a 2.0mm nozzle, which is 
ideal for any of our gel coats. But don’t use 
it just for repairs; it’s also great for spraying 
PVA!

Ships complete with a 1/4 pint cup, cleaning 
brush, and 1 mini filter. Spare Parts available.

Pressure required – 30-80 psi
Air consumption – 160-300 liter/minute
Compressor required – 1 HP
Air connection – 1/4” n.p.t.
Dry weight – .75 lbs

 
This is a heavy duty gun offering a range 
of adjustments that will allow the spray 
pattern to be customized to the specific 
project. This gun excels at large surface 
spraying, such as new mold construction, 
composite refinishing and large boat repair. 
This gun comes fitted with a 2.5mm nozzle, 
which is ideal for any of our gel coats. 

#120-A $167.35

#126-A $118.75

#123-A $91.75

10+ $6.95
50+ $6.45

10+ $0.95
50+ $0.85

10+ $0.40
50+ $0.35

#2320-A $7.55

#1152-A $3.45

#2321-A $1.05

#2322-A $0.45

Preval Power Unit

Preval Glass Reservior Uncapped

Preval Glass Reservior Caps

#121-A 1 Qt Reusable Plastic Tubs  $  4.25
#887-A 1 Qt Disposable Paper Tubs (Sleeve of 25) $17.25

Glitterflakes are commonly used to repair damaged bass boats or to make any 
project stand out from the crowd! These glitterflakes are .015” polyester flakes 
compatible with our #180 Gel Coat . By applying a layer of Clear into the mold 
followed by Clear with glitterflake, a metallic look is achieved. Typically the 
glitterflake is backed with a pigmented layer to opaque the fiberglass reinforcement.

Glitterflake

4 oz  $  14.95
1 lb  $  35.95
4 lb  $124.95
10 lb  $216.95

#879
Sparkling Silver

#883
Gold

#882
Radiant Red

#881
Brilliant Blue

Ships complete with a 1.25 pint cup, cleaning 
brush, and 1 mini filter. Spare parts available
Pressure required – 40-80 psi
Air consumption – 4.7-7.1 CFM
Compressor required – 1.5 HP
Air connection – 1/4” NPT
Dry weight – 1.55 LBS

Spray Equipment / GlitterflakeResin & AdditivesResin & Additives
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Kevlar® Pulp

Glass Microspheres

1/4” Chopped Glass Fibers

1/32” Milled Glass Fibers

1/16” Milled Glass Fibers

1/4” Chopped Graphite Fibers

Talc

Thixotropic Silica

KEVLAR® pulp is the lightest of the fillers and highly abrasion resistant. Areas of 
high impact can easily be reinforced with this strong and durable material. Also, use 
it to make beveled fillets along edges of honeycomb cores to smooth the transition 
of fabric skins. Recommended for use with epoxy or vinyl ester resin. 

These hollow glass spheres make a lightweight sandable filler when blended with 
resin. Use to fill fabric weaves, shallow blisters and surfaces of core materials. The 
average bubble is less than 70 microns, about a quarter of a grain of salt. It is this 
small particle size which makes the paste so easy to spread evenly.

These longer glass fibers are used to increase tensile and compressive properties 
of any resin, even concrete. This coarse mixture can strengthen castings and 
reinforce fillets in difficult to laminate areas of parts. 

#38 is similar to #29 but the shorter fiber improves finishing characteristics for 
surface applications. Great to reinforce detailed castings, or blend with epoxy to 
make a tough outer surfacing coat. 

These short fibers offer high strength results! Mix with any body filler or casting 
material to increase strength and reduce shrinkage. Blend with vinyl ester resin to 
create a strong and corrosion resistant blister repair putty for deeper hull damage, 
or blend with any of our resins to create a high strength repair. Mix to a ketchup 
consistency for best corrosion protection. 

These precision chopped graphite fibers offer an economical alternative for localized 
reinforcement of high performance parts requiring optimal electrical conductivity, 
high strength and moduli. Excellent for reducing voids in difficult vacuum bagging 
applications. Spread the filler in deep cavities or sharp edges of parts and be assured 
the pressure will squeeze out air. 

Talc is the major component of any body filler. #1131 is a sandable filler added for 
fairing and smoothing the finish of fiberglass laminations. The recommended filler 
ratio is 2 parts #1131 to 1 part resin to result in a smooth, creamy semi-paste. The 
exact filler portion will vary by application depending on the desired consistency. 
Allow to stand one hour before adding hardener and applying. 

#23 is a fine grade fumed silica thickening agent similar to Cab-O-Sil and is added 
to resin systems to prevent run-off and sags on vertical surfaces. Mix in the ratio 
of 1 part by volume #23 to 2 parts resin for general use. Cab-O-Sil is a registered 
trademark of Cabot Corporation. 

#544-A 1/2 Gallon (2 oz) $  11.95
#544-B Carton (1 lb) $  59.95
#544-C Box (10 lbs) $359.95

#22-A 1/2 Gallon (4 oz) $11.95
#22-B Carton (3 lbs) $69.95

#30-A 1/2 Gallon (1.5 lbs) $  16.95
#30-B Carton (8 lbs) $  39.95
#30-C Box (50 lbs) $169.95

#38-A 1/2 Gallon (2 lbs) $ 19.95
#38-B Carton (8 lbs) $ 49.95
#38-C Box (25 lbs) $ 89.95

#29-A 1/2 Gallon (2 lbs) $  19.95
#29-B Carton (8 lbs) $  49.95
#29-C Box (25 lbs) $  99.95
#29-D Box (50 lbs) $179.95

#571-A 1/2 Gallon (1 lb) $  59.95
#571-B Carton (6 lbs) $264.95

#1131-A 1/2 Gallon (3 lbs) $  6.95
#1131-B Carton (16 lbs) $14.95
#1131-C Box (50 lbs) $39.95

#23-A 1/2 Gallon (6 oz) $    9.95
#23-C Carton (7 lbs) $129.95
#23-D Bag (30 lbs) $449.95

#43
Black 

 #41
White 

#45
Red

#52
Blue

#47
Yellow

Pigments
Our color pigments are pastes for tinting polyester, vinyl ester, epoxy resin and 
polyurethane foam.  Pigments are added to the resin prior to the addition of catalyst.  Our 
primary colors may be mixed to provide nearly any shade or hue.  Keep an assortment of 
pigments on hand for color matching repairs or blending your own custom colors.  When 
used to pigment our gel coats and resins, they are normally added at 6-8% by weight or 
½ pint of pigment per gallon of resin.  We have made every effort to accurately represent 
the cured color of our resins with these pigments.  

1/2 Pint  $  15.95
Quart  $  54.95
Gallon  $199.95
  

Spray Equipment / Glitterflake Resin & AdditivesFillers / Pigments Resin & Additives

KEVLAR® is a registered trademark of E.I. DuPont De Nemours & Co.
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Vacuum BaggingVacuum Bagging

Stretchlon 200 Bagging Film 
Available In 60” Wide Sheet, Or 120” Wide Centerfolds.

Stretchlon 200 is ideal because it is able to stretch to compress every area of the mold. 
This high elongation vacuum bagging film is rated for temperatures up to 250°F and 
can stretch to 500% of its original length. Unlike traditional bagging film, Stretchlon can 
be fitted over complex shapes without pleats or rabbit ears as it stretches to conform to 
nearly every shape. This material can conform to autoclave pressures.

#1678-A 1 yd roll $  4.95
#1678-B 3 yd roll $13.95
#1678-C 5 yd roll $19.95

#1678 10+ yds $3.90/yd
 25+ yds $3.55/yd
 50+ yds $3.25/yd 
 100+ yds $2.95/yd
 667+ yds $2.65/yd

#1778-A 1 yd roll $  9.95
#1778-B 3 yd roll $27.95
#1778-C 5 yd roll $39.95

#1778 10+ yds $7.45/yd
 25+ yds $7.15/yd
 50+ yds $6.85/yd 
 100+ yds $6.55/yd
 333+ yds $6.30/yd

Stretchlon 800 Bagging Film 
Available In 60” Wide Sheet, Or 120” Wide Centerfolds 
Stretchlon 800 is a high temperature elastic film for any mold. This vacuum bagging 
film is rated for temperatures up to 400°F and can stretch to 450% of its original length. 
Stretchlon 800 film is compatible with our polyester, vinyl ester and epoxy resins. 

#1688-A 1 yd roll $  6.95
#1688-B 3 yd roll $19.95
#1688-C 5 yd roll $29.95

#1688      10+ yds $5.75/yd
                25+ yds $5.25/yd
                50+ yds $4.75/yd 
                100+ yds $4.25/yd
                333+ yds $3.85/yd

#1788-A 1 yd roll $12.95
#1788-B 3 yd roll $37.95
#1788-C 5 yd roll $59.95

   #1788 10+ yds $11.25/yd   
 25+ yds $10.75/yd
 50+ yds $10.25/yd 
 100+ yds $  9.95/yd
 333+ yds $  9.75/yd

This nylon bagging film is soft and conformable without the likelihood of creating 
unwanted wrinkles. It is less affected by ambient humidity which means that it won't dry 
out and become brittle like many other bagging films. Brittle films are not only hard to 
work with but they have a tendency to get pin holes during handling and throughout the 
bagging process.

#1786 10+ yds $6.75/yd
                  25+ yds $6.40/yd
 50+ yds $6.05/yd 
 100+ yds $5.75/yd
 333+ yds $5.45/yd

Nylon Bagging Film, Above 300°F

This nylon bagging film is soft and 
conformable without the likelihood of 
creating unwanted wrinkles. It is less 
affected by ambient humidity which 
means that it won’t dry out and become 
brittle like many other bagging films. 
Brittle films are not only hard to work 
with but they have a tendency to get pin 
holes during handling and throughout 
the bagging process. Part #1783 is a 59 
inch sheet and part #1785 is a 60 inch 
wide tube product for vacuum bagging 
applications under 300°F.

You would generally select the #1783 sheet if you are bagging to a tool surface and 
you would typically select the #1785 tube for envelope bagging or to slice open into a 
120 inch wide sheet.

Nylon Bagging Film, Below 300°F

#1786-A 1 yd roll $  9.95
#1786-B 3 yd roll $24.95
#1786-C 5 yd roll $34.95

#1783        10+ yds      $4.45/yd            
                  25+ yds $4.20/yd
 50+ yds $3.95/yd 
 167+ yds $3.70/yd
 

#1783-A 1 yd roll $  6.95
#1783-B 3 yd roll $15.95
#1783-C 5 yd roll $24.95

#1785 10+ yds      $8.95/yd  
 25+ yds $8.70/yd
 50+ yds $8.45/yd 
 167+ yds $8.25/yd
 

#1785-A 1 yd roll $12.95
#1785-B 3 yd roll $34.95
#1785-C 5 yd roll $49.95

Polyethelene Bagging Film 
24” wide and .0025” thick  
For room temperature and exotherms 
up to 180 degrees F. This low density 
polyethelene film is a tube and only 
two sides must be sealed to create an 
envelope bag.  

#577-A 1 yd package $  3.05
#577-B 3 yd package $  7.25
#577-C 5 yd package $10.25

#577 10+ yds $1.75/yd
 25+ yds $1.65/yd
 51+ yds $1.55/yd 
 133+ yds $1.45/yd

Consumables

Compared to Stretchlon 800, the 200 is a thinner material and can be stretched to a 
larger amount of its original length.Compatible with epoxy resin only. Stretchlon® is a 
registered trademark of Airtech International.

Compared to Stretchlon 200, the 800 is a slightly thicker material and has slightly 
less elongation properties. One advantage is temperature. Stretchlon 800 is rated 
for temperatures up to 400°F, while the Stretchlon 200 is only rated for up to 250°F. 
Stretchlon® is a registered trademark of Airtech International.

Part #1786 is a 60 inch wide sheet recommended for vacuum bagging applications 
from room temperature up to 400°F.
For high temperature, high pressure, and high performance, this vacuum bagging film 
is suitable for the most demanding applications. 

Need More Information?
Over 200 Product Spotlight Videos

 On Our Website!
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Vacuum BaggingVacuum Bagging

#1786 10+ yds $6.75/yd
                  25+ yds $6.40/yd
 50+ yds $6.05/yd 
 100+ yds $5.75/yd
 333+ yds $5.45/yd

#577 10+ yds $1.75/yd
 25+ yds $1.65/yd
 51+ yds $1.55/yd 
 133+ yds $1.45/yd

High Temperature Release Film
This high temperature release film is 60” wide
The #1782 is softer, more durable and pliable 
than our low temperature release films. It 
does not tear easily and can be used up to 
500°F. This vacuum bagging release film 
does not have any perforation, unlike one of 
our low temperature release film. The resin 
content can be more closely controlled by 
using this solid release film and a known 
amount of resin in your wet layup or prepreg.  
It is compatible with epoxy, phenolic, 
vinyl ester, polyester and most other resin 
systems.

#1782 10+ yds      $19.95/yd  
 25+ yds $19.45/yd
 50+ yds $18.95/yd 
 139+ yds $18.45/yd
 

#1782-A 1 yd roll $  29.95
#1782-B 3 yd roll $  79.95
#1782-C 5 yd roll $119.95

Low Temperature Release Film 
Perforated and Non-Perforated

Perforated and non-perforated low 
temperature, high gloss release film can 
be used on wet or prepreg moldings up to 
315°F. We offer this product in both solid 
and perforated configurations to allow you 
to control the amount of resin that gets 
bled into your bleeder breather.  The #1580 
perforated release film has holes that 
are .045 inches in diameter on half inch 
centers that allow for air and excess resin 

to pass through. The #1781 does not have any perforation.  Therefore the resin used in 
your laminate stays in your laminate.  The resin content can be more closely controlled 
by using the solid release film and a known amount of resin in your wet layup. Can be 
used with polyester, vinyl ester or epoxy resin systems and is 60” wide.  
#1580-A 1 yd package Perforated $  8.95
#1580-B 3 yd package Perforated $19.95
#1580-C 5 yd package Perforated $29.95

#1580 10+ yds $5.75/yd
 25+ yds $5.25/yd
 100+ yds $5.05/yd
 290+ yds $4.75/yd

#1781-A 1 yd package Non-Perforated $  4.95
#1781-B 3 yd package Non-Perforated $  9.95
#1781-C 5 yd package Non-Perforated $14.95

#1781 10+ yds $2.95/yd
 25+ yds $2.70/yd
                  50+ yds $2.45/yd
                  100+ yds $2.20/yd
                  667+ yds $1.95/yd

Nylon Release Peel Ply 
Easy release from your laminate
Our Nylon Release Peel Ply has been 
scoured, heat set and is coated with 
a specially designed release agent, 
providing for easy release from your 
laminate while leaving a uniform texture. 
It is compatible with all composite 
manufacturing processes at temperatures 
up to 480 degrees F. Nylon Release 
Available in 60” wide rolls/packages.

#582-A 1 yd package $12.95
#582-B 3 yd package $34.95
#582-C 5 yd package $49.95

#582 10+ yds $8.95/yd
 25+ yds $8.65/yd
 100+ yds $8.35/yd

#583-A 1 yd package $11.25
#583-B 3 yd package $29.95
#583-C 5 yd package $44.95

#583 10+ yds $7.95/yd
 25+ yds $7.65/yd
 100+ yds $7.35/yd
 290+ yds $7.05/yd

Our Polyester Peel Ply is scoured and 
heat set. It leaves a uniformly textured 
surface when removed from your 
laminate, ideal for secondary bonding 
operations. It is compatible with all 
composite manufacturing processes 
at temperatures up to 480 degrees F. 
Polyester Peel Ply works with all of Fibre 
Glast’s composite materials and resins. 
This peel ply is also compatible with 
phenolic systems. Available in 60” wide 
rolls/packages.

#579-A 1 yd package $  7.95
#579-B 3 yd roll  $16.95
#579-C 5 yd roll  $24.95

#579 10+ yds $4.75/yd
 25+ yds $4.35/yd
 100+ yds $3.95/yd

Polyester Release Peel Ply 
Ideal for secondary bonding

Breather and Bleeder 
Easy to Drape and Binder Free 
This high fill non-woven polyester will 
easily drape and conform closely to 
the contours of your part. It does not 
contain any binders which could close 
off air flow within the mold, and it will 
readily soak up excess resin. The 
#579 is 4 oz. The #1779 is 7 oz.

#1779-A 1 yd roll       $10.95
#1779-B 3 yd roll  $24.95
#1779-C 5 yd roll  $39.95

#1779 10+ yds $7.75/yd
 25+ yds $7.35/yd
                 50+ yds $6.95/yd
 100+ yds $6.45/yd

Yellow Sealant Tape 
Leak Free And Extra Tacky

This tape will seal the bag to 
aluminum, steel, fiberglass, nickel, 
and graphite tool surfaces while 
supplying more aggressive tackiness 
than #581. Maximum service 
temperature is 400 degrees F. 1/2” 
wide, 1/8” thick, and 25’ per roll.  

#580-A Single Roll          $    7.95
#580-B Case (40 Rolls)       $249.95

  9+          $209.95

Gray Sealant Tape 
Leak Free

This tape will seal the bag to 
aluminum, steel, fiberglass, nickel, 
and graphite tool surfaces yet strips 
easily after cure. Use to plug leaks 
and tears in the bag that can develop 
during cure. Maximum service 
temperature is 400 degrees F. 1/2” 
wide, 1/8” thick, and 25’ per roll.  

#581-A Single Roll          $    7.95
#581-B Case (40 Rolls)       $259.95

  9+          $199.95

Flash Tape 
Releases Cleanly 
This multipurpose polyester tape 
is used within the bag to hold 
other materials in place before the 
vacuum is pulled. It can also be 
used as a release film by applying 
it to mandrels and molds before 
lay-up. Highly recommended for 
temperatures over 400 degrees F. 
72 yards per roll, 1” and 2” wide 
rolls. 

#584-A      1” Flash Tape       $29.95 11+ $26.95
25+ $23.95
50+ $19.95

Vacuum Bagging Materials Sample Pack
This convenient Sample Pack contains a 
4” x 6” swatch of all of our vacuum bag-
ging materials. It is ideal for determining 
which material you would like to try for 
your application. Plus, each Sample pack 
includes a coupon for $25 off your next 
order of $100 or more when purchased 
within 60 days!   

Individual 4” x 6” swatches available for $1.95 each. 

#4002-A $14.95

1784-A 2” Flash Tape       $54.95 11+ $49.95
25+ $44.95
50+ $39.95

Consumables

Peel Ply works with all of Fibre Glast’s composite materials and resins. Due to the 
release coating, this product is not recommended for use where secondary bonding 
is planned. This peel ply is not compatible with phenolic systems. 
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Vacuum Infusion Trial Kit 
Everything you need for Resin Infusion

We created our #590-A Vacuum Infusion Trial Kit as a means of familiarizing 
someone comfortable with the vacuum bagging process with the materials that are 
unique to vacuum infusion. We strongly suggest significant experience with both 
vacuum bagging and room temperature molding before tackling resin infusion. This 
kit contains enough material to build 3 infusion trial projects up to 24” x 13” each. 
After completing these 3 “practice” laminates you will be familiar with EnkaFusion 
Nylon Matting, Lantor Soric®, EnkaFusion Filter Jacket and Divinymat Sandwich 
Core. You will be able to judge the differences in resin travel and conformability and 
determine which products suit your future infusion applications. Additionally, you will 
be able to install your vacuum and resin lines and get some experience controlling 
your resin bucket and resin flow.

#590-A $118.75

In order to use the kit, you will need your own vacuum pump, bagging materials and 
vacuum tubing to attach to the bag. Also, you will need to supply your own resin and 
reinforcement. Last, you will need a mold that will require a laminate no larger than 
24" x 13" that also has a relatively large flange.
This kit will supply everything you need for:
(1) Laminate using EnkaFusion Nylon Matting as a Flow Media
(1) Laminate using Lantor Soric® as a Flow Media
(1) Laminate using Divinymat® Sandwich Core as a Flow Media

Flow Regulator 
Easy on and easy off

Hose Cutters 
Snip quickly and cleanly

Clamping off tubing to begin and end resin 
flow is a critical step in any infusion project, 
and these devices make it easy. Crease 
the tubing to block off flow and then lock 
into place using this regulator. 

The easiest way to cut tubing, these handy 
hose cutters do the job quickly and keep 
you moving. Use with any of our tubing for 
clean cuts every time, even at awkward 
angles.

#1605-A $2.95

#1501-A $29.95

20+ $1.55
100+ $1.25

10+ $18.95
25+ $17.95
100+ $16.95

Thermal Gun
Know When Resin Has Begun and Finished Curing 

This easy to use device reads surface 
temperatures from 0-575 degrees F to 
within 3 degrees. Simply point and pull 
the trigger for instant visual readings. 
Ideal for identifying when resin is curing 
and maximum exotherm is achieved. Aim 
at resin in your bucket or in your laminate 
and know exactly when it’s setting up. 
Model includes laser guide for pinpoint 
accuracy. 9V battery included. 

#1502-A $99.95

Resin Trap 
Protect Your Pump

Don’t let vacuum infusion destroy your 
pump. This 2 ½ gallon stainless steel 
vacuum sealed tank is used between the 
mold and the vacuum pump for capturing 
excess resin that enters the vacuum line 
before it can damage your equipment. 
More than 1 can be used in-line for large 
jobs! Simply apply mold release prior to 
lay-up and then pop out the cured resin 
for many reuses. Comes complete, 
including vacuum gauge and instruction 
manual.

Ultrasonic Leak Detector 
The easiest way to find leaks

This time-saving device amplifies 
ultrasonic frequencies while filtering 
out background noise, making it ideal 
for pinpointing leaks during vacuum 
bagging or infusion. Headphones 
provide easy listening, while LED display 
meter indicates leak strength. Includes 
Ultrasonic Leak Detector, tubular 
extension adapter, tubular extension, 
parabola, headphones, and carrying case. 
Dimensions: 1” x 2.5” x 7.3,” Weight: 4.5 
oz or 6.3 oz (with battery,) Requires 9V 
(included), Frequency response: 35kHz to 
45kHz +6db

#1503-A $399.95

Stethoscope 
Economic approach to leak detection

A low cost alternative to assisting leak 
detection. A stethoscope can help detect 
small leaks in a vacuum seal without 
expensive filtering devices.

#1504-A $19.95

#1500-A $299.95

Vacuum BaggingVacuum Bagging Vacuum Infusion / Tools
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Enkafusion Nylon Matting 
Fastest Resin Infusions
Consisting of randomly oriented, 
entangled filaments, this flow media 
provides maximum resin flow while 
limiting resin retention. Used on the 
surface or as an interlaminar media, 
Nylon Matting provides the fastest 
infusion times. 39” Wide.

#1401-A 1 yd roll  $    9.95
#1401-B 3 yd roll  $  26.95
#1401-C 5 yd roll  $  39.95
#1401-D 10 yd roll  $  69.95
#1401-E 20 yd roll  $129.95
#1401-F Full Roll, 84 yds  $399.95

#1502-A $99.95

#1503-A $399.95

#1504-A $19.95

Red LDPE Infusion Flow Media 
Controlled Resin Channels

Our #1405 Red LDPE Infusion Flow Media 
is used for small to medium resin infusion 
projects, up to 50 sq ft, that require 
predictable, controlled resin flow. This 
flow media is designed to assist resin flow 
through your composite part during the 
resin infusion process. In addition to having

a high degree of conformability, this LDPE does not fray or roll up when cut, making 
it easy to position within your vacuum bag. This flow media can also be used on 
larger projects if multiple resin ports are installed on a single part. With a service 
temperature of up to 160 degrees Fahrenheit, #1405 is compatible with most composite 
manufacturing techniques and all of our resins.

#1405-A 1 yd roll  $    9.95
#1405-B 3 yd roll  $  26.95
#1405-C 5 yd roll  $  39.95
#1405-D 10 yd roll  $  69.95
#1405-E 20 yd roll  $129.95
#1405-F Full Roll, 117 yds  $599.95

Green HDPE Infusion Flow Media 
Quick Controlled Channels

Our #1406 Green HDPE Infusion Flow 
Media is most commonly used for medium 
to large sized resin infusion projects up 
to 90 sq ft that require quicker resin flow. 
This flow media assists resin flow through 
your part during the resin infusion process 
and can be used in temperatures up to 200 
degrees Fahrenheit. Quick resin flow is 
typically desired in order to properly infuse 
the entire part. Our Green HDPE Infusion

Flow Media can also be used on larger projects if multiple ports and flow channels 
are used while still offering predictable, controlled resin flow. With exceptional 
conformability, this HDPE does not fray or roll up when cut, making it easy to position in 
the vacuum bag. This product is compatible with all of our resins

#1406-A 1 yd roll  $    9.95
#1406-B 3 yd roll  $  26.95
#1406-C 5 yd roll  $  39.95
#1406-D 10 yd roll  $  69.95
#1406-E 20 yd roll  $129.95
#1406-F Full Roll, 117 yds  $599.95

EnkaFusion Filter Jacket
Create Fast Resin Channels
Our #1400 EnkaFusion Filter Jacket is 
used during resin infusions to create 
fast-moving channels of resin that permit 
a wider dispersion path and more even 
infusions. With a three-dimensional “V” 
shaped nylon mat core contained within a 
polyester “sock”. 

#1400-A 5 yd roll     $  9.95
#1400-B 10 yd roll     $14.95
#1400-C Case (10yd Roll x 4)    $49.95

Lantor Soric® XF
Conformable Flow Media

Our #1408 and #1409 Lantor Soric® 
XF are the most conformable of our 
flow media. This product features 
a unique design of hexagonal flow 
channels on a carrier sheet to create 
a steady, even resin front without 
sacrificing surface finish or material 
conformability. #1408 is 2mm thick 

while #1409 is 3mm, both are offered in 50” wide rolls. This product quickly builds 
thickness with up to 35% less resin retention than all-glass laminates. Lantor Soric® 
is compatible with all of our resins and reinforcements.

#1408        10+ yds      $17.95/yd            
                  25+ yds $17.45/yd
 87+ yds $16.95/yd 
 
 

#1408-A 1 yd roll $21.95
#1408-B 3 yd roll $59.95
#1408-C 5 yd roll $99.95

#1409 10+ yds      $18.95/yd  
 25+ yds $18.45/yd
 55+ yds $17.95/yd 
  

#1409-A 1 yd roll $  24.95
#1409-B 3 yd roll $  69.95
#1409-C 5 yd roll $104.95

Spiral Tubing
Extend Vacuum/Infusion Lines In Bag 

Our #1403 1/2” Spiral Tubing is used 
in both the vacuum bagging and resin 
infusion processes. A vacuum infusion 
standard, this tubing is ideally suited 
for in-bag vacuum line extenders or 
resin feed lines. To ensure flow is not 
impeded, we recommend wrapping 
spiral tubing in nylon or polyester peel 

ply. Our tubing is 1/2” ID and is compatible with all of our hose fittings.

#1403-A 10 ft spool   $  19.95
#1403-B 50 ft spool   $  64.95
#1403-C Carton (50 ft spool x 3) $189.95
#1403-D Case (50 ft spool x 10) $549.95

David McHugh
Colmesneil, TX

Vacuum BaggingVacuum BaggingFlow Media
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Air Hose Assemblies 
Speed up Your Setup and Tear Down

Our industrial quality air hoses have 
been pre-fitted with ¼” quick disconnect 
fittings to make your setup and tear down 
a breeze. Simply snap in the hose and 
you will be ready to go. This high quality 
hose is suitable for daily use in a general 
industrial environment and will not degrade 
under moderate contact with oils or resins. 
Our air hose assemblies are rated for a 
maximum continual use temperature of 

190F. When properly equipped, you can easily connect these hoses to your air source, 
our #2229-A or #1148-A Vacuum Generators, our #2215-A or #2216-A Regulator/
Filters, any of our Gel Coat Spray Guns and our #1171-A Chopper Gun.

#2217-A 5 ft $29.95
#2217-B 10 ft $39.95
#2217-C 25 ft $69.95
#2217-D 50 ft $99.95

Small Regulator / Filter 
Keeps Moisture Out and Controls Your Pressure

This compact Regulator/Filter is a great 
size for a small workshop or garage. This 
unit is designed to filter your air and keep 
debris and liquids from getting inside 
your equipment. Additionally, it permits 
you to dial in and maintain the correct air 
pressure. Install the Regulator/Filter in 
your air line, close to your air source, to 
filter out any moisture or debris. Our #2215 
Regulator/Filter includes a polycarbonate 

cup for liquid and debris containment. A Regulator/Filter should be installed between 
your air source and our #2229-A or #1148-A Vacuum Generators, any of our Gel Coat 
Spray Guns or our #171-A Chopper Gun. This unit can be used with pressures up to 
150psi. #2215-A $129.95

Large Regulator / Filter 
Industrial Moisture Containment and Pressure Control 

This industrial style Regulator/Filter 
has a larger filter than our #2215-A and 
includes a metal shield to protect the 
polycarbonate cup. A thumb screw at the 
bottom allows for easy draining of any 
liquids that accumulate in the cup. Install 
the Regulator/Filter in your air line, close 
to your air source to filter out any moisture 
or debris. A Regulator/Filter should be 
installed between your air source and our 
#2229-A or #1148-A Vacuum Generators, 

any of our Gel Coat Spray Guns or our #171-A Chopper Gun. This unit can be used 
with pressures up to 150psi.

#2216-A $149.95

Brass/Plastic Two-Way Shutoff Valve 
Restrict or Seal your Vacuum Line 

Our shut-off valves are a simple way to 
control the vacuum pressure on your 
vacuum bag. These valves can be installed 
to permit vacuum relief or to seal off a 
vacuum bag. Our #2224 Brass Two-
Way Shutoff valve is an industrial style 
valve that will stand up to harsh shop 
environments. This valve can be installed 
in-line with the use of barb fittings, or it can 
be attached to our T-Assembly or Bleedoff 
Valve Assembly. Purchase #2226 Male to 

Male Brass Fittings to make install with other assemblies a breeze. Our #909 Plastic 
Two-Way Shutoff features 1/2” Barbed connections on either end so it installs easily 
with our 1/2” Vacuum Tubing.

#2224-A Brass Ball Valve  $19.95
#909-A Two Way Shutoff Valve $16.95

Vacuum Connector
Easy and Economical Connection

Our #891-A 1/2” ID connector is the 
most economical choice for a reusable, 
leak-free vacuum port in a basic vacuum 
bagging installation. Installing is a 
breeze, place the connector inside the 
bag, cut a small slit in the bagging film 
for the connector to pass through, install 
the o-ring and nut and the vacuum port 
is complete. Press your #893 Vacuum 
Tubing onto the fitting and secure with 
one of our #789 Continuous Band Hose 
Clamps. #891-A       Each       $  4.95

#891-B  Dozen     $49.95

Brass/Plastic Barb Fittings
Fast Reliable Connections
Our 1/2" OD Barb Fittings create a tight, 
reliable seal when used with our #893 
Vacuum Tubing in vacuum bagging or 
resin infusion applications. Barb fittings 
can be threaded into the #910-A Through 
Vacuum Connector or other vacuum 
bagging components to reduce the use of 
hose clamps and/or permit the installation 
of Quick Disconnects. The #901-A Plastic 
1/2" OD barb fitting is included with our 

888-A 1/16HP Starter Pump and our Vacuum Generators, but they might need periodic 
replacement. The #2220-A Brass Barb Fitting is included with our T-Attachment 
and Bleedoff Valves Assemblies and is designed to handle harsh environments or 
production style applications. 

#2220-A Brass Barb Fitting (each)  $  4.95
#2220-B Brass Barb Fitting (dozen)  $49.95
#901-A Plastic Barb Fitting (each)  $  1.05
#901-B Plastic Barb Fitting (dozen)  $  9.95Quick Disconnect & Nipples

Convert for convenience
Our Quick Disconnect fittings and our Male 
and Female Nipples can be used to turn 
setup and tear downs into a quick and 
convenient task. Setup of vacuum bagging 
applications can be significantly easier 
because vacuum hose can be added at 
the last minute, allowing more focus on 
the laminate itself. Some vacuum bagging 

applications will also benefit from the #2220 Brass Barb Fitting to quickly thread vacuum 
components turning your entire vacuum line into an easy quick disconnect operations. 
For spray and chopper applications, our air hoses are already supplied with a quick 
disconnect fitting but require a nipple to attach to the gun. Connection to our #1171 
Chopper Gun or #120 Gel Coat Spray Gun requires a #2222-A Male Nipple. Connection 
to our #123 or #126 Gel Coat Touch Up Guns requires a #2223-A Female Nipple.

               10+       $18.95  
             
 
 

#2219-A  Screw-On Quick Disconnect            

                10+       $  3.75  
                  

#2223-A  Female Quickchange Steel Nipple   

2222-A     Male Quickchange Steel Nipple $  3.45

$19.95

$  3.95

                  10+       $  2.75  
                
  

Vacuum BaggingVacuum Bagging Vacuum Fittings

Leonard Carson
San Diego, CA
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#2224-A Brass Ball Valve  $19.95
#909-A Two Way Shutoff Valve $16.95

#891-A       Each       $  4.95
#891-B  Dozen     $49.95

#2220-A Brass Barb Fitting (each)  $  4.95
#2220-B Brass Barb Fitting (dozen)  $49.95
#901-A Plastic Barb Fitting (each)  $  1.05
#901-B Plastic Barb Fitting (dozen)  $  9.95

T-Fitting
Split your Vacuum Line

Our #906 T-Fitting is compatible with our 
1/2” Vacuum Tubing and Spiral Tubing. 
Used with vacuum tubing, this fitting 
can be used to draw down multiple bags 
with a single pump or to install multiple 
vacuum ports in a single bag. Its barbed 
connections are reliable and resistant to 
leaks. Used with 1/2” Spiral tubing the 
T-Fitting can extend your vacuum lines 

inside the bag, or be used to extend resin feed lines in a vacuum infusion application. 
#906-A each $  2.95
#906-B dozen $29.95

Equal Angle Y Connector
Great for Compact Areas

Our #907 Equal Angle Y Connector is 
compatible with our 1/2” Vacuum Tubing. 
With equally spaced serrated arms, this 
fitting permits multiple vacuum ports to be 
installed in a tight area. Push 1/2” Vacuum 
Tubing onto the arms and secure with one 
of our #789 Hose Clamps. 

#907-A each $  7.95
#907-B dozen $79.95

Vacuum Bagging Starter Kit
All You Need is an Air Source!
Our Vacuum Bagging Starter Kit contains everything you need to set up a complete 
vacuum bagging station. Since all of our fittings, tubing and components are 
compatible with each other, you can add any additional parts for more complex 
setups at a later date. You need some type of air compressor to supply air for 
the vacuum generator. You will also need to prepare your part and purchase 
your vacuum bagging films, breather, peel ply, and other consumable materials 
separately.

#2227-A $399.95

Bleedoff Valve Assembly
Introduce Vacuum Relief
Our #902 Bleedoff Valve Assembly 
permits the installation of a vacuum 
gauge at the pump, while also 
permitting you to introduce vacuum 
relief if reduced pressure is desired.
Vacuum Gauge sold separately.

#902-A $54.95

T-Attachment Assembly
Easiest Gauge Install
Our #898-A T-Attachment 
Assembly is the fastest and 
easiest way to install a vacuum 
gauge regardless of your vacuum 
bagging setup. By screwing the 
male threaded fitting into your 
pump, you can monitor vacuum 
pressure at the source. You 
supply the vacuum gauge, or 
order one from us. The barbed 
fitting allows easy and leak-free 
connection of our 1/2” Vacuum 
Tubing. Vacuum Gauge sold 
separately. #898-A $24.95

Male to Male Fitting
This fitting is used to connect the #2224-A 
Brass Two-way Shutoff Valve to the #2218-
A Vacuum Gauge with T-Fitting, #898-A 
T-Attachment Assembly, #902-A Bleed-off 
Valve Assembly or a combination of male 
to male connections.

#2226-A $4.95

Plumbers Tape
Leak proof vacuum joints

#2225-A Plumber’s Tape should be 
used for all brass fittings and threads 
to ensure a leak proof joint.

#2225-A $3.95
     10+ $3.75
     25+ $3.55
   100+ $3.30

Vacuum BaggingVacuum BaggingVacuum Fittings
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1/16 HP Starter Vacuum Pump
A Great Starter Pump!
Our 1/16HP Starter Vacuum Pump can 
be used for vacuum bagging and resin 
infusion applications. This diaphragm style 
pump pulls 0.5CFM at 24” Hg, making it 
suitable for use with parts of up to 30-40sq 
ft. Rated for continuous operation, this     
oil-less pump is wired for immediate use in 
a standard 110 outlet. The only assembly 
required is the attachment of noise and 
vibration reducing feet which are supplied 

with the pump. We also include a plastic barb fitting so that you can easily connect your 
pump to our 1/2” Vacuum Tubing. Our 888-A Pump comes with an Unlimited One Year 
Warranty. #888-A $449.95

1/8 HP Vacuum & Pressure Pump Combo
Versatile Pump for Vacuum and Pressure
Our Industrial 1/8 HP Vacuum & Pressure 
Pump Combo is an all-purpose pump that 
can function as two pieces of equipment 
in your shop. This diaphragm style pump 
is outfitted with regulators and ports to 
handle vacuum and pressure separately. 
It can pull 1.1CFM at 25.5” Hg when used 
in vacuum bagging and resin infusion 
applications, and will push 1.1CFM at up to 
60psi continuously. Use this single pump 
to draw the air out of your vacuum bag, 
and then when your part is set-up, simply 
move your vacuum tubing to the pressure 

port on this pump and inflate your bag for easy part removal. This pump is suitable for 
small to medium sized parts and is rated for continuous use. Maintenance requirements 
are minimal and thanks to the rubber isolating feet, this pump has low noise levels. Our 
1118-A Pump comes with an unlimited One Year Warranty. #1188-A $699.95

Industrial .56HP Vacuum Pump
Ideal for Large Jobs and Tough Environments
Our Industrial .56 HP Vacuum pump is 
an excellent choice for a manufacturing 
environment and is suitable for vacuum 
bagging and resin infusion applications. 
This rotary vane pump is oil-less and pulls 
5.6CFM at 25.5” Hg, making it suitable for 
the production of most sized parts. Virtually 
maintenance free, this pump is designed to 
run on a continuous basis, has long vane 

life and low noise levels. Some assembly required. Our 2228-A Pump comes with an 
unlimited One Year Warranty. #2228-A $1219.95

Vacuum Generator
Reliable Vacuum from your Air Compressor
Our Vacuum Generator is a low cost 
and reliable way to generate the vacuum 
needed for vacuum bagging or resin 
infusion if you already have a good air 
compressor. This venturi style vacuum 
generator pulls 2.2CFM 27” of Hg 
vacuum when coupled in-line to an air 
compressor capable of producing 30-
70psi at 3.5CFM. #1148-A $119.95

High Efficiency Vacuum Generator
Pull Your Vacuum from a very small source

Our High Efficiency Vacuum Generator is 
a low cost and reliable way to generate 
vacuum for the vacuum bagging or resin 
infusion process even if you have only a 
small air compressor. This venturi style 
vacuum generator pulls 0.95CFM at 26” Hg 
when coupled in-line to an air compres-
sor that produces as little as 1.6CFM at 
30-75psi. #2229-A $119.95

2 Lb. Polyisocyanurate Foam Sheets
2 lb./ft.3 Pattern-Making and Moldless Designs

Our 2 lb./ft.3 polyisocyanurate foam sheets are rigid, closed cell and are available in 
varying thickness. They are suitable for most sandwich core applications and are ideal 
for those which require insulating cores. The properties for these foams are similar 
to our #24/25 2lb Mix and Pour foam. These foams are easily cut and shaped with 
a sharp knife and sandpaper. Pattern-making has never been quicker! You can also 
glue together several sheets form blocks as thick as necessary for shaping functional 
moldless-type parts. #440-C 3/4” x 4’ x 2’ (set of 3)  $44.95

#441-C 1” x 4’ x 2’ (set of 3)  $49.95
#442-C 1.5” x 4’ x 2’ (set of 3)     $64.95
#443-C 2” x 4’ x 2’ (set of 3)     $79.95

6 Lb. Polyisocyanurate Foam Sheets
1” Thick, 6 lb/ft.3 Pattern-Making and Moldless Designs 
This polyisocyanurate foam is a rigid, closed cell foam used in insulation, core material 
and carving applications where strength is important. With similar properties to our 
624/625 6lb Mix and Pour foam, you can easily cut and shape with a sharp knife 
and sandpaper. Pattern-making has never been quicker! You can also glue together 
several sheets to form blocks as thick as necessary for shaping functional moldless-
type parts. #448-D 1” x 4’ x 2’ (set of 4)     $174.95

Six Foot Foam Blocks
Ideal for Full Scale Modeling 
Polyisocyanurate foam has been a favorite material of pattern builders for years. With 
this 6’ long, 4’ wide, 2’ thick block, you can cut, carve, sand, and sculpt any shape 
imaginable without the hassle of gluing numerous sheets together or pouring your own 
block. Although this foam can be easily CNC machined, it should not be hot wired. 
Professional results can be achieved when working by hand. With the variety of tools 
available on our site, you can saw, carve, plane and smooth out your shape. You can 
then lay layers of fiberglass and resin to protect and strengthen your shape. Finally, 
spray Duratec® Surfacing Primer and buff to a perfect shine. 

#445-A 2’ x 4’ x 6’         $999.95
4+   $899.95   10+   $849.95

Vacuum BaggingVacuum Bagging Pumps / Foam
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2 Lb. Polyurethane Mix and Pour Foam
For Flotation, Sculpting, and Cavity Filling

Our #24/25 is a two-part, equal mix, self-rising, 2lb/ cu. ft. density closed-cell foam 
system. Foaming begins within 45 seconds after the two liquids are mixed and 
continues for several more minutes. The foam expands approximately 30 times 
its liquid volume before curing, and will fill any shape cavity. It does not react with 
oil or gasoline and it will not absorb water. #24/25 is ideal for flotation applications 
and provides 60 pounds of flotation per cubic foot of foam. Unlike polyester foams, 
polyurethane foam is compatible with both polyester and epoxy resins. This foam is 
designed to meet USCG Title 33, Chapter 1, Part 183 when mixed properly.

#24/25-A 4.9 lb (2 cubic feet)         $  29.95
#24/25-B 19.3 lb (9 cubic feet)       $119.95
#24/25-C 96.5 lb (45 cubic feet)     $395.95

         #24/25-DRUM 1,000 lb (500 cubic feet)        $3,295.00
4+   $359.95   10+   $329.95

6 Lb. Polyurethane Mix and Pour Foam
Excellent Strength to Weight

Our #624/625 is a two-part, equal mix, self-rising, 6lb/cu. ft. density closed-cell foam 
system. When compared to lower density foams, 6# Mix and Pour Foam can be used 
to make significantly more detailed plugs and sculptures due to its higher density and 
smaller cell structure. It can also be used to make millwork, WWTP floats or coast 
guard buoys. Foaming begins within 60 seconds after the two liquids are mixed and 
continues for several more minutes. The foam expands approximately 10 times its 
liquid volume before curing and will fill any shape cavity. It does not react with oil or 
gasoline and it will not absorb water. With a compressive strength of 120psi, #624/625 
is ideal for structural void filling applications. Unlike polyester foams, polyurethane 
foam is compatible with both polyester and epoxy resins. Polyurethane foam can be 
pigmented using urethane pigments, and is paintable using standard latex based 
paints.

#624/625-A 5.0 lb (0.8 cubic feet)         $    34.95
#624/625-B 19.6 lb (3.25 cubic feet)     $  134.95
#624/625-C 98.0 lb (16.3 cubic feet)     $  450.95
#624/625-DRUM 1000 lb (166 cubic feet)     $3625.00

#445-A 2’ x 4’ x 6’         $999.95
4+   $899.95   10+   $849.95

DIAB® closed cell vinyl foams are 
an excellent core material with 
superior mechanical properties. 
When used as a structural sandwich 
core, these foams provide ultra-low 
weight, improved stiffness and impact 
resistance, and they offer insulative 
properties. At 3lb/cu ft, the density 
of these foams is similar to that of 
some honeycombs, though strength 
properties are not as high as costlier 

honeycombs. The low density allows our 3# vinyl foams to be used extensively in 
weight-sensitive aircraft and automotive applications. Vinyl foams are extremely 
easy to cut and shape, individual sheets can be bonded to provide additional 
thickness in specific areas and they can be used to build laminate bulk rapidly.

Vinyl Foam: Divinycell 3 lb. Density
Light Weight Versatile Foam

5+   $27.95,   10+   $25.95,    50+   $23.95
#1022-A 1/8” x 32” x 48”, 3 lb Density $29.95

5+   $46.95,   10+   $44.95,   50+   $39.95
#1491-A 3/8” x 32” x 48”, 3 lb Density $49.95

5+   $56.95,   10+   $53.95,   50+   $49.95
#1492-A 1/2” x 32” x 48”, 3 lb Density $59.95

Vinyl Foam: Divinycell 4 lb. Density
Balanced Weight and Strength

Due to their outstanding structural 
properties, DIAB® closed cell vinyl 
foams are an excellent choice for 
sandwich core material in a composite 
part. When used as a structural 
sandwich core, 4lb vinyl foams 
strike a balance between strength 
and weight, while offering insulative 
properties. Vinyl foam sandwich 
cores significantly reduce weight and 
increase stiffness while maintaining 

or increasing strength compared to a thick reinforced laminate. 4lb foam is used 
extensively in marine (leisure, military and commercial) and automotive applications.

5+   $52.95,   10+   $49.95,   50+   $44.95
#1493-A 3/8” x 32” x 48”, 3 lb Density $55.95

5+   $61.95,   10+   $58.95,   50+   $53.95
#1494-A 1/2” x 32” x 48”, 3 lb Density $64.95

Vinyl Foam: Divinycell 5 lb. Density
Highest Strength Foam

Looking to make a strong composite 
part? DIAB® closed cell vinyl foam is 
an excellent choice. 5lb vinyl foams 
add significant strength to a laminate 
when used as a sandwich core. With 
compressive strengths over 200psi, 
these foams offer more strength 
to a laminate than light weight 
honeycombs with only a minor weight 
penalty. This allows them to be used 
extensively in applications where 

ultimate laminate strength is of the utmost importance. Still significantly lighter 
weight than a traditional composite lamination, 5lb foams are used extensively in 
high strength structural building, aerospace, and design applications.

6+   $54.95   11+   $49.95
#1495-A 3/8” x 32” x 48”, 3 lb Density $59.95

6+   $64.95   11+   $59.95
 

#1496-A 1/2” x 32” x 48”, 3 lb Density $69.95

Rafael Abella
Global Composites & Designs
Hollywood, CA
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Our #1024 Divinymat was engineered 
specifically for vacuum infusion. Featuring 
grooves, perforations, and cross scoring, 
this core material creates flow channels for 
resin while adding strength. Divinymat is a 
3.8lb DIAB Divinycell® H with cross scoring 
and offers the highest structural properties 
of any available flow media. Bonded to a 
light scrim cloth, this core will conform to 
most simple curves and shapes. Sold by 
the sheet. 
Each sheet measures 1/8” thick x 32” x 48”.

DIVINYMAT
Structural Flow Media

5+   $27.95,   10+   $25.95,   50+   $23.95
#1024-A 1/8” x 32” x 48,” 4lb Density $29.95

Nomex® Honeycomb
Lightest Possible Construction
Parts which require minimum weight often 
employ Nomex® Honeycomb sandwich 
cores. Our #1562 and #2562 are .210” 
cut thickness with 3/16” over expanded 
cells. #1562 is 1.8 lb/cu ft. density and 
#2562 is 3.0 lb/cu ft. Over expanded cell 
structures allow both to be quite flexible, 
making them perfect for use in tight radius 
curves. All of our resins will bond well to 
the phenolic coated honeycomb, reducing 
peel. Nomex® is a registered trademark of 
E.I. DuPont De Nemours & Co.

#1562-A 1.8 lb - Half Sheet (40” x 48”)  $   119.95
#1562-B 1.8 lb - Full Sheet (40” x 100”) $   199.95
#1562-C 1.8 lb - Case (10 full sheets)     $1,799.95

#2562-A 3 lb - Half Sheet (40” x 48”)     $   134.95
#2562-B 3 lb - Full Sheet (40” x 100”)   $   219.95
#2562-C 3 lb - Case (10 full sheets)  $1,999.95

End Grain Balsa
Most Popular Core Material

End Grain Balsa is the most widely 
used core material. We offer three 
grades of marine grade balsa, 
all available in 2’ x 4’ sheets of 
individual small blocks of end grain 
balsa bonded to a light scrim fabric 
that holds the blocks together 
during lamination. Sheets of this 
core will conform to practically any 
simple curve and most gradual 
compound curves. 9.5# density.

5+   $22.95,   10+   $20.95,   50+   $18.95

5+   $27.95,   10+   $25.95,   50+   $23.95

5+   $42.95,   10+   $40.95,   50+   $38.95

#229-A  1/4” x 2’ x 4,’ Each                          $24.95

#230-A  3/8” x 2’ x 4,’ Each                         $29.95

     #232-A  3/4” x 2’ x 4,’ Each                      $44.95

Chavant Le Beau Touché Clay HM (Brown)
This brown colored, sulfur-free 
modeling clay is extremely smooth. 
This non-drying, oil-based clay can 
be carved and shaped easily and will 
not crack. Unlike the original #1120 
Chavant Le Beau Touché, this HM 
(High Melt) formula is less sensitive to 
heat variations and is suggested for 
use where the working environment 
is expected to exceed 90°F. HM is 

also slightly firmer and less tacky than the original. This clay is workable at room 
temperature but it can be warmed to soften and will work quite nicely at about 105°F 
(115°F Maximum). When it returns to room temperature, it will return to its original 
firmness. #1121-A 2 lb block   $    9.95

#1121-B Case of 40 lbs (20 x 2 lb Blocks) $179.95

#1120-A 2 lb block   $    9.95
#1120-B Case of 40 lbs (20 x 2 lb Blocks) $179.95

This cream colored, sulfur-free modeling 
clay is extremely smooth and has 
excellent adhesive qualities. This non-
drying, oil-based clay can be carved and 
shaped easily and will not crack. It is 
workable at room temperature but can be 
warmed to a maximum of 90°F to achieve 
softer, stickier clay. Very sensitive to heat 

variations, this original Le Beau Touché formula can easily be warmed and softened 
with the friction from rubbing it in your hands. 

Chavant Le Beau Touché Clay (Cream)

This dark brown, hard styling clay can be 
used to create accurate prototypes and 
patterns. Y2-Klay is workable at 135°F 
and is hard at or below room temperature. 

The sulfur-free, low odor formula of Y2-Klay makes for a better working environment, 
and is 30%-40% lighter than other industrial styling clay; making the models easier to 
move and handle. Resistant to shrinking and cracking, Y2-Klay holds excellent surface 
detail and can be milled or shaped with tools. 

Chavant Y2-Klay Industrial Design Clay

#1122-A 1.75 lb    $  14.95
#1122-B 35 lbs                                   $269.95

Richard Hamel
Composite Model Design
Pittsburgh, PA

Vacuum BaggingVacuum Bagging Sandwich Core / Clay
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Over 200 Product Spotlight Videos

 On Our Website!
Kurt Kerry
Kerry Yacht Designs
Annapolis, MD
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Mold Supplies
Clear Urethane Casting Resin
#3500 Clear Urethane Casting Resin is 
perfectly water clear and won’t yellow 
with UV exposure like an epoxy would or 
discolor in high humidity environments. 
This room temperature cure, two-part 
casting resin is self leveling and can 
be poured to create exceptionally rigid, 
durable, and impact resistant parts in 
applications that previously used acrylic 
or polycarbonate. It is more resilient than 
clear polyester casting resins. Typical 
applications include: lenses, clear 
reproduction parts, decorative pieces, 

prototype models, tabletops, and encapsulations. This resin can pour castings as 
shallow as 1/4” up to 3” deep at a time.

#3500-A Quart Kit  $129.95
#3500-B Gallon Kit  $299.95

Pour tough, flexible parts with Urethane 
Casting Resin Shore A. Available in two 
hardness variations, 40 Shore A and 60 
Shore A. These urethane casting resins 
offer ease of use for softer, resilient part 
requirements. These urethane casting 
resins have been designed specifically for 
the pouring of prototype and production 
parts and can accept pigments to achieve 
opaque colors in finished castings. 

Urethane Casting Resin - Shore A

#3340-A Quart  $  79.95
#3340-B Gallon  $199.95

40 Shore A Kits

#3360-A Quart  $  79.95
#3360-B Gallon  $199.95

60 Shore A Kits

Urethane Casting Resin - 60 Shore D
This 60 Shore D hardness Urethane 
Casting Resin is well suited for 
demanding industrial applications. 
Extremely tough, this urethane casting 
resin system exhibits very high tensile 
and tear strength, excellent elongation, 
and good abrasion resistance. Easily 
pour this amber, lower viscosity material 
in open casts and closed molds to 
produce incredibly durable foundry tools, 
patterns, or parts.

#3460-A Quart Kit  $ 79.95
#3460-B Gallon Kit                 $199.95

Easy Clean Mold Release for Urethanes
Easy Clean Mold Release for Urethanes 
promotes simple separation of urethane 
resins from epoxy or metal tooling in 
production applications. This release 
agent provides a glossy surface finish 
with minimal buildup on the mold and can 
be washed off final urethane parts with 
soap and water.

#4120-A Quart  $  29.95
#4120-B (Case) 6 Quarts $169.95

Urethane Casting Resin - 75 Shore D
For final parts and short-run castings, 
this white Urethane Casting Resin with 
75 Shore D hardness can create detailed 
parts with superior cosmetic qualities. 
#3475 Urethane Casting Resin has a 
simple 1:1 mix ratio, and its low mixed 
viscosity makes it an ideal material to 
fill complicated molds. Cured castings 
are bright white and have great physical 

properties including: good tensile strength and superior stiffness in thin sections. 
#3475-A Quart Kit  $  79.95
#3475-B Gallon Kit  $199.95

#4113 Fast Set Tooling / Prototyping 
Urethane Kit is a two-part urethane casting 
system for molds or parts. This metallic 
grey urethane cures rapidly, so it can be 
mixed, poured, and demolded very quickly. 
Most castings made with #4113 Fast Set 
Tooling/Prototyping Urethane Kit can be 
demolded in 30 to 40 minutes and can be 
put into service within a day. 

Fast Set Tooling / Prototyping Urethane Kit

#4113-A Gallon Kit  $129.95

These Urethane Pigments are a paste for tinting Urethane Casting Resins. Add 
pigments 2%-4% by weight to the urethane resin prior to the addition of catalyst. We 
have made every effort to accurately represent the cured color of our resins with these 
pigments.

Urethane Pigments

       1/2 Pint $  15.95
       Quart  $  54.95
       Gallon       $199.95

#1121-A 2 lb block   $    9.95
#1121-B Case of 40 lbs (20 x 2 lb Blocks) $179.95

#1120-A 2 lb block   $    9.95
#1120-B Case of 40 lbs (20 x 2 lb Blocks) $179.95

#1122-A 1.75 lb    $  14.95
#1122-B 35 lbs                                   $269.95

Mold SuppliesUrethane Casting Systems

#143
Black 

 #141
White 

#152
Blue

Andrew Howlett
Composite4
Manchester, England
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PVA Release Film 
Inexpensive and Effective Barrier 
PVA (Polyvinyl Alcohol) should be used 
with #1016 Wax to aid in the release of 
parts from a mold. It should be applied 
in three thin mist coats over nonporous, 
waxed mold surfaces. After the final 
wax coat has dried, begin by spraying a 
light tack coat of PVA. Typically, within 
5 minutes the final heavier coats can be 
added. The PVA dries to form a smooth, 
glassy film. After part release, the residual 
film can be removed with water. We 
recommend using our 123-A or 126-A 
Touch Up Spray Guns for larger molds, 
but for smaller molds, use our 2251 Preval 
Sprayer . PVA can also be sprayed over 
any polyester repair to provide an airless 
tack-free cure.

#13-A Quart  $10.75
#13-B Gallon  $24.75
#13-C Case (4 Gallons) $75.55

Paste Wax is a non-silicone green wax 
specially formulated to produce a tough, 
durable, high gloss surface. Excellent 
release characteristics are achieved when 
used with # 13 PVA. We recommend that 
new molds are coated with four layers 
before use. Apply two coats of wax, buff off 
the excess and allow to stand for an hour 
before applying the last two coats. The wait 
is to give solvents extra time to evaporate 
so a tougher wax barrier develops. 

Parting Wax
Simple and Reliable

#1016-A 24 oz Tin  $10.25
#1016-B 7 lb Tin  $42.05

Meguiar’s Mold Polish and Release Wax
Excellent System for Seasoned Molds

Meguiar’s Mirror Glaze products comprise 
a complete production mold system based 
upon proper mold preparation and a paste 
wax. The advantages of this system are 
many; it yields parts with a very high gloss, 
involves no time consuming sprays and  
with proper care, provides trouble-free 
releases. This system is compatible with 
PVA for added release insurance.

Fibre Glast’s first one step release agent 
is compatible with all our resins, saves 
valuable time and uses little material. 
Mold preparation and cleaning times 
are so quick you’ll feel guilty! We have 
tested this product during both part and 
mold fabrication with excellent results. 
Water-based FibRelease® contains no 
harmful solvents, chemicals, or silicones 
so it is worker and environmentally safe. 
It has been developed as an easily 
applied, non-VOC, non-silicone, non-
transferable material with effortless release 
characteristics. It is compatible with the 
paintshop environment, and will not easily 

pre-release. Application is easy! We recommend starting with a properly polished mold 
surface,and rebuffing as necessary to maintain the Class “A” finish. Simply mist or wipe 
FibRelease® onto the mold surface and allow it to dry to its film state. 5 minutes is 
usually sufficient. One application will provide multiple releases, but the process is so 
quick we recommend using it every time for added insurance. The maximum service 
temperature is 550° F.

FibRelease®
Effortless One-Step Release Agent

#1153-A Each   $26.95,   5+   $25.85,   10+   $24.75

#118-A 11 oz Tin  $  19.95
#118-B Case (12 Tins) $189.95

 
As shown in “A Step by Step Guide to 
Molding Fiberglass”, this unique clipping 
system quickly joins multiple piece molds 
during final assembly. Using 1/8” holes, 
the clips hold the mold tightly to prevent 
slipping and misalignment. Use the 

Fastening Clip Plier to quickly attach and remove the special clamps. 

#785-A  Fastening Clips, Each          $2.45, 11+   $  2.05, 100+   $  1.75
           Fastening Clip Plier, Each $21.55,   5+   $18.95,   10+   $17.95

Mold Release Clip System
Quick & Sturdy Fastening System

Use Air Pressure to Force Out Stubborn 
Parts Designed for demolding large or 
hard-to-separate parts. Standard wedges 
can only reach a few inches into the mold, 

but air pressure will travel all the way to the sticking point to provide pressure where it 
is needed most. This heavy duty poly-pro wedge is designed for extra long life. 

          #958-A Each $26.95, 5+   $25.85   10+   $24.75

Air Injected Wedge
Use Air Pressure to Force Out Stubborn Parts

             3” x 10”  Rigid                      $5.35, 11+   $4.05,   100+   $3.55  
#365-A  1.75” x 10” Thin, Rigid          $3.45, 10+   $3.25,   100+   $3.00

    #364-A 1.75” x 10” Thin, Flexible     $3.45, 10+   $3.25,   100+    $3.00
#  64-A  2.25” x 6” Rigid                     $3.15, 11+   $2.65,   100+    $2.15   
#796-A  1.25” x 4” Rigid                     $2.15, 11+   $1.85,   100+    $1.25
#778-A  1.25” x 4” Flexible                 $2.15, 11+   $1.85,   100+    $1.25 

Plastic release wedges are used to aid 
in removing medium to large parts from 
a mold. The wedges are inserted around 
the perimeter of the mold, between the 
mold and the part, and then are gently 
driven in until the piece pops out. The 
theory behind using a wedge is that 
concentrated pressure is applied to that 
portion of the part not yet released. To 
make this scheme work it is necessary to 
use a sufficient number of wedges and to 
progress around the mold tapping each 

wedge in turn. One wedge will not help. The soft polyethylene construction will not 
scratch the mold or the part.

Release Wedges
Reusable, Reliable and Necessary for Most Mold Releasing

Wayne Garner
Big Sky Aviation
West Palm Beach, FL

Mold SuppliesMold Supplies Mold Release
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#785-A  Fastening Clips, Each          $2.45, 11+   $  2.05, 100+   $  1.75

          #958-A Each $26.95, 5+   $25.85   10+   $24.75

             3” x 10”  Rigid                      $5.35, 11+   $4.05,   100+   $3.55  

    #364-A 1.75” x 10” Thin, Flexible     $3.45, 10+   $3.25,   100+    $3.00
#  64-A  2.25” x 6” Rigid                     $3.15, 11+   $2.65,   100+    $2.15   

#778-A  1.25” x 4” Flexible                 $2.15, 11+   $1.85,   100+    $1.25 

Step 1 Mold Polish and Step 2 Mold Polish
Don’t Forget This Important Step! 
Step 1 - Fast Cut After Sandpaper Step 
1 is a water-based polishing compound 
which begins work where sandpaper stops. 
600-1000 grit scratches will rapidly be 
removed with this fast cutting compound. 
Step 1 Mold Polish also removes styrene 
and wax buildup from existing molds. Use 
this economical compound and achieve 
great results with only half the normal 
amount of compound material. Water-base 
material is safe for use in the paint shop 

environment. Suggested buffing speed: 2500 rpm min., and a # 1104-A buffing pad is 
recommended for best results. Step 2 - Removes Finer Scratches Step 2 Mold Polish 
will remove finer scratches and polish FRP parts, molds, and even painted surfaces 
to an exceptionally glossy surface. This economical polish uses half the material to 
achieve the results from typical compounds. Water-based material is safe for use in a 
paint shop environment. Suggested buffing speed: 2500 rpm min., and a 1104-A lambs 
wool buffing pad is recommended for best results.

#1102-A Step 1 Mold Polish (1 lb can) $16.15
#1102-B Step 1 Mold Polish (5 lb can) $53.95

#1103-A Step 2 Mold Polish (1 lb can) $16.15
#1103-B Step 2 Mold Polish (5 lb can) $53.95

Meguiar’s Machine Glaze 
Step three in the mold polishing sequence 
This compound conditions the mold 
surface prior to waxing. #113 eliminates 
any final swirl marks which may be 
present at this stage. Additionally, this 
formula actually 'feeds' the surface with a 
wax-like petroleum product which deepens 
the effect of later coats of release wax. 
This product contains no silicones, making 
it safe for the paint shop environment. 

Suggested buffing speed: 2500 rpm min., and a #1104-A lambs wool polishing pad is 
recommended for best results.  

#113-F $21.55

This Non-Silicone High Temp Paste 
Wax is designed to release epoxy and 
polyesters, and can be used in application 
temperatures ranging from 75°F to 375°. 
This smooth, creamy paste wax can be 
applied to polyester, epoxy, steel, and 
aluminum molds and the non-silicone 
nature of this wax prevents any silicone 
contamination.

Non-Silicone High Temp Paste Wax
 

#4121-A 1 lb                    $  19.95
#4121-B Case (6, 1 lb Cans) $109.95

3M™ Wetordry™ Sponge Pad
Ideal for Finish Sanding 
Our #962 3M™ Wetordry Sponge Pads 
are ideal for sanding the entire work 
surface once it’s fair and level. Primarily 
used with fine grit sandpaper for finish 
sanding, these sponge pads work best 
with light pressure applied. Simply wrap 
the sandpaper around the pad. Apply
even pressure to eliminate fine 
scratches and finger waves in the final 
finish.

#962-A Each   $9.95 11+   $8.95,   100+   $8.25

3M™ Wetordry™ Sandpaper
Don’t Forget This Important Step! 
Your carbon fiber parts will have 
much greater depth if the surface is 
perfectly level, smooth, and finished. 
Using consecutively finer grades of 
sandpaper from 240-600, any orange 
peel, texture from PVA, or other 
imperfections in the mold surface or 
finished part can easily be removed. 
Each combination package includes 
240, 320, 400, 500, 600 grit.

#968-A 1 Sheet of Each (5 total sheets)  $  9.95
#969-A 5 Sheets of Each (25 total sheets) $44.95
#970-A 10 Sheets of Each (50 total sheets) $79.95

Hard Rubber Sanding Block
Great for Heavy Sanding
Our #961 Hard Rubber Sanding Block 
allows you to hand sand your mold, plug 
or composite part without leaving finger 
pressure marks. By using a rubber block, 
you can quickly and effectively sand flat 
surfaces. This product is also great for 
removing materials from only high areas 
until they blend well with the overall 
surface. This versatile block can be 
used wet or dry with any grade of paper 
during rough shaping of the plug or finish 
sanding the clear gel coat on a cosmetic 
repair.

#961-A Each   $5.95 11+   $5.45,   100+   $4.95

Buffing Pads
Ideal For Our Polish Compounds

This 50% synthetic and 50% lambs 
wool pad is the recommended buffing 
pad for our polishing compounds. Do 
not attempt to use these mold polishing 
compounds with a foam pad! The 
#1104-A buffing pad is a great tool 
for buffing the #1102 Step One Mold 
Polish, the #1103 Step 2 Mold Polish, 
and the #113 Meguire’s Machine 

Glaze. This pad will withstand the 2500 rpm minimum buffing speed required for 
use with all three compounds. Remember, you MUST change pads when changing 
compounds or the small dust particles trapped in the pad from the previous grade 
will continue to cut the surface!

#1104-A Each   $21.55
5+   $20.45,   10+   $19.35,   25+   $18.35

Sanding Sponges
Smoothing and Shaping
These sanding sponges are great for 
smoothing tool marks out. There are 
three grits to choose from: 100, 150, 
and 220.

#2138-A 100 Grit Double Sided Abrasive Sponge  $  1.95
#2138-B 100 Grit Double Sided Abrasive Sponge (Dozen) $19.95

#2136-A 150 Grit Double Sided Abrasive Sponge  $  1.95
#2136-B 150 Grit Double Sided Abrasive Sponge (Dozen) $19.95

#2137-A 220 Grit Double Sided Abrasive Sponge  $  1.95
#2137-B 220 Grit Double Sided Abrasive Sponge (Dozen) $19.95

Mold SuppliesMold SuppliesMold Polish
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SafetySafety

#556-A   Each    $3.15

                                #540-A   Large    $7.55

                                #550-A  X-Large $7.55

#554-A X-Large $10.75

                              #551-A  XX-Large $7.55

                   #555-A      XX-Large   $10.75

Safety Glasses
Ergonomic and economic, these glasses 
provide protection, comfort, and style. 
Compatible with half-mask respirators and 
most prescription eyewear. 

#559-A    Each       $5.35

Safety Goggles
These economical goggles offer complete 
protection, direct ventilation and a coated 
polycarbonate lens for high impact 
resistance without fogging. 

 #539-A  Each    $12.95

Disposable Boot Cover
These inexpensive boot covers keep your 
feet clean and your floors cleaner. Take 
these covers off before leaving the work 
area so no dirt is tracked out of the shop. 

Disposable Pants
These lightweight and inexpensive pants 
provide full lower body protection. Keep 
your clothes clean and your skin safe from 
harsh chemicals and dirt. Can be machine 
washed. 
                                #552-A    Large   $6.45

                                #553-A  X-Large $6.45

Disposable Lab Coat
These inexpensive disposable lab coats 
provide full upper body coverage during 
laminating and grinding. Keep dust 
and chemicals off clothes and away 
from your skin. These snap front coats 
are lightweight, cool and comfortable, 
eliminating common excuses for not 
wearing protective clothing. Can be 
machine washed.  

These disposable suits provide full body 
protection, combining the advantages of 
both coat and pants into one convenient 
suit. Lightweight, comfortable, and 
inexpensive. Can be machine washed. 

Disposable Body Suit

Our #350-A is a NIOSH approved 3M™ 
Half Facepiece Respirator which is mold-
ed in comfortable silicone, and features a 
four point cradle suspension which won’t 
slide down the back of the head. The low 
profile design keeps cartridges out of field 
of view and permits glasses or goggles to 
be worn. We supply the mask complete 
with headgear, one pair of organic vapor 
cartridges, and one pair of prefilters so it 
is ready to be used right out of the box. 

#350-A $86.35

#351-A           Prefilter Retainers (package of 2) $  5.35
#352-A           Prefilters (package of 2)  $  5.35
#353-A           Cartridges (package of 2)  $15.05

Organic Vapor Cartridges
Replacement Cartridges, Prefilters and Prefilter Retainers are available to fit the #350-A 
Organic Vapor Respirator. 

Organic Vapor Respirator

Vinyl Gloves
These heavy-duty vinyl gloves stand up to 
solvents at a cost only slightly higher than 
the latex surgeon's gloves, but do not 
allow the "feel" of the surgeon's gloves. 

#21-A           Small (Box of 100)  $28.05
#21-B           Small (Case of 4 Boxes)  $99.35
#26-A           Large (Box of 100)  $28.05
#26-B           Large (Case of 4 Boxes)  $99.35
#755-A           X-Large (Box of 100)  $28.05
#755-B           X-Large (Case of 4 Boxes)  $99.35

Our inexpensive latex gloves will withstand 
several hours use without pulling apart 
at the seams. These surgeon-style hand 
protectors provide excellent feel and are 
highly recommended when using most 
all of our products. These gloves will not 
stand up to solvents. 

Latex Gloves

#3-A           Small (Box of 100)                   $  18.35
#3-C           Small (Case of 20 Boxes)                   $319.65
#10-A           Large (Bag of 12)                   $    3.75
#10-B           Large (Box of 100)                                 $  18.35
#10-D           Large (Case of 20 Boxes)                   $319.65

Flock Lined Latex Gloves
These ultra-heavy duty 12", 18 mil gloves 
are ideal where hands stay in resin 
and solvents. Tight fitting, durable and 
embossed grip. 

#616-A           Large Single Pair                  
#616-B           Large Dozen                    
#616-C           Large Case (12 dozen pair)                   
#617-A           X-Large Single Pair  
#617-B           X-Large Dozen                    
#617-C           X-Large Case (12 dozen pair)            

Two Strap Dust and Mist Mask
Two strap dust and mist respirator gives 
excellent balance between performance 
and cost. Protects against coal, cadmium, 
chromium, lead, cotton dust, and silica. 
NIOSH/MSHA approved for dusts and 
mists with a PEL not less than 0.05 mg/
m3. Meets OSHA standards for use up to 
10x PEL.  

#851-B                Box of 20          $32.35

Heat Resistant Gloves - Large

#618-A Each  $4.92                          12+   $4.45           

Protects to 250°F. Use these gloves 
when working with ThermaGlastTM Patch, 
Adhesive Sheets, and 
Non-Adhesive Sheets.

Safety Supplies

 $161.95

$161.95
$  21.55
$    2.15

$  21.55
 $    2.15

10+   $5.15,   25+   $4.95,   100+    $4.65

10+   $12.35,   25+   $11.85,   100+    $11.25

10+   $2.95,   25+   $2.75,   100+    $2.45

10+   $5.85,   25+   $5.35,   100+    $4.85

10+   $5.85,   25+   $5.35,   100+    $4.85

10+   $6.95,   25+   $6.45,   100+    $5.85

10+   $6.95,   25+   $6.45,   100+    $5.85

10+   $6.95,   25+   $6.45,   100+    $5.85

10+   $10.25,   25+   $9.65,   100+   $  9.15

10+   $10.25,   25+   $9.65,   100+    $  9.15
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Fabric AidsFabric Aids

#350-A $86.35

#351-A           Prefilter Retainers (package of 2) $  5.35
#352-A           Prefilters (package of 2)  $  5.35
#353-A           Cartridges (package of 2)  $15.05

#21-A           Small (Box of 100)  $28.05
#21-B           Small (Case of 4 Boxes)  $99.35
#26-A           Large (Box of 100)  $28.05
#26-B           Large (Case of 4 Boxes)  $99.35
#755-A           X-Large (Box of 100)  $28.05
#755-B           X-Large (Case of 4 Boxes)  $99.35

#3-A           Small (Box of 100)                   $  18.35
#3-C           Small (Case of 20 Boxes)                   $319.65
#10-A           Large (Bag of 12)                   $    3.75
#10-B           Large (Box of 100)                                 $  18.35
#10-D           Large (Case of 20 Boxes)                   $319.65

#616-A           Large Single Pair                  
#616-B           Large Dozen                    
#616-C           Large Case (12 dozen pair)                   
#617-A           X-Large Single Pair  
#617-B           X-Large Dozen                    
#617-C           X-Large Case (12 dozen pair)            

#851-B                Box of 20          $32.35

#618-A Each  $4.92                          12+   $4.45           

Resharpenable Scissors
Top choice for Fiberglass Fabricators
These professional shears have been 
relied upon for years for general 
purpose fiberglass work. With a total 
length of 12-1/2” and blades that 
measure in with a 6” cut, you can 
make quick work of even the largest 
job. These scissors offer excellent 
control and accuracy, making it easy 
to cut long straight lines, or to cut 
concave or convex shapes. Weighing 
in at 26oz, these heavy duty scissors 
offer thru-hardened blades that can be 
resharpened multiple times, offering 
years of useful life.

#429-A Each   $69.95
5+   $66.95,   10+   $63.95,   25+   $60.95

Muscle Shears
Heavy Duty Shears for tough projects

Our 1732 Muscle Shears are designed 
to multiply your force and provide 
powerful short cutting strokes. They 
do a great job on carbon, fiberglass 
and hybrid fabrics. These scissors will 
even cut through many single layer 
laminations! One blade has a stainless 
steel serrated edge and the other 
stainless steel blade is smooth. The 
big, comfortable ambidextrous handles 
allow for a firm grip. These scissors 
should primarily be used for making 
straight or rough cuts and are not 
designed for making intricate shapes 
or fine detail cuts.

#1732-A Each   $9.95
5+   $8.95,   10+   $7.95,  25+   $6.95

Soft, flexible, oversized bows are 
easy to handle and the stainless steel 
pointed ends cut all the way to the 
tips. These scissors will cut dry, wet, 
or prepreg carbon, fiberglass, and 
hybrid fabrics and can be used either 
right or left-handed.The small tips and 
accurate cuts of these scissors make 
them perfect for adding relief cuts 
during the layup process to get your 
reinforcement to fit your mold. They 
can also be used to quickly trim and 
clean up stubborn fibers along the cut 
edge of your fabric or to make small, 
difficult cuts for intricate parts.  

Detail Trimmers
Fine, sharp tips for trimming in tight places

#1733-A Each   $24.95
5+   $22.95,   10+   $20.95,   25+   $18.95

Featherweight Scissors
Lightweight, durable, and reliable

GINGHER® Featherweights are a 
great all around scissor because they 
are lightweight, extremely sharp and 
comfortable to use. These 2-1/2 oz. 
scissors are perfect for a variety of 
purposes during a wet lay-up and can 
be soaked in acetone for easy clean 
up. They are compatible with fiberglass, 
carbon fiber, and all vacuum bagging 
consumables. Wet or dry, prepreg or film, 
these scissors are versatile enough to 
tackle most jobs. 

   #536-A Each   $29.95
5+   $27.95,   10+   $25.95,   25+  $23.95

GINGHER® Serrated Scissor
Designed to cut KEVLAR®
Our GINGHER® Serrated Scissors 
feature a serrated edge which allows you 
to cut KEVLAR® without pulling fibers 
along with the scissor. The serrated 
blade holds the fabric in place while the 
smooth blade cuts. These scissors can 
be used with prepreg fabrics, dry fabrics, 
or even during a wet layup. They are 
compatible with fiberglass, carbon fiber 
and KEVLAR®, however, the same pair 
should not be used for KEVLAR® and any 
other fabric. KEVLAR® is a registered 
trademark of E.I. DuPont De Nemours 
& Co. 

#1731-A Each   $34.95
5+   $32.95,   10+   $29.95,   25+   $27.95

Give your hands a break and take the strain out of cutting. These electric shears 
make quick work of prepreg and dry fiberglass and carbon fiber fabrics. With these 
scissors you can cut straight lines or curves at the push of a button and the unique 
blade configuration cuts fabric with ease but can't cut your fingers. You can use your 
EC Cutter on most fabrics and vacuum bagging films. They are versatile enough to 
cut anything from thick stitched fiberglass to 1K Carbon Fiber, precise enough to 
use with thin bagging films and peel plys, and can handle most things in between. 
The rechargeable battery provides hours of use between charges and eliminates the 
need for awkward or restrictive power cords. Ships complete with two sets of blades, 
rechargeable battery, battery charger, AC adapter, and transformer. EC Cutters are 
NOT recommended for use with Kevlar® fabrics or during a wet layup.

EC Cutter
Cut quickly and safely 

#1700-A Each   $119.95
5+   $114.95,   10+   $109.95,   25+   $104.95

EC Cutter Parts & Accessories
#1701-A AC Adapter  $24.95
#1702-A Rechargable Battery  $44.95
#1703-A Blade Set   $34.95
#1704-A Blade Set With Shoe  $34.95
#1705-A Battery Charger  $44.95
#1714-A Transformer  $39.95

Soft Grip Bent Trimmer
Convenient Offset handles for easy table top cutting

Lightweight and comfortable, these 
stainless steel shears are perfect for 
straight cutting on delicate, lightweight 
fabrics as well as carbons and hybrids. 
The bent trimmer style will help keep the 
scissor cutting straight. Also ambidextrous 
handles feature a large lower bow that 
allows these scissors to be used while you 
are wearing gloves. 

#1734-A Each   $19.95
5+   $17.95,   10+   $15.95,   25+  $13.95

Scissors

 $    2.15
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Finally, a way to keep fabrics from fraying! 
Simply squirt a line of Dritz Fray Check 
along the line you wish to cut, allow it to 
dry, and then snip away. This unique liquid 
holds fabric ends together, preventing 
the unraveling commonly associated with 
looser style weaves. 

Dritz® Fray Check
Keep your fabric edges from fraying 

#1713-A Each   $4.95
5+   $4.75,   10+   $4.55,   25+   $4.30

The Perfect Line Tape
Make clean, straight cuts and prevent fraying
Our #1735 Perfect Line Tape is such a 
reliable way to ensure straight cuts and 
clean fabric edges, we use it ourselves! 
Every roll of fabric that leaves our shop 
was cut with Perfect Line Tape. To use, 
apply the tape onto your reinforcement and 
cut along the dashed line printed between 
the two text lines. You get an even cut 
and prevent fraying on both edges. This 
low cost item is an effective solution to the 
fraying associated with cutting expensive 

fabrics features a medium-tack adhesive that removes and leaves a negligible residue, 
allowing the fabric to be laminated all the way to the edge.

#1735-A Each   $14.95
10+   $14.45,   25+   $13.95,   100+   $12.95

OLFA® Cutting Mats
Years of use for perfect patterns 

Don't let a damaged wooden, plastic, 
or metal table snag or destroy your 
fabric. Protect your table top and your 
reinforcements with these heavy-duty 
cutting mats. Composite reinforcements 
are composed of durable fibers, make 
sure that you have an adequate cutting 
surface to give you clean cuts. Designed to 
resist and withstand punctures and slices 
associated with scissors, rotary cutters, or 

razor blades, these mats also create a smooth and consistent cutting surface. 

10+   $22.95,   25+   $20.95,   100+   $  18.95

10+   $51.95,   25+   $48.95, 100+ $  45.95

5+   $199.95,   10+   $189.95,   25+   $179.95

#1709-A Cutting Mat 12” x 18”                $  24.95

#1708-A Cutting Mat 24” x 36”                $  59.95

#1710-A Cutting Mat 35” x 70”  $209.95

Forget the jagged cuts and snagged fibers 
caused by scissors or shears. Our OLFA 
rotary cutters perform smooth, clean cuts 
easily slicing through fiberglass, carbon 
fiber, and KEVLAR® reinforcements in a 
snap. The sharp blade can cut through up 
to six layers of dry fabric, and is great to 
use when cutting braided sleeves. Layout 
your patterns and trace your intended cuts 
on dry fabric or prepreg to perfectly shape 
the reinforcement for your composite part. 

OLFA® Rotary Cutter
Cut your reinforcements and leave clean edges

#1706-A $29.95

OLFA® Rotary Circle Cutter
Create a perfect circle or radius

With our #1707 OLFA Rotary Circle 
Cutter you can cut perfect circular 
patterns every time. This convenient 
rotary circle cutter features an easily 
adjustable center spike that measures 
out the exact radius you desire. You can 
use our circle cutter to create circles 
ranging from 1 7/8” to 8 1/2” in diameter. 
The ratchet handle is designed for right 
and left-handed use and reduces wrist 

fatigue. Rotary blade locks quickly into safety position for storage. Rotary cutters 
offer smooth, clean cuts when used with dry or prepreg fiberglass and carbon fiber. 

#1707-A $29.95

OLFA® Ruler, 6”x24”
Make the right measurements
This durable ruler features a frosted acrylic 
construction, making it easy to read on 
both light and dark surfaces. With grid lines 
and markings in 1/8" increments and angle 
measurements for every 15 degrees, this 
handy ruler is much more than a simple 
straight edge. Use this ruler with a fabric 
marker to lay out your cuts, or with a rotary 
cutter to make your cuts. Create precise 
and repeatable cuts with an OLFA ruler. 

#1724-A Each   $29.95
10+   $27.95,   25+   $25.95,   100+   $23.95

Composite Markers
Mark your cutlines on any laminate or reinforcement 
These markers are perfect for marking on 
laminate parts, fiberglass or carbon fiber 
without dragging the fibers! Now you can 
mark your own patterns without annoying 
tracers that may or may not fit your design.
The Pilot Marker utilizes a paint-like ink that 
can be applied with only minimal pressure. 
It works great on finished laminates, 
drying quickly and offering great contrast.
The Sharpie Marker can be used with dry 

fabrics. It provides clean, crisp lines for maximum visibility. The silver color provides 
great contrast regardless of whether it is used with fiberglass, KEVLAR®, carbon fiber, 
or prepreg fabrics.  

10+   $6.75,   25+   $6.55,   100+  $6.35

10+   $2.75,   25+   $2.55,   100+   $2.30

#925-A Pilot Silver Fabric Marker $6.95

#1925-A Sharpie Silver Fabric Marker $2.95

#1715-A      $  9.95
#1716-A $39.95
#1717-A $  9.95

Replacement blades ensure that your rotary cutters are always in peak condition. 
1706-A OLFA Rotary Cutter requires either 1715-A (pack of 1) or 1716-A (pack of 5). 
1707-A OLFA Rotary Circle Cutter requires 1717-A (pack of 2). 

Replacement Blades for OLFA® Rotary Cutters
Rotary and Rotary Circle Cutter Blades

Exact Yardage Tape
Economical, Disposable Measuring Tape
Our Exact Yardage Tape provides an 
easy way to measure out your fiberglass, 
carbon fiber, or KEVLAR® fabric in 1/8th 
yard increments. Simply roll this tape 
simultaneously with your fabric to calibrate 
your counter or to get a perfect yardage 
measurement. 100 yards per roll. 

#1730-A Each   $1.95
10+   $1.75,   25+   $1.55,   100+   $1.30

Fabric Aids

KEVLAR® is a registered trademark of E.I. DuPont De Nemours & Co.

Need More Information?
Over 200 Product Spotlight Videos

 On Our Website!
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Fabric StorageFabric Storage

#1735-A Each   $14.95

#1706-A $29.95

#1707-A $29.95

Designed specifically for composites, this 
rack will hold up to six rolls of fabric and is 
suitable for even the heaviest materials. 
This rack is extremely stable and does 
not require rolls to be counter-balanced. 
Rack is predrilled to accommodate Wedge 
Anchors or Casters (sold separately). 
Install this rack with wedge anchors and 
create a stationary two-sided rack. Attach 
Casters and you have a portable, easy to 
move rack that brings your materials to 
your workspace. Dimensions: Width: 74" 
- Height (without rolls): 73.5" - Depth: 48" 
Freight shipping required.

Six Roll Fabric Rack
Our Most Popular Rack

#1720-A Each   $749.95
5+   $679.95,   10+   $659.95,   25+   $639.95

Four Roll Fabric Rack
Perfect for Vertical Spaces
This four roll fabric rack comes pre-drilled 
for floor mounting hardware. The extremely 
stable design does not require any top 
mounting and is suitable for heavy mats 
and fabrics. This rack is designed for 
single-sided access, but does not need to 
be installed near a wall. This rack is not 
suitable for casters and is designed for floor 
mounting only. Floor mounting hardware 
sold separately. Dimensions: Width: 74” - 
Height (without rolls): 75.5” - Depth: 28.75” 
Freight shipping required.

#2214-A Each   $599.95
5+   $579.95,   10+   $559.95,   25+   $539.95

Three Roll Fabric Rack
Sturdy and Convenient

This mid-size rack is capable of holding up 
to three rolls, with each bar able to hold up 
to 250 lbs. It is predrilled to accept casters 
(sold separately) for easy movement. 
Dimensions: Width: 74” - Height (without 
rolls): 40.5” - Depth: 42”

#1719-A Each   $499.95
5+ $429.95,  10+   $409.95,  25+   $389.95

This workcenter has everything you 
need to keep your fabric and supplies 
organized and accessible. The single 
fabric rolling bar is 66” wide, holds up 
to 200 lbs., and is capable of handling 
a roll up to 32” in diameter. This is 
ideal for even heavy mats, fiberglass, 
carbon fiber or Kevlar fabrics, and 
woven roving. The extra large work 
table is 96” wide and 36” deep. With 
a tension guide and tension bar, your 
fabrics can be held in place and the 
large work area allows plenty of room 
to maneuver. Two 72” wide shelves 

are plenty for your tools and supplies. The top shelf is 13” deep and comes with 7 
dividers that can be positioned wherever you need along the multiple installation 
points. The lower shelf is 8” deep and allows you to store objects up to 10” tall. This 
work center is also equipped with an extra sturdy storage drawer for easy access 
to your cutting tools and supplies. Ergonomically designed at 35” from the floor, 
there is no need for stooping. Have a more efficient composite manufacturing work 
space. Dimensions: Width: 96” Height: 76” Depth: 36” (Assembly Required.) Freight 
shipping required.

Complete Composite Workcenter
Keep materials organized and accessible

#1723-A Each   $1,595.95
5+   $1,495.95,   10+   $1,395.95,   25+   $1,295.95

This composite cutting station is ideal 
for storing and cutting composite 
reinforcement fabrics. It has two bars 
for holding fabrics, each up to 52" 
wide, with the lower bar holding up 
to 150 lbs. and the top bar holding 
up to 70 lbs. With a tension bar and 
tension guide, fabrics can be pulled 
onto the table and kept smooth and 
even. The table area is 30" deep by 
64" wide allowing plenty of room to cut 
your fiberglass fabric and still offering 
enough room to work on your part. 35" 
from the floor, the ergonomic height 
is ideal for most adults. Dimensions: 
Width: 64" Height: 59" Depth: 30" 
(Assembly Required.) Freight shipping 
required.

Cutting Station
Easily work with multiple fabrics

#1722-A Each $749.95
5+   $649.95,   10+   $599.95,   25+   $549.95

Fabric Rack Casters
Make your fabric rack portable. (Set of 4)
These high-quality swivel casters are 
fitted with 5” polyurethane wheels and 
can be easily installed on our 6-roll or 
3-roll fabric racks to allow even a full 6 
roll rack to be moved by one person. 
The large wheels allow you to roll your 
fabric rack over the debris commonly 
found in a composite production 
environment. The polyurethane wheels 
provide a smooth ride that keeps your 
rack and fabrics stable when moving. 
Each caster feature brakes so that you 
can keep your rack in place while you 
are unrolling and cutting your fabrics 
and films.

#1721-A $159.95

Wedge Anchors
Wedge Anchors for Floor Mounting Fabric Racks. (Set of 4)

These 1/2" Anchor Bolts were selected 
to fit with the pre-drilled holes of our 
fabric racks perfectly. They are strong 
enough to ensure your fabric rack is 
safely mounted and easy to install. Our 
1738 Wedge Anchors are the best and 
safest way to permanently mount your 
fabric rack.

#1738-A $9.95
5+   $9.45,   10+   $8.95,   25+   $8.45

Fabric Racks / Workstations

David and Dawn Simmons
Reno, NV
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Laminate CuttingLaminate Cutting
Our #1919 is a 7pc Kit with case and is a 
perfect starter set for rotary powered cutting 
(ie: Dremel). This kit contains all of the 
most popular rotary bits and keeps them 
neatly organized. All pieces can be used for 
routing, slot cutting, shaping and removing 
material from any laminate.
We also offer two Cutting Discs as stand-
alone items. Cutting Discs are commonly 
used to make finished edge cuts, relief 
cuts, and general laminate cutting. 

Perma-Grit Rotary Attachments
Simply the Best Rotary Laminate Cutting

5+   $12.95,   10+   $12.35,   25+   $  11.75
#1901-A  3/4” Cutting Wheel    $  14.95

 5+    $13.95,   10+   $13.35,   25+  $  12.75
#1902-A 1-1/4” Cutting Wheel  $  15.95

Our #1905 and #1906 are square sanding 
blocks. #1905 measures 5.5" x 2" while 
#1906 measures 11" x 2". These square 
sanding blocks will sand a perfect right 
angle when placed on their side. They are 
also useful for truing cut edges of your part 
and adding radiuses or bevels to edges. 
#1905 is optimally sized for most parts 
while #1906 is primarily intended for large 
composite parts. Our #1907 and #1908 are 
contour sanding blocks. They both measure 
5.5" x 2" with #1907 being coarse grit and 
#1908 being fine. Contour sanding blocks 

are ideal for finishing grooves, under cambers and fillets. The grit on both sides of 
the block is the same, allowing you to handle both convex and concave areas. Our 
#1909 is a wedge sanding block. It measures 5.5" x 2" and features coarse grit on 
one side and fine grit on the reverse. Ideal for sanding into corners, the ends of this 
block are cut at a 45 degree angle so you can see exactly where you are sanding. 
You can also work the end of your sanding block into tight areas.

Perma-Grit Sanding Blocks
A Staple for any Composite Shop

5+  $27.95,   10+   $26.55,   25+  $25.25
#1905-A                                                                 $29.95

5+   $37.95,   10+   $35.95,   25+   $34.15
#1906-A   Perma-Grit Square Block 11” x 2”        $39.95

5+   $27.95,   10+   $26.55,   25+   $25.25
#1907-A   Perma-Grit Coarse Contour Block        $29.95

 5+ $27.95,   10+   $26.55,   25+   $25.25
                                                #1908-A                                                                $29.95

5+ $27.95,   10+   $26.55,   25+   $25.25
                                                  #1909-A              $29.95

We carry two 3" Jigsaw blades to support 
the most popular tools. Our #1903 is 
designed to fit Bosch and Makita tools while 
our #1904 is designed to fit Black & Decker 
saws. Jigsaws allow you to make the 
highest speeds possible for large flat cuts.

Perma-Grit Jig Saw Blades
Supercharge Your Jigsaw

5+   $4.95   10+   $4.75,   25+   $4.55
#1903-A   Bosch/Makita          $5.95

  5+   $4.95,  10+   $4.75,   25+   $4.55
#1904-A   Black & Decker       $5.95

Our #1921 is an 8pc Kit with case and is a comprehensive set for any composite 
workshop. This kit contains all of the most popular hand tools and keeps them neatly 
organized. Our #1911 is a 1.5" x 9" flat hand file. Flat files are used for finishing intricate 
cuts and smoothing out uneven edges. Flat tools work for flat areas. Our #1912 is a 1/4" 
x 8.5" round file with plastic handle, #1914 is a 1/2" x 8.5" tube hand file, #1915 is a 3/4" 
x 8.5" tube hand file. These round and tube files are used to clean up slots and cutouts 
and perform general sanding. They are intended for round areas. Our #1916 is a 1/4" x 
8.5" square file with plastic handle. Square files are used to clean up slot cuts and create 
sharp inside and outside corners on a composite laminate. They can also be used in the 
same manner as flat files in smaller areas.

#1921-A   Perma-Grit Coarse Tools 8pc Set                 $89.95

5+   $11.95,   10+   $11.35,   25+   $10.75

5+   $11.95,   10+   $11.35,   25+   $10.75

5+   $11.95,   10+   $11.35,   25+   $10.75

5+   $11.95,   10+   $11.35,   25+   $10.75

5+   $11.95,   10+   $11.35,   25+   $10.75

5+   $11.95,   10+   $11.35,   25+   $10.75

5+   $11.95,   10+   $11.35,   25+   $10.75

5+   $11.95,   10+   $11.35,   25+   $10.75

#1911-A   Perma-Grit Coarse 1.5” x 9” Flat Hand File   $12.95

#1912-A   Perma-Grit Coarse Round File w/ Handle     $12.95

#1914-A   Perma-Grit Coarse 1/2” x 8.5” Tube File       $12.95

#1915-A   Perma-Grit Coarse 3/4” x 8.5” Tube File       $12.95

#1916-A   Perma-Grit Coarse Square File w/ Handle    $12.95

Our #1922 is an 8pc Kit with case and is a comprehensive set for any composite 
workshop. This kit contains all of the most popular hand tools and keeps them neatly 
organized. Our #1910 is a 1.5" x 9" flat hand file. Flat files are used for finishing intricate 
cuts and smoothing out uneven edges. Flat tools work for flat areas. Our #1913 is a 
1/4" x 8.5" round file with plastic handle. Round files are used to clean up slots and 
cutouts and perform general sanding. They are intended for round areas. Our #1917 is 
a 1/4" x 8.5" square file with plastic handle. Square files are used to clean up slot cuts 
and create sharp inside and outside corners on a composite laminate. They can also be 
used in the same manner as flat files in smaller areas.

   #1922-A   Perma-Grit Fine Hand Tools  8pc Set           $89.95

#1910-A   Perma-Grit Fine Flat File                                  $12.95

#1913-A   Perma-Grit Fine Round File w/ Handle         $12.95

#1917-A   Perma-Grit Fine Square File w/ Handle        $12.95

Perma-Grit Fine Hand Tools
The Finest Tools for the Ultimate Finish

Perma-Grit Coarse Hand Tools
Perfect tools for hand shaping and finishing

Perma-Grit Laminate Cutting / Applicators

  #1919-A  7pc Kit    $115.95

Perma-Grit Fine Contour Block

Perma-Grit Square Block 5.5” x 2”

Perma-Grit Wedge Block
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Laminate CuttingLaminate Cutting

Perma-Grit Router Attachments
Industrial Router Bits
Our #1920 is a 6pc Kit with case and offers a complete selection of bits and keeps them 
neatly organized. All pieces can be used for routing, slot cutting, shaping and removing 
material from any composite laminate. #1920-A      $125.95

This 1/4” Router Bit is designed to be 
strong enough to easily make windows, 
shapes, or interlaminate holes in your 
laminated carbon fiber or fiberglass part. 
Compatible with nearly all handheld 
and table mounted routers, this solid 
carbide bit offers a long life of easy 
cutting. Perfect for finish cutting and 
customization of cured parts. Shank 
diameter - 1/4”.

Solid Carbide Fiberglass Burr Bit                  
for Routers
Heavy-Duty Laminate Cutting

4-1/2” Diamond Abrasive Blade
Cut Thick Laminates with an Angle Grinder
This 4-1/2” blade is designed to cut 
composite laminates faster while lasting 
longer than traditional blades or cutoff 
wheels. Diamond is the hardest substance 
on Earth, so what better material to use 
when cutting your high-strength composite 
parts? When you need to make straight 
cuts or cuts with larger radiuses in carbon, 
or fiberglass, this is the product for you. 
Intended for use with a 4-1/2” angle 
grinder, with this blade has a 5/8” arbor 
that is compatible most grinders.

#2296-A Each    $24.95
5+   $23.95   10+   $22.95,   25+   $21.95

                                                                                          #2302-A Each      $34.95
5+   $32.95,   10+   $30.95,   25+   $28.95

Cordless Dremel®
Highest performance cordless rotary tool

This tool is supplied with a battery and a 
1 hour charger. Unlike regular batteries, 
which must be drained before recharging, 
lithium-ion batteries can be recharged at 
any time without ever damaging the original 
charge capacity or run time. Included in this 
kit is the 8220 Rotary Tool, Batter, Battery 
Charger, Storage Case, 1/8” Collet, Quick 
Change Collet Nut, 28pc Accessories Kit, 
Wrench and Quick Start Guide. The 8220 
Rotary Tool is compatible with all Dremel 
attachments and accessories. 2 Year 
Manufacturer’s Warranty

#2307-A      $119.95

Polyester Finish Brush
High Quality, Stands up to Styrene

Although we recommend spraying gel 
coat whenever possible, sometimes it 
needs to be brushed and resin is often 
brushed. A standard stippling brush 
will leave bristles and an imperfect 
surface. These top quality brushes will 
hold up to gel coat, resin and acetone 
for a professional finish - in mold or for 
surface repairs. Can be cleaned with 
acetone. 

  25+   $4.45, 100+ $3.95,   1000+   $3.45

10+   $5.45,   25+   $4.95,   100+   $4.45

10+   $7.45,   25+   $6.95,   100+   $6.45

#2661-A  1” Polyester Brush   $5.35

#2674-A  2” Polyester Brush   $6.45

#2700-A  4” Polyester Brush   $8.55

These brushes are so necessary to 
fiberglass work that we have spent 
considerable effort in finding the best 
source. Constructed of pure china 
bristle for the stiffness required to 
stipple resins into mats and fabrics. 
Epoxy potted bristles resistant to all 
solvents. Sanded wood handle for ease 
of grip and solvent resistance. We do 
not recommend these brushes for finish 
coats as they tend to leave bristles 

which are otherwise harmless in laminations. These brushes are all 1-3/4" trim 
length and 5/16" thick. 

Acid Brush

                                                                                           #34-A 1” Wide $0.95
25+   $0.75,   100+   $0.55,   1000+   $0.45

                                                                                                #31-A 1.5” Wide $1.05
25+   $0.95,   100+   $0.65,   1000+   $0.45

                                                                                                #32-A 2” Wide $1.35
25+   $1.25,   100+   $1.05,   1000+   $0.95

#33-A     3” Wide       $1.55
25+   $1.45,   100+   $1.25,   1000+   $1.05

Resistant to heat and cleaning 
solvents, this durable Acid Brush is 
great for brushing surface coat or 
casting resin onto small, detailed 
surfaces. This tough, horsehair bristle 
brush is an excellent tool to avoid air 
bubbles while brushing material into 
complex molds.

#2330-A      $0.45

China Bristle Brushes

This Cut Bristle Brush is great for 
surface coat applications and resin 
lamination. The shorter, stiffer bristles 
are ideal for applying smooth surface 
coats and stippling resin into mats and 
fabrics. The bristles of this brush are 
less likely to fall out and are resistant to 
all solvents.

Cut Bristle Brush 2” Wide

#2331-A      $2.95

Laminate Cutting / Applicators

Need More Information?
Over 200 Product Spotlight Videos

 On Our Website!
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Resin  ApplicatorsResin  Applicators
Plastic squeegees are a simple but 
essential tool for high performance 
laminating. They are the fastest way to 
evenly distribute resin in most full-scale 
applications. They are also useful for 
spreading fillers and general purpose 
fiberglass work. Rubber squeegees are 
excellent for forcing resin through high 
performance fabrics without the fear of 
snagging or distorting the costly fibers. The 
rubber conforms well to contours within the 
mold and provides better control than the 
plastic types. 6" wide.

                                       #363-A     3” x 5” Plastic Squeegee - Rigid                   $  0.90

                                       #362-A     3” x 6” Plastic Squeegee - Pliable $  0.90

                                       #62-A          3” x 5” Plastic Squeegee - Pliable                   
                                       #62-B     3” x 5” Plastic Squeegee - Package of 24 $15.05
                                       #1108-A     3” x 6” Rubber Squeegee  $  6.45
                                       #1108-B     3” x 6” Rubber Squeegee - Package of 6 $32.35

24+   $.85,   151+   $.80,  1000+$  0.75

24+   $.85,   151+   $.80,  1000+$  0.75

Squeegees

This specialty roller is designed to 
form an impregnating spike for hard 
to reach air pockets. Easier clean up 
than bristle rollers! 
                             #940-A   Each   $16.15                               

10+  $15.65,  25+  $15.05, 100+    $14.55

                             #368-A   Each   $10.50                               
10+  $9.95,  25+  $9.55, 100+    $  9.15

                             #415-A   Each   $12.95                               
10+  $12.35,  25+  $11.85, 100+    $11.25

                           #1105-A   Each   $13.95                               
10+  $13.45,  25+  $12.95, 100+    $12.35

Aluminum Slotted Paddle Roller 
3/4” Diameter x 3” Wide

Slotted Paddle Mini Roller 
3/8” Diameter x 1” Wide 

With aircraft grade aluminum handles and a 
strong steel frame, this specialty roller is made to last and is small enough to go where 
other rollers can't. The slotted paddles form rigid spikes to eliminate air bubbles. Easy to 
clean.

Thin Fin Mini Rollers
Aluminum handle. Steel frame

These strong, long-lasting rollers are 
perfect for hard to reach areas. 

       #366-A   1/4” Diameter x 1”  Wide $9.95     
10+  $9.45,  25+  $9.05, 100+ $8.55

       #129-A  1/2” Diameter x 1” Wide $17.25     
10+  $16.65,  25+  $16.15, 100+ $15.65

       #411-A  1/2” Diameter x 3” Wide $11.85     
10+  $11.25,  25+  $10.75, 100+ $10.25

       #68-A    1” Diameter x 3” Wide    $15.05       
10+  $14.55,  25+  $13.95, 100+ $13.45

       #412-A    1” Diameter x 3” Wide    $12.95       
10+  $12.35,  25+  $11.85, 100+ $11.25

       #102-A  1” Diameter x 6” Wide    $18.35       
10+  $17.75,  25+  $17.25, 100+ $16.65

       #413-A    1” Diameter x 6” Wide    $16.15       
10+  $15.65,  25+  $15.05, 100+ $14.55

       #65-A    2” Diameter x 6” Wide    $21.55       
5+  $20.45,  10+  $19.35, 25+ $18.35

 #367-A   1/4” Diameter x 2”  Wide  $9.95
10+  $9.45,  25+  $9.05, 100+ $8.55

Plastic Radius Roller
2” Diameter roller, 1/4” wide

Bristle Roller
1” Diameter x 3” Wide

Aluminum Rollers
Wooden Handles

These long-lasting rollers are perfect 
for boat cloths and areas that require a 
larger amount of pressure to release air 
bubbles. 

Plastic Rollers
Great for flat surfaces and gradual curves

The handle gives the ability to apply 
stronger pressure if needed for heavier 
fabrics and stubborn air pockets. 

10+   $1.75,   25+   $1.55,   100+   $1.35

10+   $2.75,   25+   $2.55,   100+   $2.35

10+   $3.75,   25+   $3.55,   100+   $3.35

10+   $5.75,   25+   $5.55,   100+   $5.35

10+   $7.25,   25+   $7.05,   100+   $6.85

#2947-A  4”, 1/4” Nap Smooth Polyester                          $2.15

#2960-A  7”, 1/4” Nap Smooth Polyester                          $3.15

#2973-A  9”, 1/4” Nap Smooth Polyester                          $4.25

#2986-A  7”, 3/16” Nap Mohair                                         $6.45

#2999-A  9”, 3/16” Nap Mohair                                         $7.55

Polyester and Mohair Roller Covers
Tough Enough to Handle Resin
The most important thing about 
selecting a proper paint roller for 
fiberglass work is making sure 
the core will stand up to resin! A 
dissolving roller is not the way to 
start a job. These rollers are backed 
with two layers of polypropylene 
for repeated use and cleaning with 
acetone, but they are inexpensive 
enough to throw away.

#2232-A    4” Quick Change Roller Cage  $2.15

#2234-A    7” Quick Change Roller Cage $3.15

#2235-A    9” Quick Change Roller Cage $4.25

Quick Change Roller Cages
High Quality, Stands up to Styrene
High Quality, Stands up to Styrene
Our Quick Change Roller Cages fit our 
Saturation Sleeves or our Roller Covers. 
The Roller Cages are perfect for the 
fiberglass and composite industries. They 
have durable handles, allowing strong 
pressure to be applied, and the solid ends 
prevent resin and glass from entering (can 
easily be cleaned with acetone). 

                                                          #414-A    Plastic - 1” Diameter x 3” Wide   $15.05

Rollers & Applicators

$  0.85

10+  $1.75,  25+  $1.55, 100+ $1.35

10+  $2.75,  25+  $2.55, 100+ $2.35

10+  $3.75,  25+  $3.55, 100+ $3.35
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Resin ApplicatorsResin ApplicatorsResin  Applicators

24+   $.85,   151+   $.80,  1000+$  0.75

#2234-A    7” Quick Change Roller Cage $3.15

10+   $11.25,   25+   $10.75,   100+   $10.25

10+   $11.25,   25+   $10.75,   100+   $10.25

#764-A 1/4” Diameter x 1.5” Wide $11.85

#763-A 1/4” Diameter x 3” Wide $11.85

Aluminum Rollers
Plastic Handles 
Durable rollers for lightweight fabrics.

10+   $12.35,   25+   $11.85, 100+  $11.25

     10+  $14.55, 25+   $13.95,    100+   $13.45

  10+ $17.75,   25+   $17.25,   100+   $16.65

                                      #1151-A             Plastic -1” Diameter x 1.5” Wide     $12.95

                                                          #414-A    Plastic - 1” Diameter x 3” Wide   $15.05

                                      #416-A  Aluminum - 1” Diameter x 2” Wide  $18.35

Barrel Rollers
These barrel rollers are excellent for 
smaller contour and curves.

10+   $6.95   25+   $6.45   100+   $5.85

10+   $6.95   25+   $6.45   100+   $5.85

#541-A   1/2” Diameter x 3” Wide   $7.55

              #542-A     1” Diameter x 3” Wide $7.55

Economy Wire Handle Rollers
Economical roller for smaller jobs or small 
area of larger jobs. Use for small, flat 
surfaces or gradual curves. 

#2245-A #2236-A

#2242-A #2239-A

#2246-A #2237-A

#2243-A #2240-A

#2247-A #2238-A

#2244-A #2241-A

Slotted Paddle 
Roller Sleeves

Finned
Roller Sleeves

Bubble Buster 
Roller Sleeves

Long Groove 
Roller Sleeves

                                     4” Roller Sleeve, #2245-A, #2236-A, #2242-A, #2239-A, $  8.55

                                      7” Roller Sleeve, #2246-A, #2237-A, #2243-A, #2240-A $12.95

                                      9” Roller Sleeve, #2247-A, #2238-A, #2244-A, #2241-A $16.15

 10+   $8.05,     25+   $7.55,     100+   $  6.95

10+   $12.35,   25+   $11.85,   100+   $11.25

 10+   $15.65,   25+   $15.05,   100+   $14.55

Rollers & Applicators

Need More Information?
Over 200 Product Spotlight Videos

 On Our Website!
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Mix & MeasureMix & Measure

#591-A $16.15

Quart Starter Kit
Typical Quart Lamination

This starter kit has everything you need to do a typical lamination involving a quart 
of resin. This kit includes: (1) 1/2” x 3” Wire Handle Plastic Roller, (2) 1” Brushes, (2) 
1-1/2” Brushes, (2) squeegees and (4) Pairs of Gloves.

Gallon Starter Kit
Typical Gallon Lamination 

This starter kit has everything you need to do a typical lamination involving one gallon 
of resin. This kit includes: (1) 7” Birdcage Roller, (6) 7” Roller Covers (1/4” Nap), (1) 
1” x 3” Plastic Roller, (6) 3” Brushes, (6) 2” Brushes, (6) squeegees and (12) Pairs of 
Gloves.

#592-A $43.15

5 Gallon Starter Kit
Typical Gallon Lamination 

This starter kit has everything you need to do a typical lamination involving 5 gallons of 
resin. This kit includes: (1) 7” Birdcage Roller, (12) 7” Mohair Roller Covers (1/4” Nap), 
(1) 1” x 3” Plastic Roller, (6) 3” Brushes, (6) 2” Brushes, (6) squeegees and (1) Box of 
100 Gloves. 

#593-A $59.35

#588-A $8.55

Quart Mixing Set
Mix a Quart of Resin and Hardener

This mixing set contains everything 
required to mix a quart of resin and 
corresponding hardener. Includes: (5) 
1-Pint Paper Tubs, (1) 9 oz Cup, (1) 4 
oz Cups, (1) 1 oz Cup, (1) Teaspoon/
Tablespoon, (5) Mixing Sticks and (5) 
Pairs of Gloves. 

#589-A $16.15

Gallon Mixing Set
Mix a Gallon of Resin and Hardener

This mixing set contains everything 
required to mix a gallon of resin and 
corresponding hardener. Includes: (5) 
1-Quart Paper Tubs, (3) 1-Pint Paper 
Tubs, (2) 9 oz Cups, (2) 4 oz Cups, 
(2) 1 oz Cups, (5) 9" Mixing Sticks, (1) 
Teaspoon/Tablespoon, (5) Mixing Sticks, 
and (8) pairs of gloves. 

#951-A $37.75

5 Gallon Mixing Set
Mix 5 Gallons of Resin and Hardener 

This mixing set contains everything 
required to mix 5 gallons of resin and 
corresponding hardener. Includes (6) 10 
Pint Paper Tubs, (6) 1 Pint Paper Tubs, 
(6) 9 oz Cups, (6) 4 oz Cups, (6) 1 oz 
Cups, (1) Teaspoon/Tablespoon, (12) 
Mixing Sticks and (12) Mixing Paddles.  

Mixing Sets / Starter Kits

Need More Information?
Over 200 Product Spotlight Videos

 On Our Website!
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Mix & MeasureMix & MeasureMix & Measure

#588-A $8.55

#589-A $16.15

#951-A $37.75

    5+ $25.85,   10+   $24.75,   25+   $22.65

5+   $30.15,   10+   $28.05,   25+   $26.95

5+   $84.15,   10+   $82.05,   25+   $79.85

                                                                                    #319-A Pint $26.95

                                                                                    #320-A Gallon $32.35

                                                                                          #321-A 5-Gallon $86.35

Jiffy Mixers are the standard of the 
industry for mixing pigments and fillers 
with resins. These units will not splash 
and yet insure a thorough mix by pulling 

dense materials off the bottom and light materials off the top. Protected impellers 
guaranteed not to puncture container. All stainless steel makes clean up easy. 450-750 
RPM recommended but the smaller ones can be used with a standard electric drill.  

Jiffy Mixer
Complete Mix, No Mess

#58-A 6” Mixing Stick (100)                           $    3.75
#58-B 6” Mixing Stick (500)          $  15.05
#58-C 6” Mixing Stick (5000)          $129.55
#511-B 9” Mixing Paddle          $    0.25
#511-C 9” Mixing Paddle (100)          $  17.25
#512-B 12” Mixing Paddle                            $    0.25
#512-C 12” Mixing Paddle (100)         $  21.55
#1600-A 21” Line Holder / Mixing Paddle         $    0.95

Mixing Sticks & Paddles
Mixing Sticks, 6” long. Mixing Paddles, 
9” 12” and 21” long. View quantity breaks 
online.

10+   $1.25,   25+   $1.05,   100+   $0.95

10+   $0.95,   25+   $0.85,   100+   $0.75

10+   $1.45,   25+   $1.35,   100+   $1.25

10+   $1.45,   25+   $1.35,   100+   $1.25

10+   $2.75,   25+   $2.55,   100+   $2.30

10+   $2.45,   25+   $2.25,   100+   $2.15

                                                      #2269-A   8 oz Polypropylene Jar              $1.35

                                                             #2272-A    8 oz Polypropylene Jar Lid        $1.05

                                                          #2270-A   16 oz Polypropylene Jar            $1.55

                                                      16 oz Polypropylene Jar Lid      $1.55

                                                              #2271-A   32 oz Polypropylene Jar            $3.15

                                                       #2274-A    32 oz Polypropylene Jar Lid      $2.65

When used with a twist-on jar lid, these 
Polypropylene Jars provide airtight storage 
for your resins, hardeners, pigments or gel 
coat. Ideal for applications when pigment 
has been mixed for a color match but 
the resin is not ready to be catalyzed. 
Available in 8 oz, 16 oz and 32 oz 

Polypropylene Jars
Easily Store Your Resin

1 Pint Paper & Plastic Mixing Tubs
Our Plastic Measuring Tub will stand 
up to resins, thinners and solvents, 
however, our paper mixing containers 
are ideal for mixes of all sorts but will 
not stand up to acetone.

Paper Tubs
Nothing More Convenient

Our paper mixing containers are ideal 
for mixes of all sorts. They will not 
break down under resins but will not 
stand up to acetone.

#505-A Gallon Plastic Mixing Tub  $    4.25
#505-B Gallon Plastic Mixing Tubs (100)  $356.35

Plastic Buckets
Our plastic mixing containers will 
stand up to resins, thinners and 
solvents.  

Mixing Supplies

Schwartz Extreme Performance
Crystal Lake, IL

  #2273-A

#14-A 10 Pint Paper Mixing Tub  $    4.25
#14-B 10 Pint Paper Mixing Tubs (100)  $410.35
#12-A 5 Pint Paper Tub   $    3.15
#12-B 5 Pint Paper Tubs (100)  $302.35

#885-A 1 Pint Paper Mixing Tub (25)  $  13.95
#885-C 1 Pint Paper Mixing Tub (50)  $  23.75
#885-B 1 Pint Paper Mixing Tub (500)  $211.65
#885-D 1 Pint Paper Mixing Tub (1000)  $410.35
#510-A 1 Pint Deli Style Plastic Mixing Cup (25) $    8.05
#510-B 1 Pint Deli Style Plastic Mixing Cup (500)  $107.95

Mike Acebo
Greenport, NY
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#166-A 16 oz Each   $8.55, 11+    $  7.55 100+ $  6.45
           #2266-A 32 oz Each  $13.95, 11+  $11.85,100+ $10.75

MEKP Dispensers
Shop Favorite 

These unique bottles are made to 
accurately dispense MEKP. The 16 oz 
bottle is graduated to measure up to 35 
cc’s at a time, while the 32 oz bottle can 
measure up to 100 cc’s at a time. Simply 
squeeze the bottle until the upper vial is 
full, then release pressure on the bottle, 
leaving a precisely measured amount of 
catalyst in the vial. The MEKP can then be 
poured out with no dripping.

#877-A Each   $0.55
10+   $0.45,   25+   $0.40,   100+   $0.35

MEKP Caps
Safe and Convenient 

Perfect for screwing onto our 1oz MEKP 
bottles! These caps eliminate messy 
pouring, allow measurement by drops and 
can be capped for clean storage. 

Resin Pumps
Pumps Any Resin, Any Ratio 

Eliminate messy cans, drips and spills. 
Easy single stroke pumps fit right into 
cans with accurate dispensing every time! 
To use with 3 to 1 mix, simply depress 
the pump 3 times for resin and once for 
cure. Clean with acetone between uses. 
Different cans have different sized lids. 
Be sure to purchase the correct pump 
for your can! Our 824-A Resin Pump will 
fit only quart and gallon containers. For 
5-gallon pails, our 823-A Resin Pump 
contains a wider lid and extended shaft 
attachment.

#824-A Quart/Gallon Size $6.45
#823-A 5 Gallon Pail Size $6.45

Teaspoon/ Tablespoon Measuring Set
#55 is for both teaspoon and tablespoon 
measurements in one tool. Will not stand 
up to acetone.

#55-A $2.15

#59-B 1 oz Graduated (100)                 $    7.55
#59-C 1 oz Graduated (5000)                 $172.75
#1378-A 4 oz with Lid                 $    0.85
#1378-B 4 oz with Lid (100)                 $  70.15

Plastic Cups
Long a staple of composite shops, these 
graduated cups are ideal for quick, easy 
measuring. 

This simple tool can save hundreds of 
dollars in damaged material and labor. This 
is the only accurate method to determine 
gel coat thickness, and to achieve 
repeatable high quality results. Place 
the edge into the wet film, the last tooth 
marked is the thickness.  

Gel Coat Thickness Gauge
The only way to know wet gel coat mil thickness

#122-A Each   $10.75
5+   $10.25,   10+   $9.65,   25+   $9.15

#718-B Sleeve of 25 $    7.95
#718-C Case of 500 $134.95

9 oz. Graduated Cups
Will stand up solvents

Graduated in ml and oz.

#51-A $5.35
5+   $4.85,   10+   $4.25,   25+   $3.75

Spigot
Easy drum pouring

For standard 1” bungs

10+   $2.75,   25+   $2.55,   100+   $2.30

10+   $4.75,   25+   $4.55,   100+   $4.30

#821-A 8 oz Cup/Scoop $3.15

#2263-A 16 oz Cup/Scoop $5.35

Graduated Measuring Cups
For pouring, scooping and measuring

These handy cups are ideal for 
resins, foam, fillers or mixes.

#815-A 4 oz $2.65
#817-A 16 oz $4.25
#818-A 32 oz $8.55

Plastic Funnels
Will stand up to resins or acetone! 

Funnels are always handy in a composite 
shop. Large funnels facilitate pouring 
from 5 gallon pails and small funnels 
control pours from high viscosity materials 
like epoxy resin when measuring. View 
quantity breaks online.

 10+   $0.95,   25+   $0.85,   100+   $  0.75

10+   $1.85,   25+   $1.65,   100+   $  1.45

 10+ $10.25,   25+   $9.65,   100+   $  9.15

#2276-A       16 oz. EZ Mix Cup                 $  1.05

                                                         #2277-A       24 oz. EZ Mix Cup                   $  2.15

 #2279-A         2.5 Quart EZ Mix Pitcher $10.75

                                                         #2278-A          Lid for 16 or 24 oz Cup $  0.55
10+     0.45,   25+   $0.40,   100+   $  0.35

EZ Mix Containers
Mix Any Ratio

These containers are ideal for mixing 
epoxy resins and polyurethane foams. 
The graduations display volumetric ratios 
for all kinds of mixes. You can add epoxy 
and then the hardener right on top or use 
two containers to mix later. Keep several 
pitchers on hand when mixing large 
batches of foam. Pour it, have it ready and 
you can mix it as you need it. In addition 

to the various mix ratios, the 16 and 24 oz. cups are graduated in milliliters and ounces. 
The 2.5 and 4 qt. pitchers are graduated in quarts, ounces, liters and milliliters.

Mix & MeasureMix & Measure Measuring / Dispensing 
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#718-B Sleeve of 25 $    7.95
#718-C Case of 500 $134.95

#51-A $5.35

#2276-A       16 oz. EZ Mix Cup                 $  1.05

 #2279-A         2.5 Quart EZ Mix Pitcher $10.75

This versatile scale is the most accurate 
way to measure resin, regardless of the 
mix ratio. Also, weigh your dry fabric and 
only mix enough resin to achieve the 
desired 40-50% hand lay-up ratio. This 
scale will measure up to 5lbs or 2000g 
with accuracy to 0.1 oz/2g. Measure the 
resin, re-zero (tare) the scale, and pour 
in the proper amount of hardener. Mixing 
couldn't be easier. *REQUIRES 3 AAA 
BATTERIES (INCLUDED) 

Digital Scale
Get the Perfect Mix Every Time

#1145-A           $59.95

Flexible Curve Ruler
Check for Symmetry 
Use this great tool for checking symmetry. 
The flexible curve can conform to any 
curve and is only limited to curves with 
radiuses of one inch or below. Simply 
smooth down over your radius and flip 
over to check for symmetry. These tools 
have a raised lip for tracing curves and are 
graduated in both inches and centimeters. 
Available in 12” and 24” lengths.

5+   $10.25,   10+   $9.65,   25+   $9.15

5+   $20.45,   10+   $19.35,   25+   $18.35

#2116-A 12” Each $10.75

#2117-A 24” Each $21.55

5+   $10.25,   10+   $9.65,   25+ $  9.15

5+    $20.45,   10+   $19.35,   25+   $18.35

  5+   $25.85,   10+   $24.75,    25+   $23.75

#2163-A 12” Each $10.75

                #2121-A    24” Each    $21.55

                 #2122-A    36” Each   $26.95

Flexible Stainless Steel Rulers
Flexible and Durable 

These are very flexible high quality stain-
less steel rulers that can be used to layout 
your project on the foam before you start 
cutting. These rulers can also be used to 
measure curved surfaces and they have 
raised edges to eliminate ink blots or 
smearing. The rulers are graduated with 
16ths, 32nd, and metric to permit close 
work and are available in 12”, 24”, and 36” 
lengths. 

#105-A 3 cc Syringe w/ Small Needle  $  0.75
#105-B 3 cc Syringe w/ Small Needle (100) $46.35
#107-A 30 ml Syringe w/o Needle  $  3.15
#107-B 30 ml Syringe w/o Needle (30)  $53.95
#106-A 30 ml Syringe Needles                    $  0.35
#106-B 30 ml Syringe Needles (100)  $25.85
#2275-A 60 ml Syringe, Catheter Tip  $  4.25
#2275-B 60 ml Syringe, Catheter Tip (25)  $64.75

Syringes
Effectively Measure Small Amounts of Liquid 

Syringes are handy when small, 
precise measurement is necessary. 
The 30 ml Syringe without needles 
will accept 1/8” I.D. tubing or # 106 
needles. The 60 ml syringe has a 
catheter tip to help control dispensing 
and comes with a cap.

#9-A Quart (2 lbs)  $  8.95
#9-B Gallon (7 lbs)  $19.95
#9-C 5 Gallon Pail (30 lbs)  $69.95

Acetone
The Industry Standard in Cleaning

#9 is the standard of the industry for cleaning tools and brushes while working in 
polyester, vinyl ester, and epoxy resins. It is also the recommended solvent for 
removing greases and waxes from surfaces which are to be bonded, repaired or 
primed. It is not recommended for thinning resins or gel coats as this can lead to 
added pinholes and premature yellowing. Handle with the same care reserved for 
gasoline. 

#160-A       Each $9.65
10+   $9.15,   25+   $8.55,   100+   $8.05

Acetone Dispenser
Flexible and Durable 

This dispenser keeps clean acetone 
on hand without the dangers of 
pouring from a can, and it reduces 
evaporation. Use to quickly wet a 
wiping rag when preparing the surface 
for priming or bonding. This 16 oz 
Polyethylene bottle with a convenient 
squeeze spout and eye catching 
letters is a safe solution for positive 
identification of wash bottle contents.

Wypall X80 Paper Wipes
Industrial Strength, Easily Disposable 

Wypall® X80 Paper Wipes are 
stronger than ordinary shop paper 
towels and much more absorbent. 
They are disposable but you won't 
wipe once and throw them away. 
You'll get a lot of use out of one of 
these.

#2405-A   Box of 80 $21.95
10+   $19.45,   25+   $18.95,   100+   $18.45

SURFASOLVE Hand Wipes
70 Wipes / Canister

SURFASOLVE Waterless Hand Wipes 
offer a unique chemistry not available 
with conventional solvents or cleaners. 
SURFASOLVE Hand wipes use a 
special dual textured non-scratching 
towel. The biodegradable formula is 
powerful enough to instantly remove 
dirt, ink, resins, caulks, tar adhesives, 
urethanes, paint, dyes, oil grease and 
just about anything from your hands 
without having to rinse with water.

#1753-A $14.95      6+          $12.50

Mix & Measure Mix & MeasureMix & MeasureMeasure / Cleaning 
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#1035-A $27.95

While most books on composites approach the subject 
from a very technical standpoint, this book presents 
practical, hands-on information about these versatile 
materials. From explanations of what a composite is, to 
demonstrations on how to actually utilize them in various 
projects, this book provides a simple, concise perspective 
on molding and finishing techniques. Composite Materials 
Fabrication Handbook #1 includes shop set up, design 
and a number of hands-on start-to-finish projects 
documented with abundant photographs. 

#1036-A $27.95

Creating useful composite parts requires a good design, a 
topic that is discussed at length in this book. The methods 
illustrated here lend themselves to both motorcycle and 
automotive builders and customizers. The construction of 
these parts is documented in step-by-step fashion with an 
abundance of photographs.

Composite Materials Fabrication Handbook #1

Composite Materials Fabrication Handbook #2

Composite Materials Fabrication Handbook #3
Composite Materials Handbook #3 demonstrates 
advanced mold making techniques, including the use 
of routers and CNC machines in the making of molds. 
The use of silicone-compression molds to form complex 
shapes, is also included. This is the book for anyone 
who’s ready to advance beyond the methods and 
projects presented in Handbooks #1 and #2. Like those 
two books, this one documents a variety of projects 
that can be duplicated in your shop or garage. Take 
your composite fabrication skills to the next level with 
Composite Materials Handbook #3.

#1037-A $27.95

Whether in college or in the workplace, students 
and practitioners have relied on the first edition of 
Fundamentals of Composites for years to learn about 
the basics of composites manufacturing. Building upon 
the solid foundation of the first edition, this revised and 
expanded book describes recent advances, adding 
key information, case studies, and examples that will 
broaden your knowledge of composites materials and 
manufacturing methods.

Fundamentals of Composites Manufacturing

#1038-A $129.95

Composite Basics
Anything but basic! This book begins with a simple 
discussion of fabrics and resins but continues through 
sandwich core structures and engineering with the 
materials. Stress testing and load analysis are also 
covered.

#998-A $39.95

Castcraft Moldmaking Guide, Casting Guide, and 
Combined Source
In addition to fiberglass construction, these 
guides discuss plaster, latex molding, rubber 
gelatin and flexible molding wax. Designed for 
those interested in craft applications, these 
guides are an excellent source of information to 
anyone interested in casting and molding.

#827-A $39.95

The Complete Fiberglass and Composite Library [DVD]
By Fibre Glast Developments, 190 Total Minutes 

All five of our How-To videos on a convenient 2 DVD 
set. A total of 190 minutes of the most complete guide 
for using composite materials available anywhere! The 
Complete Fiberglass and Composite Library contains The 
Basics of Fiberglass, A Step-By-Step Guide to Molding 
Fiberglass, Advanced Moldmaking and Plug Construction, 
Vacuum Bagging and Sandwich Core Construction and 
The Art of Moldless Composites.

#1227-A $99.95

Cosmetic Gel Coat and Fiberglass Repair, Volume 1 [DVD]
By Precision Fiberglass, 100 Minutes

Learn how to mix your own matching color gelcoat, fill 
scratches and voids on the gelcoat surface, spray gelcoat 
as well as sand and polish the gelcoat to a new boat 
finish.

#853-A $39.95

Fiberglass Repairs Made Easy, Volume 1 [DVD]
Fiberglass Gel Coat Damage By Pelican, 54 Minutes

Learn how to make fiberglass repairs as you look over 
the shoulder of a professional fiberglass repairman with 
20 years experience. Using easy to follow, step-by-step 
procedures he repairs a crack in the bottom of a bass 
boat. #804-A $39.95

Fiberglass Osmosis Repair Secrets [DVD]
By Bennett Media, Boat Maintenance Series, 57 Minutes

Learn how to repair blisters and severe osmosis below 
the water line with this instructional DVD. Using an easy 
to follow approach, clear demonstrations and detailed 
close-up instruction, you’ll watch why preparation and 
treatment is the most important part of osmosis repair 
and what you do before the finish work is vital to a 
professional and long lasting repair. Filmed in real time 
with Fiberglass expert Daniel Bruno.

Below the Waterline Hull Restoration [DVD]
By Bennett Media, Boat Maintenance Series, 45 Minutes

Learn how to get the perfect finish on the bottom of your 
boat with this instructional DVD. Using an easy to follow 
approach, clear demonstrations and detailed close-up 
instruction, you’ll learn step-by-step from experts how to 
get a perfect finish below the waterline using the best in 
modern coating and anti-fouling technology to restore it to 
“like new” condition.

#854-A $39.95

#858-A $39.95

Books & VideosBooks & Videos
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Merchandise Total Shipping Charge

Under $100.00   $9.95

$100.01 - $250.00  $19.95

$250.01 - $375.00  $39.95

$375.01 - $500.00  $59.95

$500.01 - $750.00  $69.95

$750.01 - $1,000.00  $119.95

$1,000.01 - $1,500.00  $159.95

$1,500.01 - $3,000.00  $199.95

$3,000.01 - $5,000.00  $249.95

$5,000.01 and Over  Quoted

70% of the U.S. population 
can be reached in 3 days 
shipping UPS ground from 
our location.

Central Location

Shipping

Hazard Charges
Hazard charges are levied by UPS, FedEx, and all transportation companies. Fibre 
Glast does not profit from these charges. If applicable, hazard charges will be 
added to your product total before shipping your order. We then remit them directly 
to the transportation company. We will combine products as the law permits in order 
to minimize these charges whenever possible.

Handling Only Charges
Fibre Glast will charge $10.00 handling for any orders shipped on the customer’s 
freight account.

International Orders
Our standard shipping charges do not apply to international orders. We will quote 
your shipping charges by email and get your approval before we ship. All of our 
prices are in U.S. dollars and no other currencies will be accepted.

Sign Up For Fibre Glast Emails!
Visit www.FibreGlast.com to join our email list.

You will receive important email updates that can save you money! 
Offers include: product specials, online only specials, percentage discounts, new 

product announcements, and exclusive updates.

#1227-A $99.95

#853-A $39.95

#804-A $39.95

#854-A $39.95

#858-A $39.95

How To OrderHow To Order

Hours Of OperationHours Of Operation

www.FibreGlast.com

1.800.214.8568

www.FibreGlast.com

8:00 am - 8:00 pm ET
Monday - Friday

1.800.214.8568

8:00 am - 8:00 pm ET
Monday - Friday

Browse a huge selection of products. 
Purchase online through an easy, secure process.

Speak to a sales representative. 
Place an order, obtain a quote, or get 
more information about products.

Order by 2:30 ET for same day shipping!

Fibre Glast Developments Corporation
385 Carr Drive, Brookville, OH 45309

FAX: 937.833.6555
EMAIL: Sales@Fibreglast.com

Policies & Guarantees

Visa, MasterCard, Discover and American Express are the accepted credit 
cards. Net 30 Terms are available to U.S. corporate clients. Prepayments 
by check should be made by Certified Bank Check. Orders paid by other 
types of checks will not be shipped for a minimum of 10 days, upon receipt 
of check. Wire transfers may be required for international shipments. 
Wire transfers incur a $50 Bank Handling Fee in addition to any charges 
assessed by your bank. Purchase orders specifying other terms must be 
approved in writing by an officer at Fibre Glast Developments Corporation.

All products except Vinyl Ester Resin are guaranteed to have a six-month 
shelf life from date of purchase when stored in unopened containers and at 
ambient temperatures. Vinyl Ester Resin has only a three-month guarantee.

Material Certifications can be issued to our spec under the following two 
conditions: If requested when ordering, there is a $5.00 charge per 
certification for all orders under $500.00. There is no charge for orders 
over $500.00. If requested after the product has shipped, there is a 
$25.00 charge per certification regardless of the order size. If retroactive 
certifications are requested more than 3 months after the product has 
shipped, there will be a $25.00 charge for each additional month.

Notifiy customer service for instructions and authorization. Customer is 
responsible for all outbound shipping charges resulting from items ordered 
in error. Items can only be returned in unopened containers or packages 
determined to be in saleable condition at the discretion of Fibre Glast 
Developments Corporation.

Any disputes which result in legal recourse will be resolved in the courts of 
Montgomery County, Ohio and under the laws of the State of Ohio and the 
United States of America.

International Air and Freight shipments charged carrier rate 
plus Handling. Hazard Charges added separately at carrier 

rate. Prices subject to change without notice. 
Orders shipped best way, FOB Brookville, OH. 

Not responsible for typographical errors.

Policies & Guarantees
Payment Methods

Product Guarantees

Product Certifications

Returns

Disputes

Books & Videos



Need More Information?
Over 200 Product Spotlight Videos

 On Our Website!

1.800.214.8568www.FibreGlast.com
We’re Here To Assist You! Same Day Shipping8:00 am - 8:00 pm ET On Orders Placed by 2:30 ET Mon-Fri

Monday - Friday *For In-stock Items Only

385 Carr Drive
Brookville, OH 45309

Easy To Order!
www.FibreGlast.com

1.800.214.8568

Browse a huge selection of products. Purchase 
online through an easy, secure process.

Speak with a knowledgeable sales representative. 
Place or inquire about an order, obtain a quote, or 
get technical information about our products.

First Quality Composite Materials
Guaranteed 


